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拍賣品之狀況
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Physical Condition of Lots in this
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PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE IS NO
REFERENCE IN THIS CATALOGUE TO
THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OF ANY
LOT. INTENDING BIDDERS MUST
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CONDITION OF ANY LOTS AS SPECIFIED
IN CLAUSE 15 OF THE NOTICE TO
BIDDERS CONTAINED
AT THE END OF THIS CATALOGUE.
As a courtesy to intending bidders,
Bonhams will provide a written indication
of the physical condition of lots in this
sale if a request is received up to 24 hours
before the auction starts. Such report is
also available for download from Bonhams
website.This written indication is issued
subject to Clause 1.6 of Appendix 2 to the
Notice to Bidders.
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of recent legislation ruby and
jadeite gemstones of Burmese
(Myanmar) origin may not be
imported into the US. Rubies
and jadeite of non–Burmese
origin require certification
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5/F Island Ballroom
Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road
Admiralty, Hong Kong
+852 2918 4321
+852 2918 4320 fax

Nearest MTR location:
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Sale information for
Buyers and Sellers
After Sale Collection

Payment

All sold lots will be available for collection until
2pm on Sunday 26 May from Island Shangri-La
and after 2pm on Monday 27 May at Bonhams
Hong Kong office at Suite 1122, Two Pacific
Place, 88 Queensway, Admiralty, Hong Kong,
Tel: +852 2918 4321.

Purchases can only be released when full
settlement (inclusive of all charges) of all
invoices issued to the buyer is received in
cleared funds. If you are a successful Bidder,
payment will be due to be made to us by
4:30pm on the second working day after the
Sale so that all sums are cleared by the seventh
working day after the Sale. This applies even
if the buyer wishes to export the lot and an
export license is (or may be) required. Before
bidding you should ensure that you have
the necessary funds available and be able to
pay according to one of the methods set out
below. All cheques should be made payable to
Bonhams (Hong Kong) Ltd - Client A/C. Unless
agreed by us in advance payments made by
anyone other than the registered buyer will
not be accepted. We accept the following
methods of payment:

Please call to arrange an appointment for
collection. The office is open from 9am to
6pm, Monday to Friday, and closed on public
holidays and weekends.
Shipping
Buyers are asked to contact Bonhams Hong
Kong in advance regarding collection of
property and related fees for shipping.

Hong Kong dollar personal cheque drawn on
a Hong Kong branch of a bank: all cheques
must be cleared before you can collect your
purchases.
Bankers draft: if you can provide suitable
proof of identity and we are satisfied as to
the genuineness of the draft of cheque,
we will allow you to collect your purchases
immediately;
Cash: you may pay for Lots purchased by
you at this Sale with notes, coins or travellers
cheques in the currency in which the Sale
is conducted (but not any other currency)
provided that the total amount payable by
you in respect of all Lots purchased by you at
the Sale does not exceed HK$80,000. If the
amount payable by you for Lots exceeds that
sum, the balance must be paid otherwise than
in coins, notes or travellers cheques;

Account Name
Bonhams (Hong Kong) Ltd - Client A/C
Account Number
808-870174-001
Bank Name
HSBC
Bank Address
Head Office
1 Queens Road
Central
Hong Kong
Swift Code
HSBCHKHHHKH
If paying by bank transfer, the amount
received after the deduction of any bank
fees and/or conversion of the currency of
payment to Hong Kong dollars must not be
less than the Hong Kong dollars amount
payable, as set out on the invoice.
Debit cards issued by a Hong Kong Bank:
there is no additional charge for purchases
made with these cards;
Credit cards: Visa and Mastercard. Please
note there is a 3% surcharge on the total
invoice value when payments are made using
credit cards. It may be advisable to notify your
card provider of your intended purchase in
advance to reduce delays caused by us having
to seek authority when you come to pay.
If you have questions with regard to payment
or settlements of vendor proceeds please
contact our Customer Service Department.

Travelers Cheques: You may pay for Lots
purchased by you at this Sale with travellers
cheques, provided the total amount payable by
you in respect of all Lots purchased by you at
the Sale does not exceed HK$80,000. We will
need to see your passport if you wish to pay
using travellers cheques;
Bank Transfer: you may electronically transfer
funds to our Client Account. If you do so,
please quote your paddle number and invoice
number as the reference.
Our Client Account details are as follows:
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902

901

903

901
A pink opal, pink sapphire and diamond brooch, by Tiffany & Co.
The pink opal carved as a starfish, within a brilliant-cut diamond
surround, decorated by pink sapphire and pink opal cabochons,
mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 2.85 carats total, signed
Tiffany & Co., length 3.3cm
HK$31,000 - 47,000
US$4,000 - 6,100
粉紅蛋白石 粉紅剛玉 鑽石 別針 Tiffany & Co.設計
902
A pair of diamond pendent earrings, by Tiffany & Co.
Composed of three square openwork links set with brilliant-cut
diamonds, each suspending pear-shaped collets set with brilliant-cut
diamonds, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 1.95 carats
total, signed Tiffany & Co, numbered, length 4.3cm
HK$16,000 - 23,000
US$2,100 - 3,000
鑽石 耳環 一對 Tiffany & Co.設計
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903
A pair of titanium, coloured sapphire and diamond pendent
earrings
Each surmount of floral design with a purple titanium petal, the stamen
set with brilliant-cut diamonds, suspending a foliate spray set throughout
with brilliant-cut diamonds and oval-cut sapphires of pink and purple
hue, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 1.65 carats
total, length 7.6cm
HK$23,000 - 30,000
US$3,000 - 3,900
No Reserve
鈦金屬 剛玉 鑽石 耳環 一對

904

906
905

904 ≈
A ruby and diamond dress set
Comprising three studs each set with an oval cabochon ruby, within
a brilliant-cut diamond surround, accompanied by a pair of matching
cufflinks, mounted in 18k gold, diamonds approximately 5.55 carats
total, cufflink length 2.1cm, stud length 1.1cm (4)
HK$47,000 - 59,000
US$6,100 - 7,600

905
A diamond bracelet
Of foliate design, set throughout with brilliant and trillion-cut diamonds,
mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 8.50 carats total,
length 18.5cm
HK$39,000 - 55,000
US$5,000 - 7,100
No Reserve

紅寶石 鑽石 袖扣鈕扣套裝
鑽石 手鍊
906
A pair of tourmaline, gem and diamond earrings
Each suspending a pear-shaped double rose-cut rubellite tourmaline
drop, beneath a circular brilliant-cut diamond set link, the surmount
designed as a flowerhead, centrally set with a brilliant-cut diamond
stamen, within a surround of pear-shaped vari-coloured sapphire petals,
mounted in 18k gold and platinum, length 3.5cm
HK$39,000 - 55,000
US$5,000 - 7,100
碧壐 剛玉 耳環 一對
Fine Jewellery & Jadeite | 7

907

908

909

907
A coloured diamond and diamond ring
The step-cut fancy vivid yellow diamond, weighing 0.92 carat, between
stepped baguette-cut diamond shoulders, mounted in platinum and 18k
pink gold, ring size 6
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 0.92 carat diamond
is fancy vivid yellow. Report number 15132129, dated July 19 2006.

909
A pair of coloured diamond and diamond earrings
Each flowerhead forming clusters of marquise-cut diamonds of yellow
hue, the stems inlaid with baguette-cut diamonds, suspending four
radiant-cut diamonds of yellow hue, the largest weighing 1.04 and
1.01 carats, mounted in platinum and 18k gold, remaining coloured
diamonds approximately 3.45 carats total, colourless diamonds
approximately 1.25 carats total, smaller diamonds untested for natural
colour, length 4.1cm
HK$97,000 - 120,000
US$12,000 - 15,000

0.92克拉濃彩黃色鑽石 鑽石 戒指
908
A coloured diamond and diamond pendant necklace
Designed as a flowerhead, centrally set with a brilliant-cut diamond,
surrounded by pear-shaped diamond petals of orange, yellow and
blue hue, to a trace-link chain, mounted in 18k white gold, coloured
diamonds approximately 1.80 carats, diamonds untested for natural
colour, pendant length 1.2cm, necklace length 41.5cm
HK$170,000 - 200,000
US$22,000 - 26,000
鑽石 項鍊
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Accompanied by two reports from GIA stating that the 1.04 carat
diamond is natural fancy intense yellow, and the 1.01 carat diamond
is natural fancy intense yellow with SI1 clarity. Report numbers
5141438419 and 2145438329, dated February 8 2012 and February 15
2012 respectively.
1.04克拉濃彩黃色鑽石 1.01克拉濃彩黃色SI1鑽石 鑽石 耳環 一對

910

911

910
A diamond brooch, by Van Cleef & Arpels
Designed as a floral spray, the stamens set with brilliant-cut diamonds,
to textured leaves, mounted in 18k gold, diamonds approximately 1.45
carats total, signed Van Cleef & Arpels, French assay marks, numbered,
length 5.6cm
HK$43,000 - 50,000
US$5,500 - 6,400

911
A coloured diamond and diamond necklace
Suspending a briolette diamond of brown hue, the trace-link chain set
throughout with collet-set brilliant, oval, marquise, pear, and heartshaped diamonds of various hues, mounted in platinum and 18k gold,
diamonds approximately 10.00 carats total, diamonds untested for
natural colour, length 51.5cm
HK$140,000 - 180,000
US$18,000 - 23,000

鑽石 別針 Van Cleef & Arpels設計
鑽石 項鍊
Fine Jewellery & Jadeite | 9

913
912

912
An opal and diamond necklace
The graduating row of pear and oval cabochon opals in closed-back
settings, alternating with brilliant-cut diamond spacers, mounted in
18k gold, diamonds approx 1.80 carats total, length 49.3cm
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000

913
A pearl and diamond brooch
Set with five pearls of brown, pink, white and cream tint,
measuring 6.5-6.0mm, spaced by square-cut diamonds, diamonds
approximately 0.80 carat total, length 5.0cm
HK$35,000 - 50,000
US$4,500 - 6,400

蛋白石 鑽石 項鍊

珍珠 鑽石 別針
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914

915

914
A diamond bangle
The hinged bangle of highly articulated design, set with seven rows
of brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 6.75 carats total, inner diameter 6.6cm
HK$25,000 - 35,000
US$3,200 - 4,500

915
A pair of sapphire and diamond pendent earrings
Of chandelier design, set throughout with brilliant-cut diamonds
suspending heart and pear-shaped sapphires of various hues, mounted
in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 5.00 carats total, length
6.1cm
HK$55,000 - 70,000
US$7,100 - 9,000

鑽石 手鐲
剛玉 鑽石 耳環 一對
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916

918

917
A pearl, ruby and diamond sautoir
The dark grey baroque pearl, suspending six strands of graduated ruby
beads, surmounted by a cream button pearl highlighted by diamond
rondelles, all suspended from a chain of pearls alternating with briolettecut diamonds and ruby beads, the clasp set with a brilliant-cut diamond
surrounded by tapered rubies, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 7.60 carats total, pendant length 8.0cm, necklace length
58.0cm
HK$155,000 - 230,000
US$20,000 - 30,000
917

Accompanied by a report from SSEF Swiss Gemmological Institute stating
that the twenty-six pearls are natural and of saltwater origin. Report
number 63843, dated 2 July 2012.
天然海水珍珠 紅寶石 鑽石 項鍊

916
A diamond ring
The step-cut diamond, weighing 2.06 carats, within a pierced surround
highlighted with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in platinum, ring size
5¾
HK$110,000 - 180,000
US$14,000 - 23,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 2.06 carat diamond
is E colour and VS2 clarity. Report number 12152302, dated August 5
2002.

918
A pair of conch pearl, coloured diamond and diamond pendent
earrings
Each pear-shaped purplish pink diamond, weighing 0.13 and 0.10
carats, within brilliant-cut diamond surround, suspending a conch pearl
decorated with brilliant-cut diamonds of white and pink hue, mounted
in 18k white and pink gold, remaining coloured diamonds approximately
0.50 carats total, diamonds approximately 0.70 carats total,
length 2.2cm
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000

2.06克拉E/VS2鑽石 戒指

Accompanied by two reports from GIA stating:
The 0.13 carat diamond is natural fancy intense purplish pink. Report
number 2125992728, dated February 7 2011.
The 0.10 carat diamond is natural fancy vivid purplish pink. Report
number 1122992701, dated February 7 2011.
海螺珍珠 紫粉紅色鑽石 鑽石 耳環 一對
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920

919

919
An amethyst, peridot and cultured pearl necklace,
by Van Cleef & Arpels
Designed as two flowerheads each set with a brilliant-cut diamond
surrounded by pear-shaped amethyst and peridot cabochons, suspended
from two rows of cultured pearls, measuring 8.7-9.0mm, mounted in
18k gold, center section can be detached and worn as a brooch, signed
VCA, numbered, necklace length 41.6cm, brooch length 4.8cm
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000

920
An opal, enamel and emerald brooch, circa 1970
Designed as a swan, the body consisting of a marquise-shaped opal
triplet, to a circular-cut cabochon emerald eye and an enamel crown,
mounted in 18k gold and white gold, length 8.5cm
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
蛋白石 琺瑯 祖母綠 別針 約1970年

紫水晶 橄欖石 養珠 項鍊 Van Cleef & Arpels設計
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923
922

921

921
A cultured pearl and diamond necklace
The thirty-three graduated cultured pearls of golden tint, measuring
12.2-15.7mm, to a spherical clasp set with a brilliant-cut diamond,
mounted in 18k white gold, length 45.5cm
HK$55,000 - 75,000
US$7,100 - 9,700
養珠 鑽石 項鍊
922 ≈
A diamond and ruby ring, by Van Cleef & Arpels
Pavé-set with brilliant-cut diamonds, bordered to each side by channelset calibré-cut rubies, mounted in 18k gold, diamonds approximately
1.50 carats total, signed Van Cleef & Arpels, numbered, ring size 5½
HK$39,000 - 55,000
US$5,000 - 7,100
鑽石 紅寶石 戒指 Van Cleef & Arpels設計

923 ≈
A pair of diamond and ruby earclips, by Van Cleef & Arpels
Each pavé-set throughout with brilliant-cut diamonds, decorated
with channel-set calibré-cut rubies, mounted in 18k gold, diamonds
approximately 3.00 carats total, signed Van Cleef & Arpels, numbered,
length 2.1cm
HK$94,000 - 117,000
US$12,000 - 15,000
鑽石 紅寶石 耳環 一對 Van Cleep & Arpels設計
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924

924
A spinel dress ring
Set with a step-cut spinel of pink hue and a step-cut
spinel of purple hue, mounted in 18k pink gold,
ring size 6¾
HK$63,000 - 78,000
US$8,100 - 10,000
尖晶石 戒指
925
A diamond and cultured pearl necklace and earring suite
The necklace set with an undulating line of brilliant-cut diamonds,
suspending a pendant set with similarly cut diamonds, terminating in
a cultured pearl of cream tint, measuring 12.8mm, accompanied by
a pair of matching earrings, mounted in 18k white gold, pendant is
detachable, diamonds approximately 13.65 carats total, necklace length
38.0cm, pendant length 2.4cm, earring length 3.3cm (2)
HK$70,000 - 90,000
US$9,000 - 12,000

925

鑽石 養珠 項鍊 耳環 一套

926

926
An emerald and diamond dress ring, by Mauboussin
The textured gold, centrally set with a brilliant-cut diamond, highlighted
with similarly cut diamonds and circular-cut emeralds, mounted in 18k
gold, diamonds approximately 1.15 carats total, signed Mauboussin
Paris, ring size 6, cased by Mauboussin
HK$24,000 - 32,000
US$3,100 - 4,100
祖母綠 鑽石 戒指 Mauboussin設計
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927

928

927
A coloured diamond and diamond three-stone ring
The step-cut fancy purplish pink diamond, weighing 0.61 carat,
flanked by two similarly cut diamonds of pink hue within a
similarly coloured brilliant-cut diamond surround, mounted in
platinum and 18k pink gold, remaining coloured diamonds
approximately 0.90 carat total, remaining diamonds untested
for natural colour, ring size 6¼
HK$390,000 - 470,000
US$50,000 - 61,000

928
A coloured diamond and diamond necklace
The necklace set throughout with pear and marquise-shaped
diamonds of pink hue, alternating with brilliant-cut diamonds,
suspending a similarly designed pendent and a butterfly-shaped
diamond, all on a knife-edge wire, mounted in platinum and
18k pink gold, coloured diamonds weighing 9.35 carats,
diamonds weighing 3.81 carats total, length 41.5cm
HK$427,000 - 510,000
US$55,000 - 66,000

Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 0.61
carat fancy purplish pink diamond is natural. Report number
2145095352, dated November 28 2011.

Accompanied by thirty two reports from GIA.

0.61克拉紫粉紅色鑽石 鑽石 戒指
16 | Bonhams

鑽石 項鍊

931

930
929

929
A pair of diamond pendent earrings
The asscher-cut diamonds, both weighing 1.52 carats, within a
brilliant-cut diamond surround, suspended from a similarly cut
diamond surmount, mounted in 18k white gold, remaining diamonds
approximately 0.80 carat total, length 2.2cm
HK$95,000 - 110,000
US$12,000 - 14,000

930
A diamond bracelet
Set with a row of twenty-seven brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k
white gold, diamonds approximately 20.35 carats total, length 17.5cm
HK$164,000 - 195,000
US$21,000 - 25,000

Accompanied by two reports from GIA stating that both 1.52 carat
diamonds are E colour and SI1 clarity. Report number 14302398, dated
May 4 2005 and report number 14178597, dated March 7 2005.

931
A padparadscha sapphire and diamond ring
The oval mixed-cut padparadscha sapphire, weighing 3.08 carats, within
a brilliant-cut diamond surround and shoulders, mounted in platinum,
diamonds approximately 0.90 carat total, ring size 7
HK$140,000 - 200,000
US$18,000 - 26,000

1.52克拉E/SI1鑽石 耳環 一對

鑽石 手鍊

Accompanied by a report from GRS Gem Research Swiss Lab, stating
that the 3.08 carat padparadscha sapphire is natural orangy-pink, with
no indication of heat treatment and originates from Madagascar. Report
number GRS2013-031740, March 7 2013.
3.08克拉無加熱帕德瑪剛玉 鑽石 戒指
Fine Jewellery & Jadeite | 17

933 (reduced size)

932 (reduced size)

932≈
A set of jadeite carving
A semi-opaque material carved as five pieces of light green garlic of
various shapes and sizes suffused with white mottling, to a wooden
stand, dimensions 19.5 x 19.5 x 10.5cm
HK$10,000 - 20,000
US$1,300 - 2,600
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number KJ 78867, dated 15 March 2013.
No Reserve

933≈
A set of jadeite carving
The nine semi-translucent various coloured jadeite each carved as
fish of different movement, the center fish with bead of bright green
color in its mouth, all to a wooden stand and fitted box, the largest
measuring approximately 66.0 x 18.1 x 35.5mm and smallest measuring
approximately 54.2 x 11.8 x 20.0mm, wooden stand measuring
approximately 160 x 245 x 112.3mm
HK$80,000 - 100,000
US$10,000 - 13,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66539, dated 15 March 2013.

翡翠 擺件 一套
翡翠 「九魚躍龍門」 擺件 一套
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934

935

934 ≈
A jadeite pendant
The light green jadeite with yellow patches of very good translucency,
measuring approximately 55.8 x 44.2 x 11.5mm, carved as a bird,
mounted in 18k white gold, length 6.3cm
HK$80,000 - 150,000
US$10,000 - 19,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66830, dated March 20 2013.

935≈
A jadeite and diamond pendant
The orangy yellow jadeite with white patches of good translucency,
measuring approximately 59.6 x 36.0 x 8.6mm, carved as a dragon to
the front and as a bat, bamboo and ling zhi to the back, to a bright
green jadeite cabochon, both within a brilliant-cut diamond surround,
mounted in 18k pink gold, diamonds approximately 1.60 carats total,
length 7.2cm
HK$20,000 - 40,000
US$2,600 - 5,200
No Reserve

翡翠 吊墜
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66829, dated March 19 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 吊墜
936
No lot
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937

938

937≈
A jadeite bracelet
Carved as a bracelet, composed of interlocking white jadeite hoops of
good translucency, the bracelet measuring approximately 100.9 x 9.9 x
10.0mm
HK$40,000 - 60,000
US$5,200 - 7,700
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66917, dated March 21 2013.

938≈
A jadeite pendant necklace
The pendant of good translucency in white with light green and yellow
patches, measuring approximately 60.4 x 40.9 x 11.3mm, carved to
depict two children on a leaf catching butterflies, the back carved as a
poem of longevity and prosperity nature, suspending from a brownish
jadeite bead and lavender jadeite ingot, to a vari-coloured jadeite
rondelle necklace, the two hundred fourteen rondelles measuring
approximately 5.2mm, pendant length 7.9cm, necklace length 75.4cm
HK$30,000 - 50,000
US$3,900 - 6,400

翡翠 手鍊

No Reserve
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66916, dated 21 March 2013.
翡翠 項鍊
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940

939

939≈
A jadeite carved ring
The orangy yellow jadeite carved as a mantis with white and green
patches of good translucency, measuring approximately 38.7 x 54.9 x
13.4mm, ring size 8
HK$16,000 - 23,000
US$2,100 - 3,000

941

Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66832, dated March 20 2013.
翡翠 戒指
940≈
A jadeite and diamond gentleman’s ring
Set with a bright green rectangular jadeite plaque, measuring
approximately 22.3 x 8.6 x 2.4mm, boarded by channel-set square-cut
diamonds, mounted in 18k pink gold, diamonds approximately 0.85
carat total, ring size 9¾
HK$40,000 - 60,000
US$5,200 - 7,700
No Reserve
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66755, dated March 19 2013.

941≈
A jadeite and diamond pendant
The bright green jadeite pendant of good translucency, measuring
approximately 31.1 x 19.3 x 14.2, carved as a monkey and peach,
suspended by a flowerhead surmount set with brilliant-cut diamonds,
to a black silk cord, mounted in 18k white gold, pendant length 4.6cm,
cord length 46.5cm
HK$80,000 - 140,000
US$10,000 - 18,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66831, dated March 20 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 吊墜

翡翠 鑽石 戒指
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942≈
A jadeite and diamond necklace
Composed of twenty bright green jadeite hoops of good translucency,
measuring approximately 12.5 x 5.8 x 3.2mm, spaced by brilliant-cut
diamond set links highlighted further by a floral link, to oval brown
jadeite cabochons, mounted in 18k black rhodium and 18k gold,
diamonds approximately 1.00 carat, length 80.6cm
HK$50,000 - 60,000
US$6,400 - 7,700
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66540, dated March 15 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 項鍊
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942

943

945

944
943≈
A lavender jadeite, jadeite and diamond brooch
Designed as a tree, set with lavender oval jadeite cabochons of very
good translucency, measuring approximately 11.7 x 9.6 x 5.4mm,
the branches set with brilliant-cut diamonds, to a bright green
jadeite of good translucency, measuring approximately 31.9 x 15.8 x
6.5mm, carved as a tree trunk, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 0.70 carat total, length 5.6cm
HK$100,000 - 200,000
US$13,000 - 26,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeites are natural and no resin was detected.
Report number KJ 78999 1-2, dated March 20 2013.
紫翡翠 翡翠 鑽石 別針
944≈
A jadeite, cultured pearl and diamond brooch/pendant
The openwork brooch set with triangular, brilliant, baguette and squarecut diamonds, suspending similarly cut diamonds and a cultured pearl,
measuring approximately 11.1 x 8.0mm, to a bright green pepper and
bat jadeite plaque, measuring approximately 33.5 x 11.1 x 1.6mm,
suspending to either side a carved jadeite leaf, mounted in 18k white
gold, diamonds approximately 2.20 carats total, length 8.0cm
HK$40,000 - 55,000
US$5,200 - 7,100

945≈
A jadeite, ruby and diamond brooch
Designed as a butterfly with antenna en tremblant, the thorax set
with hexagonal-shaped rose-cut diamond, the abdomen set with
triangular and square shaped rose-cut diamonds, surrounded by
brilliant-cut diamonds, the wings set with bright green jadeite with good
translucency, carved with bat, money and lingzhi fungus, in a brilliantcut diamond outline, to collet-set cabochon ruby eyes, mounted in 18k
black rhodium, diamonds approximately 6.50 carats in total, length
7.0cm
HK$300,000 - 400,000
US$39,000 - 52,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number KJ 78917, dated 19 March 2013.
翡翠 紅寶石 鑽石 別針

Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory,
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 65398, dated 25 February 2013.
翡翠 養珠 鑽石 別針/吊墜
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948

946

947

946≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond pendent earrings
Each set with a bright green tapered jadeite plaques of very good
translucency, measuring approximately 24.6 x 13.5 x 1.6mm, suspended
by a stylised bow surmount set with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in
18k white gold, diamonds approximately 0.40 carat total, length 4.1cm
HK$63,000 - 80,000
US$8,100 - 10,000

948 ≈
A jadeite and diamond ring
The bright green oval jadeite cabochon of very good translucency,
measuring approximately 17.5 x 14.5 x 5.2mm, to a brilliant-cut
diamond surround, gallery and shoulders, mounted in 18k white gold,
diamonds approximately 1.80 carats total, ring size 5¾
HK$130,000 - 200,000
US$17,000 - 26,000

Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66550, dated March 15 2013.

Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 79028, dated March 21 2013.

翡翠 鑽石 耳環 一對

翡翠 鑽石 戒指

947≈
A jadeite and diamond brooch
Designed as a floral spray, set with intense green jadeites of very good
translucency, carved as flowers, the lower right flower measuring
approximately 16.0 x 10.2 x 2.1mm, highlighted with brilliant-cut
diamonds, to stylised ribbons set with similarly cut diamonds, and
baguette-cut diamond accents, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 2.65 carats total, length 8.5cm
HK$48,000 - 68,000
US$6,200 - 8,800
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66765, dated March 19 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 別針
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949

950

949 ≈
A jadeite and diamond brooch
The intense green squirrel and grape plaque of very good translucency,
measuring approximately 51.4 x 21.7 x 2.8mm, to a stylised base set
with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 0.95 carat total, length 5.5cm
HK$390,000 - 546,000
US$50,000 - 70,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory,
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 78610, dated 25 February 2013.

951

951≈
A jadeite and diamond brooch
Set with an intense green jadeite plaque carved as a flower of good
translucency, measuring approximately 49.8 x 20.0 x 2.9mm, to a
foliate surround set with brilliant-cut diamonds and a stem inlaid with
baguette-cut diamonds to marquise-cut diamond highlights, mounted in
18k white gold, diamonds approximately 4.30 carats total, length 7.5cm
HK$40,000 - 70,000
US$5,200 - 9,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66760, dated March 19 2013.

翡翠 鑽石 別針
翡翠 鑽石 別針
950 ≈
A jadeite and diamond ring
The pear-shaped intense green jadeite cabochon, measuring
approximately 19.2 x 9.7 x 4.4mm, within a brilliant and marquisecut diamond surround, to similarly cut diamond bifurcated shoulders,
mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 0.80 carat in total,
ring size 6¾
HK$120,000 - 160,000
US$15,000 - 21,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 76303, dated 24 September 2012.
翡翠 鑽石 戒指
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952

953

952
A gold and diamond quartz bracelet watch, by Van Cleef & Arpels
The mother-of-pearl dial with gold baton hour markers, gold baton
hands, 18k gold polished case with brilliant-cut diamond-set bezel
and shoulders, integral 18k gold link bracelet to diamond-set clasp,
diamonds approximately 0.50 carat total, case signed Van Cleef &
Arpels, Swiss assay marks, bracelet length 17.0cm
HK$47,000 - 62,000
US$6,100 - 8,000

953 ≈
A ruby, pearl and diamond necklace
Suspending two rows of ruby beads, decorated by brilliant-cut diamond
set rondelles spaced by pearls measuring 8.0-7.9mm, to a row of ruby
beads and a brilliant-cut diamond set clasp, mounted in 18k gold, length
46.0cm
HK$150,000 - 200,000
US$19,000 - 26,000
紅寶石 珍珠 鑽石 項鍊

黃金鑽石女裝腕錶 Van Cleef & Arpels設計
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954

954
A sapphire and diamond ring
The oval mixed-cut sapphire, weighing 7.76 carats,
between bifurcated shoulders set with brilliant-cut diamonds,
mounted in 18k white gold, ring size 6
HK$80,000 - 100,000
US$10,000 - 13,000
Accompanied by a report from GRS Gem Research Swiss Lab stating
that the 7.76 carat sapphire is natural with no indications of heat
treatment and originates from Kanchanaburi (Thailand). Report number
GRS2012-021090, dated 10 February 2012.

955

7.76克拉無加熱泰國藍寶石 鑽石 戒指
955
A spessartite garnet and diamond necklace, by Tiffany & Co.
The oval mixed-cut spessartite garnet within a stylised openwork
surround set with brilliant-cut diamonds, suspended from a surmount
and trace-link chain set with similarly cut diamonds, pendant mounted
in platinum, diamonds approximately 0.80 carat total, pendant signed
Tiffany & Co., numbered, pendant length 4.3cm, necklace length
53.5cm
HK$78,000 - 117,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
石榴石 鑽石 項鍊 Tiffany & Co.設計
956
A diamond ‘waterfall’ brooch, by Cartier
The articulated wave motifs set with brilliant-cut diamonds, beneath
a cascading waterfall of similarly cut diamonds, mounted in platinum,
diamonds approximately 11.50 carats total, signed Cartier Paris,
numbered, French marker’s mark, French assay mark, length 5.3cm
HK$148,000 - 172,000
US$19,000 - 22,000

956

鑽石瀑布設計別針 Cartier設計
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958

957

957
A pair of aquamarine and diamond pendent earrings
The heart-shaped and brilliant-cut diamond surmount suspending
a pear-shaped aquamarine, surrounded by brilliant-cut diamonds,
mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 4.70 carats total,
length 6.0cm
HK$109,000 - 140,000
US$14,000 - 18,000

958
An amethyst and diamond bead necklace
Composed of eighteen slightly graduated amethyst beads highlighted
with brilliant-cut diamonds, two amethyst beads with a screw clasp,
diamonds approximately 4.00 carats total, length 43.5cm
HK$39,000 - 55,000
US$5,000 - 7,100
紫水晶 鑽石 項鍊

海藍寶石 鑽石 耳環 一對
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959

959
A pink and yellow sapphire and diamond
necklace, bracelet and earring suite, by
Mauboussin
The articulated fancy-link necklace set
throughout with brilliant-cut diamonds,
suspending a fringe of square-cut yellow
sapphires, alternating with oval mixed-cut pink
sapphires within a lozenge-shaped surround
of brilliant-cut diamonds, accompanied by
a pair of matching earrings and bracelet,
mounted in platinum and 18k gold, diamonds
approximately 11.50 carats total, maker’s mark,
numbered, necklace length 37.2cm, bracelet
length 19.0cm, earrings 4.0cm (3)
HK$312,000 - 468,000
US$40,000 - 60,000
粉紅剛玉 黃剛玉 鑽石 項鍊、手鍊及耳環 一
套
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961

960

960
A spinel and diamond necklace
Designed as a row of cushion-cut spinels of various hues, alternating
with brilliant-cut diamonds, the front of similar design, suspending a
double row of cushion-cut spinels each within a surround of brilliant-cut
diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 6.51
carats total, length 45.5cm
HK$234,000 - 312,000
US$30,000 - 40,000
Accompanied by a certificate from GRS Gem Research Swiss Laboratory
stating that the thirty seven spinels are natural with no indication of
treatment, originating in Burma (Myanmar). Report number GRS2011031815, dated 22 March 2011.
天然無加熱尖晶石 鑽石 項鍊
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961
A spinel and diamond ring
The cushion-cut red spinel, between shield-shaped diamonds, mounted
in platinum and 18k gold, diamonds approximately 1.25 carats total,
ring size 5¾
HK$86,000 - 109,000
US$11,000 - 14,000
Accompanied by a report from the AGL American Gemological
Laboratories stating that the spinel is natural, with no indication of heat
treatment and originates from Burma (Myanmar). Report number CS
53773, dated February 27 2013.
天然無加熱緬甸尖晶石 鑽石 戒指

964

963

962

962
A conch pearl and diamond brooch
Designed as a lily, set with a conch pearl stamen, the petals set
throughout with brilliant-cut diamonds, highlighted by brilliant-cut
diamonds of yellow hue, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately
4.45 carats total, diamonds untested for natural colour, length 7.6cm
HK$93,600 - 117,000
US$12,000 - 15,000

964
An unmounted diamond
The loose brilliant-cut diamond, weighing 2.25 carats
HK$230,000 - 330,000
US$30,000 - 43,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 2.25 carat diamond
is F colour and VVS2 clarity. Report number 6125957473, dated January
26 2013.

海螺珍珠 鑽石 別針
963
A diamond line bracelet
Set with a line of graduated baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in
platinum, diamonds approximately 10.00 carats total, length 17.2cm
HK$66,000 - 78,000
US$8,500 - 10,000

2.25克拉鑽石

鑽石 手鍊
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966
965

967

965
A diamond dress ring
Of bombé design, set throughout with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted
in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 18.00 carats total, ring size 5
HK$101,000 - 150,000
US$13,000 - 19,000

967
A star sapphire and diamond cluster ring
The oval double cabochon star sapphire, within a brilliant-cut diamond
surround, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 3.50 carats
total, ring size 5¼
HK$230,000 - 300,000
US$30,000 - 39,000

鑽石 戒指
966
A pair diamond earclips
Pavé-set throughout with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white
gold, diamonds approximately 12.00 carats total, length 2.2cm
HK$62,000 - 90,000
US$8,000 - 12,000
鑽石 耳環 一對
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星光藍寶石 鑽石 戒指

969 (incandescent light)

969 (daylight)

968

968
A coloured diamond and diamond necklace
The oval-cut fancy light grey diamond, weighing 1.93 carats, to swags of
brilliant-cut diamonds and scrolls of baguette-cut diamonds, suspended
from a similarly cut diamond back chain, mounted in platinum,
remaining diamonds approximately 30.00 carats total, length 43.3cm
HK$320,000 - 390,000
US$41,000 - 50,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 1.93 carat
diamond is natural fancy light grey with VVS1 clarity. Report number
1132663381, dated December 15 2009.
1.93克拉淡灰色鑽石 鑽石 項鍊

969
An alexandrite, coloured diamond and diamond ring
The circular mixed-cut alexandrite, weighing 7.44 carats, within a border
of brilliant-cut diamonds of pink hue and a further cluster of brilliant and
cushion-shaped diamonds, the gallery and shoulders set with similarly
cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white and pink gold, coloured diamonds
approximately 0.45 carat total, diamonds approximately 2.25 carats
total, diamonds untested for natural colour, ring size 6¼
HK$235,000 - 320,000
US$30,000 - 41,000
Accompanied by a report from AGTA American Gemological Trade
Association stating that the 7.44 carat alexandrite is brownish green
in daylight and greenish pink in incandescent light. Report number
96011812, dated June 17 2009.
7.44克拉亞歷山大變色石 彩鑽 鑽石 戒指
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970

971

970
A tsavorite garnet and diamond dress ring, by Mayer Collection
Designed as a striking snake, set throughout with circular-cut tsavorite
garnets, with brilliant-cut diamond eyes, mounted in 18k black rhodium,
ring size 6
HK$47,000 - 57,000
US$6,100 - 7,300
石榴石 鑽石 戒指 Mayer系列

971
An aquamarine, peridot and diamond pendant necklace
Designed as a brilliant-cut diamond line necklace suspending a pearshaped aquamarine and peridot within a surround of brilliant-cut
diamonds, both connected by a similarly cut diamond drop mounted
in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 6.80 carats total, pendant
length 10.0cm, necklace length 40.5cm
HK$62,000 - 94,000
US$8,000 - 12,000
海藍寶石 橄欖石 鑽石 項鍊
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973 (detail)

973

972

972
A pink sapphire, tourmaline, aquamarine and diamond bracelet,
by Tiffany & Co.
Set with rectangular mixed-cut pink sapphires, green tourmalines and
aquamarines, within brilliant-cut diamond surrounds, to openwork
square links set with similarly cut diamonds, mounted in platinum,
diamonds approximately 2.05 carats total, signed T & Co., numbered,
length 18.2cm
HK$39,000 - 55,000
US$5,000 - 7,100

973
A pair of diamond ‘dice’ earrings
Each dice set with diamond numbers, suspended from a surmount set
with brilliant, triangular and heart-shaped diamonds of spade and club
motif, mounted in 18k white gold and 18K black rhodium, length 5.0cm
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
鑽石 耳環 一對

粉紅剛玉 碧壐 海藍寶 鑽石 手鍊 Tiffany & Co.設計
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974

974
An emerald and diamond necklace, by Cartier
The square step-cut emerald, within a brilliant-cut diamond
surround, to a brilliant and baguette-cut diamond surmount and
a flattened palmier-link chain, mounted in 18k gold, diamonds
approximately 3.95 carats total, emerald approximately 10.25
carats, signed Cartier Paris, numbered, pendant detachable,
pendant length 2.7cm, necklace length 40.5cm
HK$505,000 - 660,000
US$65,000 - 85,000
祖母綠 鑽石 項鍊 Cartier設計
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977

975

976

975
A coloured diamond bangle
Designed as a hinged bangle, set throughout with vari-shaped diamonds
of yellow hue, mounted in 18k yellow gold, coloured diamonds
approximately 47.10 carats total, diamonds untested for natural colour,
inner diameter 5.5 x 5.0cm
HK$312,000 - 390,000
US$40,000 - 50,000

977
A diamond and coloured diamond dress ring
Of bombé design, centrally set with a cluster of brilliant-cut diamonds of
yellow hue, the surround pavé-set with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted
in 18k gold, diamonds of yellow hue approximately 1.60 carats total,
diamonds approximately 2.00 carats total, diamonds untested for
natural colour, ring size 4¾
HK$47,000 - 63,000
US$6,100 - 8,100

彩鑽 鑽石 手鐲
鑽石 戒指
976
A pair of emerald and diamond pendent earrings
Each suspending an emerald drop, the surmount set with brilliant
and baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 1.65 carats total, length 5.0cm
HK$117,000 - 200,000
US$15,000 - 26,000
祖母綠 鑽石 耳環 一對
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979

980
978 (incandescent light)

978 (daylight)

978
An alexandrite and coloured diamond ring
The cushion-cut alexandrite, highlighted with brilliant-cut diamonds
of yellow and brown hue, mounted in 18k gold, coloured diamonds
approximately 1.40 carats total, ring size 6¾
HK$31,000 - 46,000
US$4,000 - 5,900
亞歷山大變色石 彩鑽 戒指
979
A diamond bracelet, by Tiffany & Co.
Composed of articulated leaf-shaped links set with brilliant-cut
diamonds, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 3.45 carats
total, signed Tiffany & Co., length 17.5cm
HK$31,000 - 47,000
US$4,000 - 6,100
鑽石 手鍊 Tiffany & Co.設計

980
A diamond pendant necklace, by Tiffany & Co.
The brilliant-cut diamond surmount suspending a tassle of similarly-cut
diamonds terminating in three pear-shaped diamonds, to a trace-link
chain, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 2.00 carats total,
signed Tiffany & Co., necklace length 41.0cm, pendant length 6.2cm
HK$23,000 - 39,000
US$3,000 - 5,000
鑽石 項鍊 Tiffany & Co.設計
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981

981
A cultured pearl necklace
The thirty-one graduated cultured pearls of grey, silver and brown tint,
measuring 13.0-16.0mm, to an 18k white gold spherical clasp, length
45.5cm
HK$63,000 - 80,000
US$8,100 - 10,000

982

982
A pair of cultured pearl and coloured diamond cufflinks
Each set with a cultured pearl of greyish green tint, measuring 15.315.2mm, mounted on 18k pink gold batons set with brilliant-cut
diamonds of pink hue, coloured diamonds approximately 0.20 carat
total, diamonds untested for natural colour, length 2.5cm
HK$31,000 - 47,000
US$4,000 - 6,100

養珠 項鍊
養珠 鑽石 袖扣 一對
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983

984

983
A diamond necklace and earring suite
The necklace, of foliate design set throughout with brilliant and
marquise-cut diamond clusters, accompanied by a pair of matching
earrings, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 14.35
carats total, necklace length 38.5cm, earring length 2.9cm (2)
HK$100,000 - 120,000
US$13,000 - 15,000
鑽石 項鍊 耳環 一套

984
A yellow sapphire and diamond ring
The oval mixed-cut yellow sapphire, flanked by triangular-cut diamonds,
mounted in platinum and 18k gold, yellow sapphire approximately 20.55
carats, diamonds approximately 2.55 carats total, ring size 6
HK$195,000 - 270,000
US$25,000 - 35,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the sapphire is natural,
with no indications of heat treatment. Report number 1152119594,
dated Dec 18 2012.
天然無加熱黃色剛玉 鑽石 戒指
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986

985

985
A sapphire, rock crystal and diamond pendant necklace
The drop-shaped frosted rock crystal with carved detail, highlighted with
calibré-cut sapphires, to a cabochon sapphire tip, mounted in platinum,
pendant length 3.8cm, necklace length 43.0cm
HK$47,000 - 65,000
US$6,100 - 8,400

986
A yellow sapphire, sapphire and diamond brooch, by Cartier
Of floral design, set with cushion-shaped yellow sapphires and circularcut blue sapphires, highlighted by brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in
18k gold, diamonds approximately 0.90 carats total, signed Cartier,
length 2.7cm
HK$94,000 - 140,000
US$12,000 - 18,000

藍寶石 水晶 鑽石 項鍊
藍寶石 黃石剛玉 鑽石 別針 Cartier設計
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987

987
A pair of sapphire and diamond earstuds
The cushion-shaped sapphires, weighing 6.05 carats and 5.91 carats,
the surround and gallery set with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k
white gold, diamonds approximately 1.00 carat total, length 1.2cm
HK$480,000 - 530,000
US$62,000 - 68,000
Accompanied by two reports from SSEF Swiss Gemmological Institute
stating that the 5.91 and 6.05 carat sapphires are natural, with no
indications of heat treatment, and originate from Ceylon (Sri Lanka).
Report numbers 56729 and 56730, both dated June 29 2010.
6.05克拉及5.91克拉無加熱斯里蘭卡藍寶石 鑽石 耳環 一對
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988

988
A sapphire and diamond necklace
Suspending intertwining swirls of brilliant-cut and pear-shaped
diamonds, centrally set with a perpendicular row of five oval mixedcut and heart-shaped sapphires, to a brilliant-cut diamond back chain
and oval-cut sapphire clasp, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 58.50 carats total, French maker’s mark, French assay
mark, pendant length 12.5cm, necklace length 37.0cm
HK$500,000 - 700,000
US$64,000 - 90,000
藍寶石 鑽石 項鍊
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989
A diamond bracelet, by Georges Fouquet, circa 1920
Composed of six oval hoops set with brilliant-cut diamonds, connected
by similarly cut diamond set links, mounted in platinum, diamonds
approximately 12.60 carats total, signed G Fouquet, numbered, bracelet
length 20.5cm
HK$400,000 - 500,000
US$52,000 - 64,000
The renowned French jewellery firm of Fouquet was founded in 1862 by
Alphonse Fouquet, one of the pioneers of Renaissance revival jewellery.
Alphonse’s son Georges took over management of the firm in 1895
and soon became an important designer of iconic fine jewellery which
broke away from the conventional design of the late 19th and early 20th
century.
During the first decade of the 1900’s Fouquet became renowned for his
Art Noveau designs and he was considered to be on par with Lalique. He
surrounded himself with the greatest artists of the time and, as a result,
he worked in collaboration with the decorative artist Alphonse Mucha.
Together they won the gold medal for their wonderful creations at the
Exposition Universelle in Paris in 1900.
Georges Fouquet was one of the only handful of jewellers linked to both
the Art Noveau and Art Deco movements which further exemplifies him
as an innovator, a pioneer and a creator of unique and exceptional fine
jewellery.
鑽石 手鍊 Georges Fouquet設計 約1920年

989

990

991

990
A diamond bangle
Designed as a hinged bangle, set throughout with brilliant-cut diamonds,
mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 33.00 carats total,
inner diameter 5.7 x 4.9cm
HK$186,000 - 220,000
US$24,000 - 28,000

991
A diamond and sapphire brooch, by Chanel
Designed as a quatrefoil set with five circular sapphire cabochons, within
a swirling surround pavé-set with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in
platinum, diamonds approximately 5.20 carats total, signed Chanel,
length 4.9cm
HK$312,000 - 390,000
US$40,000 - 50,000

鑽石 手鐲
藍寶石 鑽石 別針 Chanel設計
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993

992

992
A pearl and diamond necklace
The drop-shaped pearl of grey tint, surmounted by a
marquise-cut diamond, weighing 1.16 carats, all suspended
from a chain of circular and baroque shaped pearls
alternating with briolette-cut diamonds, the clasp set with
brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in platinum
diamonds approximately 4.30 carats total, length 45.0cm
HK$156,000 - 240,000
US$20,000 - 31,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the
1.16 carat diamond is D colour and VS1 clarity. Report number
5131823240, dated 23 September 2011.

993 ≈
A ruby and diamond cluster ring
The cushion-cut ruby, weighing 3.88 carats, within a brilliant and
trapezoid-cut surround, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately
1.45 carats total, ring size 5¼
HK$300,000 - 500,000
US$39,000 - 64,000
Accompanied by a report from Gübelin Gemlab, stating that the
3.88 carat ruby is natural, with no indications of heat treatment, and
originates from Burma (Myanmar). Report number 11120135, dated 22
December 2011.
3.88克拉無加熱緬甸紅寶石 鑽石 戒指

Accompanied by a report from SSEF Swiss Gemological
Institute stating that the twenty-eight pearls are natural and
of saltwater origin. Report number 63844, dated 29 June 2012.
天然珍珠 1.16克拉D/VS1鑽石 項鍊
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994
A gold and diamond sautoir, by Van Cleef & Arpels
Designed as seven lion heads, with brilliant-cut diamond eyes, each
joined by heavy gold chain and connected by links highlighted with
brilliant-cut diamonds, the largest lion head to the center holding
a brilliant-cut diamond set hoop, mounted in 18k gold, diamonds
approximately 8.35 carats total, signed VCA, length 74.2cm
HK$272,000 - 350,000
US$35,000 - 45,000
鑽石 項鍊 Van Cleef & Arpels設計
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994 (reduced size)

995

997

996

995
A yellow sapphire ring
The rectangular mixed-cut yellow sapphire, mounted in bloomed 18k
gold, ring size 6½
HK$47,000 - 62,000
US$6,100 - 8,000

997
A cat’s eye chrysoberyl ring
The oval cabochon cat’s eye chrysoberyl, mounted in 18k gold, ring size
6¾
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000

黃色剛玉 戒指

貓眼金錄寶石 戒指

996
A pair of sapphire and diamond cufflinks, by Van Cleef & Arpels
Each set with a circular sapphire cabochon, within a semi-surround
of brilliant-cut diamonds, to an arched bar connector and terminal of
matching design, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately
3.00 carats total, signed VCA, numbered, length 2.8cm
HK$39,000 - 55,000
US$5,000 - 7,100
藍寶石 鑽石 袖扣 一對 Van Cleef & Arpels設計
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998

999

1000

998≈
A jadeite and diamond pendant
Designed as an apple, the intense green pear-shaped jadeite plaque
of good translucency, measuring approximately 21.9 x 30.6 x 1.9mm,
within a brilliant-cut diamond surround, to similarly cut diamond
highlights, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 1.25
carats total, length 3.5cm
HK$75,000 - 95,000
US$9,700 - 12,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66761, dated March 19 2013.

1000≈
A jadeite and diamond pendant
The bright green round Bi jadeite disc of very good translucency,
measuring approximately 19.8 x 3.2 x 4.3mm, to a brilliant-cut diamond
surmount, highlighted by a pear-shaped diamond, mounted in 18k
white gold, diamonds approximately 0.25 carat total, length 3.2cm
HK$100,000 - 130,000
US$13,000 - 17,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66541, dated March 15 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 吊墜

翡翠 鑽石 吊墜
999≈
A jadeite and diamond pendant
The bright green jadeite pendant of good translucency, measuring
approximately 27.8 x 26.2 x 2.3mm, carved as a boat, highlighted by
flag and swirling water set with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k
white gold, diamonds approximately 0.55 carat total, length 4.0cm
HK$28,000 - 48,000
US$3,600 - 6,200
NO RESERVE
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66751, dated March 19 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 吊墜
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1001

1002

1001≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond brooches
The intense green jadeites of good translucency, the two largest
pieces measuring approximately 32.0 x 16.2 x 2.5mm and 28.6 x
18.4 x 2.4mm, carved as two dogs, to a tail and stylised ribbons set
with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 0.75 carat total, lengths 4.5cm and 4.0cm (2)
HK$30,000 - 50,000
US$3,900 - 6,400
Accompanied by two reports from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeites are natural and no resin was detected.
Report numbers SJ 66763 and SJ 66762, both dated March 19 2013.

1002 ≈
A jadeite and diamond ring
The bright green oval jadeite cabochon, of good translucency, measuring
approximately 12.9 x 10.2 x 6.1mm, within a brilliant cut diamond
surround, to stylised shoulders, mounted in 14k white gold, diamonds
approximately 1.00 carat total, ring size 6¾
HK$24,000 - 36,000
US$3,100 - 4,600
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66910, dated March 21 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 戒指

翡翠 鑽石 別針 一對
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1003

1004

1003≈
A jadeite and diamond pendant
Designed as a cross, set with three intense green rectangular
curved jadeite plaques of good translucency, the largest measuring
approximately 33.0 x 5.8 x 2.1mm, to brilliant-cut diamond highlights
and a similarly cut diamond surmount, mounted in 18k white gold,
diamonds approximately 0.65 carat total, length 4.9cm
HK$20,000 - 40,000
US$2,600 - 5,200

1004≈
A jadeite and diamond pendant
The intense green jadeite of good translucency, measuring approximately
47.3 x 11.7 x 5.4mm, carved as a peapod, within a two-tiered brilliantcut diamond surround and similarly-cut diamond surmount, mounted in
18k white gold, diamonds approximately 4.25 carats total, length 6.5cm
HK$55,000 - 75,000
US$7,100 - 9,700

NO RESERVE

Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66752, dated March 19 2013.

Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66757, dated March 19 2013.

翡翠 鑽石 吊墜

翡翠 鑽石 吊墜
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1005

1006

1005 ≈
A jadeite and diamond ring
The bright green marquise-cut jadeite cabochon of good translucency,
measuring approximately 25.2 x 8.8 x 3.1mm, within a single-cut
diamond surround, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 0.80
carat total, ring size 8¼
HK$78,000 - 117,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66828, dated March 20 2013.

1006≈
A jadeite bead necklace
The sixty-eight white jadeite beads with green vein of good translucency,
measuring approximately 7.5mm, interspersed by smaller bright green
jadeite beads, to an 18k white gold spherical clasp, length 56.5cm
HK$38,000 - 48,000
US$4,900 - 6,200
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number S66557, dated March 15 2013.
翡翠 項鍊

翡翠 鑽石 戒指
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1008

1007

1007
An art deco jadeite, tourmaline, pearl and diamond pendant
necklace, by Cartier, circa 1925
The bright green jadeite plaque with white mottling, measuring
approximately 54.7 x 37.6 x 4.0mm, carved in floral and foliate design,
suspended from a scroll set with brilliant-cut diamonds and button
shaped pearl, to a tourmaline bead and diamond-set clasp, all suspended
from a silk necklace, signed Cartier, numbered, diamonds approximately
1.00 carat total, pendant length 9.0cm, necklace length 28.7cm
HK$117,000 - 156,000
US$15,000 - 20,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 79027, dated 21 March 2013.
翡翠 碧壐 珍珠 鑽石 項鍊 Cartier設計 約1920年
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1008 ≈
An early 20th century jadeite, diamond and ruby brooch
The bright green mythical creature and flower plaque, measuring
approximately 78.2 x 44.2 x 6.9mm, decorated by circular-cut rubies, to
brilliant-cut diamond set stylised borders, diamonds approximately 2.00
carats, length 8.0cm
HK$94,000 - 120,000
US$12,000 - 15,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 78611, dated February 25 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 紅寶石 別針 約20世紀初

1010

1009

1009≈
A jadeite bead necklace
Composed of eighty-six bright green slightly graduated jadeite beads of
good translucency, measuring approximately 5.8-6.7mm, to a polished
clasp, length 54.0cm
HK$190,000 - 280,000
US$24,000 - 36,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number KJ 79068, dated March 25 2013.

1010 ≈
A jadeite and diamond brooch
Set with vari-shaped bright green carved jadeite of good translucency,
the largest measuring 20.6 x 15.3 x 2.5mm, of floral design, to a foliate
surround set with brilliant-cut diamonds, diamonds approximately 1.20
carats total, length 7.9cm
HK$39,000 - 55,000
US$5,000 - 7,100
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory,
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 65397, dated February 25 2012.

翡翠 項鍊
翡翠 鑽石 別針
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1012

1011

1011≈
A jadeite and chalcedony pendant necklace
The bright green jadeite with white patches of very good translucency,
measuring approximately 40.3 x 34.5 x 19.2mm, carved as a monkey
and peach, to a purple chalcedony bead and a brilliant-cut diamond set
surmount, mounted in 18k white gold, pendant length 7.3cm, necklace
length 82.0cm
HK$150,000 - 220,000
US$19,000 - 28,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 79026, dated March 21 2013.

1012≈
A jadeite pendant necklace
The light green round jadeite disc with bright green patches, measuring
approximately 26.7 x 3.8 x 4.6mm, to a small disc set with brilliant-cut
diamonds, diamonds approximately 0.15 carat total, pendant length
2.7cm, necklace length 68.0cm
HK$70,000 - 90,000
US$9,000 - 12,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66543, dated March 15 2013.
翡翠 項鍊

翡翠 玉髓 項鍊
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1013

1014

1013 ≈
A jadeite and diamond ring
The bright green oval jadeite cabochon of good translucency, measuring
approximately 15.3 x 11.6 x 5.7mm, within a single and baguette-cut
diamond surround, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately
0.30 carat total, ring size 7¼
HK$100,000 - 150,000
US$13,000 - 19,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 78998, dated March 20 2013.

1015

1015≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond pendent earrings
Each suspending an intense green jadeite disc of good translucency,
measuring approximately 11.1-11.2 x 2.4mm, to brilliant-cut diamond
links, a smaller jadeite disc and a heart-shaped jadeite surmount,
highlighted by baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold,
diamonds approximately 1.20 carats total, length 4.1cm
HK$40,000 - 60,000
US$5,200 - 7,700
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66756, dated March 19 2013.

翡翠 鑽石 戒指
翡翠 鑽石 耳環 一對
1014 ≈
A jadeite and diamond ring
The bright green oval jadeite cabochon of good translucency, measuring
approximately 15.4 x 12.6 x 9.2mm, within a brilliant-cut diamond
surround, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 1.45
carats total, ring size 5
HK$30,000 - 60,000
US$3,900 - 7,700
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66833, dated March 20 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 戒指
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1016

1017

1016≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond pendants
1: The bright green jadeite of good translucency, carved as a peapod,
measuring approximately 41.4 x 11.4 x 4.4mm, to a brilliant-cut
diamond surround and surmount, mounted in 18k white gold; 2: The
intense green jadeite of good translucency, carved as a Ruyi, measuring
approximately 33.5 x 15.9 x 3.8mm, to a brilliant-cut diamond surround
and surmount, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately
3.10 carats total, peapod pendant length 5.3cm, ruyi pendant length
4.3cm (2)
HK$35,000 - 65,000
US$4,500 - 8,400

1017≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond earrings
Each set with bright green oval jadeite cabochons of good translucency,
measuring approximately 9.5 x 6.9 x 3.1mm, within a brilliant-cut
diamond surround, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately
1.45 carats total, length 1.4cm
HK$60,000 - 80,000
US$7,700 - 10,000

Accompanied by two reports from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeites are natural and no resin was detected.
Report numbers SJ 66749 and SJ 66750, both dated March 19 2013.

翡翠 鑽石 耳環 一對

翡翠 鑽石 吊墜
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Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66546, dated March 15 2013.

1018
1020

1019

1018≈
A pair of lavender jadeite and pink sapphire earrings
Each suspending a marquise shaped lavender jadeite cylinder of good
translucency, measuring approximately 9.2 x 38.9mm, decorated by a
swirling surround set with circular-cut pink sapphires, to a surmount set
with similarly cut pink sapphires, mounted in 18k black rhodium, length
6.0cm
HK$32,000 - 40,000
US$4,100 - 5,200
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 67157, dated March 25 2013.

1020≈
A lavender jadeite, pink sapphire and diamond pendant
Designed as a flower vase, set with a pear-shaped lavender jadeite
cabochon of very good translucency, measuring approximately 30.8
x 11.2 x 7.2mm, decorated by flowers set with circular-cut pink
sapphires and brilliant-cut diamonds, to further scrolling highlights set
with similarly cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 2.55 carats total, length 4.8cm
HK$160,000 - 220,000
US$21,000 - 28,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 79066, dated March 25 2013.

紫翡翠 粉紅剛玉 耳環 一對
紫翡翠 粉紅剛玉 鑽石 吊墜
1019≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond pendent earrings
Each set with intense green oval jadeite cabochons of very good
translucency, measuring approximately 9.4 x 7.6 x 4.3mm and 9.0 x
7.5 x 4.1mm, within a two-tiered brilliant-cut diamond surround, to
a baguette-cut diamond link, and a pear-shaped diamond surmount,
mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 0.55 carat total, length
2.5cm
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
Accompanied by two reports from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeites are natural and no resin was detected. Reports
number KH 5063 and KH 5065, dated 26 October 2011.
翡翠 鑽石 耳環 一對
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1021 (reduced size)

1022 (reduced size)

1021≈
A jadeite carving
The semi-translucent material of light green color, carved to depict two
mythical beasts on top of a rockwork with bright purple patch, with
waves from the bottom and strand of coins on the side, to a wooden
stand, dimensions 18.6 x 8.6 x 6.9cm
HK$150,000 - 180,000
US$19,000 - 23,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number SJ 66538, dated 15 March 2013.

1022 ≈
A lavender jadeite bead and spinel necklace
Comprising of twenty-five graduated lavender jadeite beads, the largest
measuring approximately 20.5mm, to a spherical clasp set with circularcut spinels of pink hue, mounted in 18k black rhodium, length 48.5cm
HK$165,000 - 200,000
US$21,000 - 26,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade and Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number KJ 79172, dated April 3 2013.
紫翡翠 尖晶石 項鍊

翡翠 「麒麟獻瑞」擺件
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1023 (reduced size)

1023≈
A group of jadeite carving
Comprising five walnuts, 18 peanuts, 11 biscuits, 54 lotus seeds, 34
cashews, and 43 almonds of light yellow and brownish material, 50
pistachios of light green material with white mottling, 138 watermelon
seeds and 12 water caltrops in black material, all in a carved octagonal
shaped wooden box with cover, largest walnut measuring approximately
41.5 x 48.0 x 33.8mm, box dimension 34.0 x 34.0 x 23.5cm
HK$80,000 - 100,000
US$10,000 - 13,000
翡翠 「長長久久八寶盒」擺件 一套
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1025

1024

1024 ≈
A jadeite and diamond pendant/brooch
The bright green jadeite cylinder of very good translucency, measuring
approximately 6.5 x 40.8mm, within a foliate surround set with brilliant
and baguette-cut diamonds, further highlighted by similarly cut
diamonds, mounted in 14k white gold, diamonds approximately 5.90
carats total, length 7.0cm
HK$200,000 - 280,000
US$26,000 - 36,000

1025 ≈
A jadeite and diamond pendant
The bright green jadeite with white patches of very good translucency,
measuring approximately 41.6 x 23.2 x 2.3mm, carved as Guan Yin,
within a brilliant-cut diamond surround and similarly cut diamond
surmount, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 1.15
carats total, length 5.2cm
HK$100,000 - 180,000
US$13,000 - 23,000

Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 79025, dated March 21 2013.

Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 78990, dated March 20 2013.

翡翠 鑽石 吊墜/別針

翡翠 觀音 鑽石 吊墜
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1026

1026≈
A lavender jadeite and jadeite bead necklace
Composed of thirty-six graduated lavender jadeite beads of good
translucency, the largest measuring approximately 15.1mm, interspersed
with thirty-six bright green jadeite beads, to a lavender bead clasp set
to either side with brilliant-cut diamond set discs, mounted in 18k white
gold, length 74.5cm
HK$180,000 - 280,000
US$23,000 - 36,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number KJ 79023, dated March 21 2013.
紫翡翠 翡翠 項鍊
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1027

1027≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond pendent earrings
Each suspending a bright green jadeite of very good translucency,
measuring approximately 24.1 x 10.7 x 5.9mm, carved as a double
gourd, to a brilliant-cut diamond stylised surmount, mounted in 18k
white gold, diamonds approximately 0.70 carat total, length 5.2cm
HK$380,000 - 480,000
US$49,000 - 62,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number KJ 78918, dated March 19 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 耳環 一對

1029

1028

1028≈
A jadeite, onyx and diamond ring
The bright green oval jadeite cabochon of very good translucency,
measuring approximately 17.5 x 12.1 x 6.1mm, within a carved onyx
surround, to brilliant-cut diamond set shoulders, mounted in 18k white
gold, diamonds approximately 0.75 carat total, ring size 5½
HK$150,000 - 250,000
US$19,000 - 32,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number KJ 78996, dated March 20 2013.

1029 ≈
A jadeite ring
The bright green jadeite saddle ring with white patches of very good
translucency, measuring approximately 24.4 x 24.4 x 16.3 x 9.1mm, ring
size 5¾
HK$178,000 - 280,000
US$23,000 - 36,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 78997, dated March 20 2013.
翡翠 戒指

翡翠 黑瑪瑙 鑽石 戒指
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1030

1031

1030≈
A jadeite and diamond ring and earring suite
The ring set with a bright green oval jadeite cabochon of very good
translucency, measuring approximately 16.4 x 14.4 x 5.0mm, within a
two-tiered brilliant-cut diamond surround, accompanied by a pair of
matching earrings, the jadeite measuring approximately 13.2 x 11.7
x 5.1mm, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 8.35
carats total, ring size 6½, earring length 2.4cm (2)
HK$200,000 - 300,000
US$26,000 - 39,000
Accompanied by two reports from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeites are natural and no resin was detected.
Report numbers KJ 78992 and KJ 78993, dated March 20 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 戒指 耳環 一套
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1031≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond earrings
Each set with a bright green oval jadeite cabochon of very good
translucency, measuring approximately 10.1 x 8.0 x 3.5mm, within a
brilliant-cut diamond surround, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 1.50 carats total, length 1.3cm
HK$80,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66548, dated March 15 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 耳環 一對

1033

1032

1032≈
A jadeite and diamond bracelet
The highly articulated bracelet set with waves of intense and bright
green jadeite cabochons of very good translucency, to waves of
brilliant and rose-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 13.95 carats total, length 18.0cm
HK$280,000 - 320,000
US$36,000 - 41,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66555, dated March 15 2013.

1033≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond pendent earrings
Each suspending a bright green carved peapod of very good
translucency, measuring approximately 28.1 x 9.5 x 5.1mm, to a
stylised triple bow surmount set with brilliant-cut diamonds, highlighted
by a rose-cut diamond, mounted in 18k black rhodium, diamonds
approximately 0.55 carat total, length 5.1cm
HK$100,000 - 140,000
US$13,000 - 18,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was detected.
Report number SJ 66545, dated March 15 2013.

翡翠 鑽石 手鍊
翡翠 鑽石 耳環 一對
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1034

1035

1034 ≈
A jadeite and diamond ring
The bright green oval jadeite cabochon of very good translucency,
measuring approximately 14.6 x 13.1 x 7.9mm, to a stylised
surround and bifurcated shoulders set with brilliant-cut diamonds,
mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 1.45 carats
total, ring size 6¾
HK$250,000 - 320,000
US$32,000 - 41,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 79029, dated March 21 2013.

1035≈
A pair of jadeite and diamond pendent earrings
Each set with three intense green oval jadeite cabochons of very
good translucency, the largest measuring approximately 10.4 x 7.0
x 3.5mm, within brilliant-cut diamond surrounds, mounted in 18k
white gold, diamonds approximately 2.70 carats total, length 3.6cm
HK$360,000 - 420,000
US$46,000 - 54,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeite is natural and no resin was
detected. Report number KJ 79067, dated March 25 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 耳環 一對

翡翠 鑽石 戒指
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1036

1036≈
A jadeite and diamond necklace and earring suite
Composed of nine graduated intense green oval jadeite cabochons of
very good translucency, within brilliant-cut and pear-shaped diamond
surrounds, suspending a larger similarly cut jadeite, measuring
approximately 16.7 x 12.3 x 2.1mm, within a similar surround, to
brilliant, marquise and pear-shaped diamond links and a brilliant-cut
diamond back chain, highlighted by an oval jadeite cabochon clasp,
accompanied by a pair of matching earrings, the jadeite measuring
approximately 18.9 x 15.1 x 2.2mm, mounted in 18k white gold,
diamonds approximately 20.85 carats total, necklace length 39.7cm,
earring length 4.5cm (2)
HK$250,000 - 320,000
US$32,000 - 41,000
Accompanied by two reports from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the selected jadeites are natural and no resin was detected.
Report numbers KJ 79021 and KJ 79022, dated 21 March 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 項鍊 耳環 一套
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1037

1037 ≈
A jadeite and diamond ring
The bright green oval jadeite double-cabochon of very good
translucency, measuring approximately 16.5 x 10.9 x 5.5mm, to a
brilliant-cut diamond surround, gallery and bifurcated shoulders,
mounted in 18k black rhodium, diamonds approximately 1.45 carats
total, ring size 6
HK$280,000 - 380,000
US$36,000 - 49,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 78995, dated March 20 2013.
翡翠 鑽石 戒指
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1038

1038 ≈
A jadeite ring
The bright green jadeite saddle ring with white patches of very good
translucency, measuring approximately 22.7 x 23.7 x 15.8 x 8.6mm,
accompanied by an 18k white gold ring guard, ring size 5
HK$500,000 - 580,000
US$64,000 - 75,000
Accompanied by a report from Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that the jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report
number KJ 78991, dated March 20 2013.
翡翠 戒指
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1039

1040

1039
A diamond, sapphire and titanium pendant
The drop-shaped titanium pendant, pave-set with brilliant-cut diamonds,
circular-cut sapphires and black diamonds of flame design, to an 18k
white gold chain with figure of eight detail, diamonds approximately
3.25 carats total, pendant length 5.1cm, necklace length 45.0cm
HK$55,000 - 75,000
US$7,100 - 9,700

1040
A chalcedony and diamond pendant necklace, by Tiffany & Co.
Designed as a star of blue chalcedony and brilliant-cut diamonds,
suspended from a chain highlighted with similarly cut diamonds,
mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 2.75 carats total, signed
Tiffany & Co, pendant length 4.3cm, necklace length 40.0cm
HK$24,000 - 32,000
US$3,100 - 4,100

NO RESERVE

玉髓 鑽石 項鍊 Tiffany & Co.設計

鑽石 藍寶石 鈦金屬 吊墜
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1041

1042

1041
A pair of cultured pearl, coloured diamond and diamond earrings
Each suspending a cultured pearl of white tint measuring approximately
14.7mm, suspended from brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 0.31 and
0.30 carat and square-cut diamonds weighing 0.72 and 0.71 carat, each
within borders of brilliant-cut diamonds, interspersed with similarly cut
diamonds of pink hue within similar diamond surrounds, mounted in
18k white gold and 18k pink gold, remaining diamonds approximately
0.35 carat, diamonds of pink hue approximately 0.50 carat total,
diamonds untested for natural colour, length 4.2cm
HK$132,000 - 160,000
US$17,000 - 21,000

1042
A topaz and diamond dress ring
The rectangular-cut blue topaz, to a semi-surround and bifurcated
shoulders inlaid with baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white
gold, diamonds approximately 1.85 carats total, ring size 8½
HK$39,000 - 54,000
US$5,000 - 7,000
藍色托帕石 鑽石 戒指

Accompanied by four reports from GIA stating:
The 0.72 carat diamond is D colour and VVS2 clarity. Report number
17095986, dated April 16 2008
The 0.71 carat diamond is D colour and VVS2 clarity. Report number
17094175, dated April 16 2008
The 0.31 carat diamond is D colour and VVS2 clarity. Report number
2106316201, dated May 13 2009
The 0.30 carat diamond is D colour and VVS2 clarity. Report number
2106306507, dated May 13 2009.
養珠 彩鑽及鑽石 耳環 一對
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1043

1044

1043
A ruby and diamond ring
The oval mixed-cut ruby, weighing 2.40 carats, flanked by shield-shaped
diamonds, mounted in platinum, ring size 6½
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
Accompanied by a report from AGL American Gemological Laboratories,
stating that the 2.40 carat ruby is natural, with indications of heat
treatment and originates from Burma (Mong Hsu). Report number CS
42242, dated May 24 2013.
2.40克拉天然緬甸紅寶石 鑽石 戒指 設計
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1044
A cultured pearl and diamond necklace
The thirty-three graduated cultured pearls of white tint, measuring
approximately 10.1-15.4mm, to a brilliant-cut diamond spherical clasp,
mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately 1.30 carats total,
length 41.5cm
HK$140,000 - 200,000
US$18,000 - 26,000
養珠 鑽石 項鍊

1046

1045

1045
A pair of diamond and coloured diamond pendent earrings
Each designed as a leaf, set throughout with rose-cut diamonds, to
a surmount set with a square and brilliant-cut diamonds of pink hue,
connected by a row of brilliant-cut diamonds of yellow hue, mounted
in 18k gold, diamonds approximately 17.20 carats total, diamonds
untested for natural colour, length 8.0cm
HK$233,000 - 320,000
US$30,000 - 41,000

1046
A diamond and coloured diamond necklace
The articulated row of graduated radiant-cut diamonds within a channelsetting, highlighted by clusters, pairs and trios of marquise-cut diamond,
the front suspending a graduated fringe of pear-shaped diamonds of
yellow hue, mounted in platinum and 18k gold, colourless diamonds
approximately 35.25 carats total, length 39.5cm
HK$466,000 - 550,000
US$60,000 - 71,000

鑽石 耳環 一對

Accompanied by seven reports from GIA.
鑽石 項鍊
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1047

1047
A non-nacreous natural pearl and coloured diamond necklace
Composed of twenty-nine natural clam and cassis pearls, measuring
approximately 11.4mm, interspersed by briolette-cut diamonds of brown
hue, to a trace-link chain, mounted in 18k black rhodium, diamonds
approximately 7.35 carats total, diamonds untested for natural colour,
length 74.0cm
HK$220,000 - 270,000
US$28,000 - 35,000
Accompanied by a report from CISGEM stating that the 29 non-nacreous
pearls are natural and of saltwater origin. Report number 79860, dated
February 26 2013.
天然海水珍珠 鑽石 項鍊
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1048

1049

1048
A pair of non-nacreous natural pearl and diamond pendent
earrings
Composed of an opposing, natural clam and cassis pearl of orange or
white hue, linked together by brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k
white gold, diamonds approximately 0.50 carat total, length 3.3cm
HK$63,000 - 94,000
US$8,100 - 12,000

1049
A pair of conch pearl and diamond pendent earrings
Of openwork design, each suspending five conch pearls, highlighted
by brilliant-cut diamonds, the openwork frame set with similarly cut
diamonds, to an oval conch pearl surmount, within a brilliant-cut
diamond surround, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately
1.85 carats total, length 5.3cm
HK$110,000 - 180,000
US$14,000 - 23,000

海水珍珠 鑽石 耳環 一對
海螺珍珠 鑽石 耳環 一對
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1051

1050

1050
A non-nacreous natural pearl and diamond pendant necklace
The natural cassis pearl, measuring approximately 13.8mm, incased
in a hinged cage set with brilliant-cut diamonds, to a trace-link chain,
mounted in 18k pink gold, diamonds approximately 0.50 carat total,
pendant length 1.5cm, necklace length 41.5cm
HK$63,000 - 94,000
US$8,100 - 12,000
海水珍珠 鑽石 項鍊

1051
A non-nacreous natural pearl and diamond dress ring
Of crossover design, the natural cassis pearl, measuring approximately
11.7mm, pave-set with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k pink
gold, diamonds approximately 2.35 carats total, ring size 6¼
HK$59,000 - 74,000
US$7,600 - 9,500
Accompanied by a report from CISGEM stating that the non-nacreous
pearl is natural and of saltwater origin. Report number 79748, dated
February 14 2013.
天然海水珍珠 鑽石 戒指
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1052

1053

1052
A coloured diamond and diamond ring
The step-cut fancy reddish brown diamond, weighing 1.05 carats, within
a brilliant-cut diamond surround, gallery and shoulders, mounted in 18k
pink gold, remaining diamonds approximately 0.50 carat total, ring size
8½
HK$156,000 - 195,000
US$20,000 - 25,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 1.05 carat fancy
reddish brown diamond is natural. Report number 2135362862, dated
April 22 2011.

1053
A pair of coloured diamond and diamond pendent earrings
Each designed as a flowerhead, set to the center with brilliant-cut
diamonds, surrounded by petals pavé-set with similarly cut diamonds of
yellow hue, highlighted by marquise-cut diamond leaves, to a drop set
with brilliant-cut diamonds of pink hue, mounted in 18k white, yellow
and pink gold, diamonds approximately 2.60 carats total, diamonds
of yellow hue approximately 2.40 carats total, diamonds of pink hue
approximately 9.90 carats total, diamonds untested for natural colour,
length 5.0cm
HK$156,000 - 195,000
US$20,000 - 25,000

1.05克拉紅啡色鑽石 鑽石 戒指

鑽石 耳環 一對
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1055

1054

1054
A tanzanite and diamond pendant
The square mixed-cut tanzanite, within a brilliant-cut diamond surround
and pear-shaped diamond surmount, to a box-link chain, mounted in
18k white gold, diamonds approximately 2.60 carats total, pendant
length 3.0cm, necklace length 40.0cm
HK$55,000 - 70,000
US$7,100 - 9,000

1055
A coloured diamond and diamond dress ring
Centrally set with a rectangular step-cut fancy vivid yellow diamond,
weighing 2.11 carats, the bifurcated hoop set with a row of brilliant
and baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in platinum, remaining diamonds
approximately 4.20 carats total, French assay marks, ring size 6
HK$390,000 - 550,000
US$50,000 - 71,000

丹泉石 鑽石 吊墜項鍊

Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 2.11 carat is natural
fancy vivid yellow and VS1 clarity. Report number 1132081987, dated
February 18 2011.
2.11克拉豔彩黃色VS1鑽石 戒指
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1057

1056

1056 ≈
A ruby and diamond bracelet
Composed of twenty-one graduated oval mixed-cut rubies, spaced
by baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds
approximately 2.10 carats total, length 17.0cm
HK$311,000 - 390,000
US$40,000 - 50,000

1057≈
A ruby and diamond ring
The heart-shaped ruby, weighing 2.82 carats, to an intertwining
shank set with brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in platinum, diamonds
approximately 1.55 carats total, ring size 6½
HK$350,000 - 400,000
US$45,000 - 52,000

Accompanied by a report from AGL American Gemological Laboratories
stating that the fifteen rubies are natural, with no indication of heat
treatment and originate from Burma (Myanmar). Report number CS
43859, dated February 23 2011.

Accompanied by a report from GRS Gem Research Swiss Lab, stating
that the 2.82 carat ruby is natural vivid red (GRS type “pigeon’s blood”),
with no indication of heat treatment and originates from Burma (Mogok,
Myanmar). Report number GRS2013-031738, dated March 7 2013.

無加熱緬甸紅寶石 鑽石 手鍊

Accompanied by a report from Gubelin Gem Lab, stating that the
2.82 carat ruby is natural, with no indications of heat treatment and
originates from Burma (Myanmar). Report number 9911074, dated
November 22 1999.
2.82克拉無加熱緬甸紅寶石 鑽石 戒指
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1059

1058

1058
A padparadscha sapphire and diamond ring, by Van Cleef &
Arpels
The rectangular mixed-cut padparadscha sapphire, weighing 3.00
carats, between shoulders set with triangular-cut diamonds, mounted in
platinum, diamonds approximately 1.00 carat total, signed Van Cleef &
Arpels, ring size 4¾
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000

1059
A coloured diamond and diamond necklace and earring suite
Designed as trefoils and quatrefoils of pear and oval-shaped diamonds
of various hues alternating with smaller brilliant-cut diamonds,
accompanied by earrings of similar design, mounted in platinum,
diamonds approximately 83.10 carats total, necklace length 38.0cm,
earring length 2.6cm (2)
HK$275,000 - 350,000
US$35,000 - 45,000

Accompanied by a report from GRS Gem Research Swiss Laboratory
stating that the 3.00 carat padparadscha sapphire is natural pinkish
orange colour, with no indication of heat treatment and originates from
Sri Lanka. Report number GRS2013-035724, dated March 19 2013.

Accompanied by certificates from Anchorcert stating that the diamonds
are natural and untreated.

帕德瑪剛玉 鑽石 戒指 Van Cleef & Arpels設計
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彩鑽及鑽石 項鍊 耳環 一套

1060 (daylight)

1060 (incandescent light)
1062

1061

1060
A cat’s eye alexandrite and diamond ring
The circular cabochon cats eye alexandrite, within a two-tiered brilliantcut diamond surround and half hoop, mounted in 18k white gold,
diamonds approximately 0.60 carat, ring size 6½
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
Accompanied by a report from The Gem & Pearl Laboratory stating that
the natural alexandrite chrysoberyl cat’s eye is green in daylight and
brownish pink in incandescent light. Report number 05393, dated 20
March 2012.

1062
A padparadscha sapphire and diamond ring
The pear-shaped padparadscha sapphire, weighing 3.15 carats, within
a brilliant-cut diamond surround, the gallery and shoulders set with
similarly cut diamonds, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately
1.40 carats in total, ring size 6
HK$78,000 - 120,000
US$10,000 - 15,000
Accompanied by a report from Gem Research Swiss Lab stating that
the 3.15 carat padparadscha sapphire is natural pinkish orange colour,
with no indications of heat treatment, and originates from Madagascar.
Report number GRS2011-031076, dated 2 Mar 2011.

天然貓眼亞歷山大變色石 鑽石 戒指
3.15克拉天然無加熱馬達加斯加帕德瑪剛玉 鑽石 戒指
1061
A coloured diamond and diamond ring
The square step-cut natural fancy green diamond, weighing 0.90 carat,
within a brilliant-cut diamond surround and half-hoop, mounted in 18k
white gold, remaining diamonds approximately 0.45 carat total, ring size
4
HK$117,000 - 156,000
US$15,000 - 20,000
Accompanied by a certificate from GIA stating that the 0.90 carat fancy
green diamond is natural. Report number 5141020300, dated 17 Nov
2011.
0.90克拉天然彩綠色鑽石 戒指
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1064

1063

1063
A diamond and gem-set brooch, by Van Cleef & Arpels
Designed as a bunch of flowers, set with circular-cut green and pink
tourmalines and citrines, highlighted by brilliant-cut diamonds of white
and yellow hue, mounted in 18k pink gold, signed Van Cleef & Arpels,
numbered, length 9.3cm
HK$60,000 - 80,000
US$7,700 - 10,000

1064
A pair of coloured diamond pendent earrings
Each suspending three graduated radiant-cut diamonds of yellow tint,
the largest weighing 3.29 carats and 3.01 carats, all within a brilliantcut diamond surround and connected by pear-shaped diamonds of pink
hue, mounted in 18k gold and pink gold, diamonds approximately 9.10
carats total, length 3.4cm
HK$445,000 - 530,000
US$57,000 - 68,000

鑽石 寶石 別針 Van Cleef & Arpels設計
Accompanied by two reports from GIA stating:
The 3.01 carat fancy light yellow diamond is natural and of SI1 clarity.
Report number 2115251226, dated October 19 2009
The 3.29 carat fancy light yellow diamond is natural and of VS2 clarity.
Report number 6127187662, dated June 8 2010.
3.01克拉淡黃色SI1 3.29克拉淡黃色VS2鑽石 耳環 一對
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1065

1066

1065
A conch pearl and diamond brooch
Of floral design, set with a conch pearl of bright pink hue, measuring
approximately 10.9 x 8.7mm, to leaves set with old mine-cut and old
brilliant-cut diamonds, diamonds approximately 1.50 carats total, length
4.0cm, fitted case by Arthur & Co., 36 New Bond Street, W. London
HK$31,000 - 47,000
US$4,000 - 6,100
海螺珍珠 鑽石 別針

1066
A pair of pearl and diamond pendent earrings
Each set with a cream pearl measuring approximately 10.1mm,
suspended by a brilliant-cut diamond surmount, mounted in 18k white
gold, diamonds approximately 0.70 carat total, length 4.5cm
HK$300,000 - 380,000
US$39,000 - 49,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the two pearls are
natural and of saltwater origin. Report number 2115643854, dated
January 29 2010.
天然珍珠 鑽石 耳環 一對
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1068

1067

1067
A diamond line necklace
Set with a line of slightly graduated baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in
platinum, diamonds approximately 40.00 carats total, length 35.0cm
HK$350,000 - 500,000
US$45,000 - 64,000
鑽石 項鍊

1068≈
A star ruby and diamond cluster ring
Designed as a flowerhead, set with a star ruby within a pear-shaped
rose-cut diamond petal surround, mounted in 18k white gold, ruby
approximately 6.35 carats, diamonds approximately 5.20 carats total,
ring size 6
HK$120,000 - 200,000
US$15,000 - 26,000
星光紅寶石 鑽石 戒指
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1070

1069

1069
A sapphire and diamond ring, by Oscar Heyman
The invisibly-set sapphires, flanked to each side by shield-shaped
diamonds, mounted in platinum and 18k gold, diamonds approximately
1.00 carat total, ring size 6¼
HK$140,000 - 180,000
US$18,000 - 23,000
藍寶石 鑽石 戒指 Oscar Heyman設計
1070
A sapphire and diamond bracelet, by Oscar Heyman
Designed as brilliant-cut diamonds, bordered by calibré-cut channel-set
sapphires, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 11.00 carats
total, maker’s mark, numbered, length 17.5cm
HK$195,000 - 270,000
US$25,000 - 35,000
藍寶石 鑽石 手鍊 Oscar Heyman設計

The firm Oscar Heyman Brothers can be dated back to the late 19th
century when brothers Oscar and Nathan Heyman left home to join their
uncle who, at that the time, was working at the St Petersburg workshop
of Fabregé, Russia’s most renowned jeweller.
In 1906 both brothers fled Russia to avoid conscription into the imperial
Russian army and they moved to New York where, a few years earlier,
Pierre Cartier opened the flagship branch of Cartier, New York.
In recognition of his immense talents, Cartier employed Oscar to work
alongside some of the greatest craftsmen of the time, further developing
his skills as a jewellery designer.
Several years later Oscar and Nathan were reunited with several other
family members and in 1912 that the firm Oscar Heyman & Brothers
was established. The family took great pride in their work and became
perfectionists in the art of jewellery design, monitoring every step of the
process to maintain an extremely high level of quality and finish.
Amongst their many achievements, Oscar Heyman is recognised as the
first American firm to master the invisible setting developed by Van
Cleef and Arpels and in 1969 they were asked by Cartier to design and
produce a setting for the famous Taylor-Burton diamond.
Today the firm is run by the third generation of Heymans and continues
to create exquisite jewellery from their Madison Avenue premises in
New York.
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1071

1071
A sapphire and diamond ring, circa 1910
The cushion-shaped sapphire, weighing 2.05 carats, within a two-tiered
old brilliant-cut diamond surround, to bifurcated shoulders set with
similarly cut diamonds, diamonds approximately 1.00 carat total, ring
size 6¼
HK$94,000 - 120,000
US$12,000 - 15,000

1072

1072
An emerald and diamond ring, by Bulgari
The rectangular step-cut emerald, within a surround of brilliant and
baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately
2.15 carats total, Bulgari signature indistinct, ring size 5½
HK$156,000 - 240,000
US$20,000 - 31,000
祖母綠 鑽石 戒指 Bulgari設計

Accompanied by a report from the AGL American Gemological
Laboratories stating that the 2.05 carat sapphire is natural, with no
indication of heat treatment and originates from Kashmir. Report
number CS 43247, dated November 5 2010.
2.05克拉無加熱克什米爾藍寶石 鑽石 戒指
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1073

1073
A pair of diamond pendent earrings
The triangular-cut diamonds, weighing 2.25 and 2.24 carats,
suspended by tapering rows of brilliant-cut diamonds, to a similarly cut
diamond surmount, mounted in 18k white gold, remaining diamonds
approximately 0.50 carat total, length 3.5cm
HK$326,000 - 400,000
US$42,000 - 52,000
Accompanied by two reports from GIA stating:
The 2.25 carat diamond is E colour and VS1 clarity. Report number
2105295216, dated October 20 2008.
The 2.24 carat diamond is D colour and IF clarity. Report number
2105295195, dated November 12 2008.
2.25克拉D/IF 2.24克拉E/VS1鑽石 耳環 一對
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1074

1074
A sapphire and diamond cluster ring
The oval mixed-cut sapphire, weighing 6.08 carats, within a brilliant-cut
diamond surround, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately 2.15
carats total, ring size 6¼
HK$360,000 - 470,000
US$46,000 - 61,000
Accompanied by a report from SSEF Swiss Gemmological Institute,
stating that the 6.08 carat sapphire is natural with no indications of heat
treatment and originates from Burma (Myanmar). Report number 57051,
dated August 18 2010.
6.08克拉無加熱緬甸藍寶石 鑽石 戒指
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1075 (enlarged image)

1075
A diamond flower brooch, by Van Cleef & Arpels
The realistically modelled flower, with pavé-set brilliant-cut diamond
leaves and petals, a brilliant and baguette-cut diamond stamen and a
tapering baguette-cut diamond stem, diamonds approximately 10.20
carats total, signed ‘Van Cleef & Arpels’, numbered, length 5.5cm
HK$273,000 - 351,000
US$35,000 - 45,000
鑽石 花形 別針 Van Cleef & Arpels設計
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1077

1076

1076
A diamond ring
Centrally set with a brilliant-cut diamond, weighing 2.02 carats, within a
pierced surround set with single and brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in
platinum, ring size 6
HK$570,000 - 663,000
US$73,000 - 85,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA, stating that the 2.02 carat diamond
is of D colour and IF clarity. Report number 12003700, dated June 10
2002.

1077
A diamond single-stone ring
The asscher-cut diamond, weighing 4.15 carats, between tapered
baguette-cut diamond shoulders, mounted in platinum, ring size 5
HK$585,000 - 740,000
US$75,000 - 95,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 4.15 carat diamond
is E colour and VVS2 clarity. Report number 14570548, dated September
4 2007.
4.15克拉E/VVS2鑽石 戒指

2.02克拉D/IF鑽石 戒指
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1078

1078
A sapphire and diamond necklace, by Bulgari
Set throughout with graduated oval mixed-cut sapphires, spaced by
brilliant-cut diamonds, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately
3.45 carats total, signed Bulgari, length 40.0cm, fitted case by Bulgari
HK$466,000 - 620,000
US$60,000 - 80,000
藍寶石 鑽石 項鍊 Bulgari設計
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1079

1079
A pearl, sapphire and diamond necklace
The eighty-five graduated pearls, measuring approximately 3.9-7.8mm,
spaced by seed pearls, the clasp set with a square-cut sapphire and old
brilliant-cut diamonds, diamonds approximately 0.30 carat total, length
52.5cm
HK$430,000 - 500,000
US$55,000 - 64,000
Accompanied by a report from The Gem & Pearl Laboratory stating that
the eighty five pearls are natural and of saltwater origin. Report number
05328, dated March 9 2012.
天然珍珠 藍寶石 鑽石 項鍊
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1080

1080
A sapphire and diamond ring
The step-cut sapphire, weighing 11.78 carats, flanked by tapered
baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in platinum and 18k gold, diamonds
approximately 1.10 carats total, ring size 6½
HK$780,000 - 880,000
US$100,000 - 110,000
Accompanied by a report from SSEF Swiss Gemmological Institute stating
that the 11.78 carat sapphire is natural, with no indication of heat
treatment and originates from Burma (Myanmar). Report number 65633,
dated October 18 2012.
11.78克拉無加熱緬甸藍寶石 鑽石 戒指
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1081

1081
An emerald and diamond ring
The square step-cut emerald, weighing 10.15 carats, flanked by
baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in platinum, diamonds approximately
1.50 carats total, ring size 5½
HK$893,000 - 1,020,000
US$120,000 - 130,000
Accompanied by a report from Gubelin Gemlab stating that the 10.15
carat emerald is natural, with minor indications of clarity enhancement,
originating from Colombia. Report number 13037213, dated March 10
2013.
10.15克拉哥倫比亞祖母綠 鑽石 戒指
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1082

1082 ≈
A ruby and diamond ring, by Marcus
The oval mixed-cut ruby, weighing 5.47 carats, within modified shieldcut diamonds, mounted in 18k white gold, diamonds approximately
0.90 carat total, signed Marcus, ring size 7
HK$975,000 - 1,200,000
US$130,000 - 150,000
Accompanied by a report from American Gemological Laboratories
stating that the 5.47 carat ruby is natural, with no indication of heat
treatment and originates from Burma (Myanmar). Report number CS
51365, dated October 5 2012.
5.47克拉天然無加熱緬甸紅寶石 鑽石 戒指 Marcus設計
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1083 (illustrated unmounted)

1083
A diamond single-stone ring
The brilliant-cut diamond, weighing 7.82 carats, mounted in 18k
white gold, ring size 7
HK$1,170,000 - 1,600,000
US$150,000 - 210,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 7.82 carat
diamond is I colour and VS1 clarity. Report number 2151177012,
dated January 2 2013.
7.82克拉I/VS1鑽石 戒指
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1084

1084
A coloured diamond and diamond cluster ring
The central step-cut fancy intense pink diamond, weighing 1.06 carats,
within a floral surround of brilliant-cut diamonds of pink hue and pearshaped diamonds forming petals, mounted in 18k white and pink gold,
diamonds approximately 4.60 carats total, ring size 6
HK$1,010,000 - 1,500,000
US$130,000 - 190,000
Accompanied by a report from GIA stating that the 1.06 carat diamond
is natural fancy intense pink. Report number 14714190, dated June 1
2006.
1.06克拉濃彩粉紅鑽石 戒指
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1085

1085
An impressive diamond necklace, circa 1970
The center section forming an inverted heart of intertwining baguette
and profile-cut diamonds, all suspended from meandering courses of
similarly cut stones and a swag of brilliant-cut diamonds, the articulated
back chain designed as scrolled ribbons highlighted with brilliant, profile
and tapered baguette-cut diamonds, mounted in platinum, diamonds
approximately 74.00 carats total, inner circumference 41.0cm
HK$700,000 - 940,000
US$90,000 - 120,000

This exquisite diamond necklace was first exhibited at the International
Exhibition of Modern Jewellery in 1961, at Goldsmith’s Hall in London.
Subsequently, it undertook a worldwide exhibition, travelling to New
York, Hong Kong, Sydney, Toronto, Montreal and South Africa.
Featured in this lot is the Princess-cut diamond, later renamed the
Profile-cut. During the 1960’s this unusual style of cutting was
considered to be of groundbreaking innovation due to the diamonds
facet arrangement. The diamond consists of only twenty facets, allowing
it to capture light in a unique way, resulting in a very high lustre, sharp
brilliance and scattering play of light.
This inventive diamond cut was first exhibited at the London
headquarters of Garrard’s, The Crown Jewellers, in October 1961.
鑽石 項鍊 約1970年

102 | Bonhams
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1086

1086
A fine art deco sapphire and diamond bracelet, by Cartier,
circa 1930
Designed as three articulated center sections set with rows of calibré-cut
sapphires highlighted with cabochon sapphire pegs, each connected
with geometric buckle-shaped links pavé-set with brilliant-cut diamonds,
to a concealed clasp of similar design, diamonds approximately 6.05
carats total, signed Cartier France, indistinct number, bracelet length
16.2cm
HK$1,560,000 - 2,700,000
US$200,000 - 350,000
Accompanied by a report of authenticity from Cartier numbered
GE2012-6, dated 13th January 2012.
藍寶石 鑽石 手鍊 Cartier設計 約1930年
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1087

1087≈
A ruby and diamond cluster ring, by Harry Winston
The oval mixed-cut ruby, weighing 3.61 carats, within a surround of
marquise and pear-shaped diamonds, mounted in platinum and 18k
gold, diamonds approximately 1.75 carats total, signed Winston, ring
size 5¾
HK$1,010,000 - 1,500,000
US$130,000 - 190,000
Accompanied by a report from GRS Gem Research Swiss Lab stating that
the 3.61 carat ruby is natural vivid red (GRS type “pigeon’s blood”), with
no indications of heat treatment and originates from Burma (Mogok,
Myanmar). Report number GRS2013-031739, dated March 7 2013.
Accompanied by a report from Gubelin Gemlab stating that the
3.61 carat ruby is natural, with no indications of heat treatment, and
originates from Burma (Myanmar). Report number 0003682, dated 29
March 2000.
3.61克拉無加熱緬甸紅寶石 鑽石 戒指 Harry Winston設計

106 | Bonhams
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1088

1088
An impressive three-stone diamond ring, by Harry Winston
The step-cut diamond, weighing 4.01 carats, flanked by similarly cut
diamonds, weighing 2.03 and 2.01 carats, mounted in platinum,
maker’s mark, ring size 6
HK$1,280,000 - 1,600,000
US$160,000 - 210,000
Accompanied by three reports from GIA stating:
The 4.01 carat diamond is F colour and VVS2 clarity. Report number
2145866416, dated July 31 2012
The 2.03 carat diamond is F colour and VVS2 clarity. Report number
2115848839, dated March 26 2010
The 2.01 carat diamond is E colour and VVS1 clarity. Report number
1126445481, dated August 23 2010.
4.01克拉F/VVS2 2.03克拉F/VVS2 2.01克拉E/VVS1鑽石 戒指 Harry
Winston設計
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1089

1089
A sapphire and diamond cluster ring
Of floral design, the central cushion-cut sapphire, weighing 8.39 carats,
within a surround of heart-shaped diamonds, weighing 4.03 carats
total, all between bifurcated shoulders set with brilliant-cut diamonds,
mounted in 18k white gold, remaining diamonds approximately 0.85
carat total, ring size 7
HK$1,400,000 - 1,700,000
US$180,000 - 220,000
Accompanied by a report from SSEF Swiss Gemological Institute stating
that the 8.39 carat sapphire is natural, with no indications of heat
treatment and originates from Kashmir. Report number 67245, dated
March 13 2013
Accompanied by a copy of a report from GRS Gem Research Swiss Lab
stating that the 8.40 carat sapphire is natural, with no indications of
heat treatment and originates from Kashmir. Report number GRS2007082387, dated August 24 2007.
Accompanied by eight certificates from GIA.
8.39克拉無加熱克什米爾藍寶石 鑽石 戒指

110 | Bonhams
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1090

1090
A jadeite bangle
The cylindrical bangle of lavender colour with bright green and white
patches and very good translucency, with an outer diameter measuring
approximately 76.0mm, inner diameter measuring approximately
55.6mm and a thickness measuring 11.0mm
HK$1,880,000 - 2,880,000
US$240,000 - 370,000
Accompanied by a report from the Hong Kong Jade & Stone Laboratory
stating that jadeite is natural and no resin was detected. Report number
KJ 79065, dated March 25 2013.
翡翠 手鐲
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1091

1091
An important coloured diamond and diamond ring,
by Van Cleef & Arpels
The step-cut diamond, weighing 11.47 carats, between trillion-cut
diamond shoulders, mounted in platinum, remaining diamonds
approximately 2.40 carats, signed Van Cleef Arpels, French maker’s
mark, ring size 6¾
HK$5,500,000 - 6,500,000
US$710,000 - 840,000
Accompanied by a report from Gubelin Gem Lab stating that the 11.47
carat diamond is fancy light pinkish-orange, natural colour and VVS1
clarity. There is an appendix to this certificate stating that the diamond is
Type IIa. Report number 0704164, dated 1 May 2007.
“11.47克拉淡粉紅橙色VVS1鑽石 戒指 Van Cleef & Arpels設計”
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1092

1092 ≈
An important art deco ruby and diamond necklace, by Cartier,
circa 1925
The Egyptian revival necklace designed as a series of fifteen cushionshaped rubies graduating in size to the center, each within a geometric
surround of brilliant and baguette-cut diamonds forming a tapering
plaque, the back chain of shield and circular linking pavé-set with
similarly cut diamonds, the largest to the center, diamonds approximately
30.00 carats total, signed Cartier and numbered, inner circumference
36.0cm
HK$3,000,000 - 4,000,000
US$390,000 - 520,000

Accompanied by three reports from Gubelin Gem Lab stating:
The 1.68 carat ruby is natural, with no indications of heat treatment and
originates from Burma (Myanmar). Report number 13031002, dated
March 27 2013
The 1.56 carat ruby is natural, with no indications of heat treatment and
originates from Burma (Myanmar). Report number 13031001, dated
March 26 2013
The 2.03 carat ruby is natural, with no indications of heat treatment.
Report number 13031003, dated March 27 2013.
紅寶石 鑽石 項鍊 Cartier設計 約1925年
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4.01/2.03/2.01		
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Jade belt hooks
from the Jason Chen
Collection
Sunday 26 May 2013
Island Shangri-la Hotel, Hong Kong

A superb white jade ‘butterfly’
belt buckle
Qianlong
Provenance:
The Alan and Simone Hartman
collection, sold at Christie’s Hong
Kong, 28 November 2006, lot 1447
Viewing
Wednesday 22 May 3pm to 9pm
Thursday 23 May 10am to 9pm
Friday 24 May 10am to 9pm
Saturday 25 May 10am to 9pm
+852 9168 8772
julian.king@bonhams.com
Bonhams Hong Kong
Suite 1122, Two Pacific Place
88 Queensway, Admiralty
Hong Kong
+852 2918 4321
+852 2918 4320 fax

International Auctioneers and Valuers - bonhams.com/hongkong

Fine Watches
& Wristwatches
Tuesday June 11 2013 at 1pm
New Bond Street, London

+44 (0) 20 7447 7413
paul.maudsley@bonhams.com
Rolex. A fine and rare stainless
steel manual wind chronograph
bracelet watch
Paul Newman, Ref: 6263/6239
£50,000 - 70,000
Rolex. A fine and rare stainless
steel manual wind chronograph
bracelet watch
Paul Newman, Ref: 6262
£40,000 - 60,000

International Auctioneers and Valuers - bonhams.com/watches

Fine Jewelry
Wednesday June 19, 12pm
New York

Preview
June 15-19
+1 212 461 6519
jewelry.us@bonhams.com
A diamond and emerald
pendant necklace,
Harry Winston
$175,000 - 275,000

International Auctioneers and Appraisers – bonhams.com/jewelry

20th Century
Decorative Arts
Wednesday 19 June 2013 at 1pm
New Bond Street, London

Viewing
Sunday 16 June 11am to 3pm
Monday 17 June 9am to 4.30pm
Tuesday 18 June 9am to 4.30pm
+44 (0) 20 7393 3856
mark.oliver@bonhams.com
Demetre Chiparus
‘Alméria’ a Large and Impressive
Cold-painted Bronze and Carved
Ivory Sculpture, circa 1925
£200,000 - 300,000

International Auctioneers and Valuers - bonhams.com/design1860

Fine & Rare Wines
& Whisky

International Auction Calendar 2013
Fine & Rare Wines
Thursday 23 May
Thursday 23 May
Thursday 11 July
Saturday 27 July
Thursday 12 September
Saturday 14 September
Thursday 24 October
Wednesday 20 November
Saturday 23 November
Thursday 5 December

London
Hong Kong
London
New York, Los Angeles & San Francisco
London
New York, Los Angeles & San Francisco
London
Hong Kong
New York, Los Angeles & San Francisco
London

Whisky
Thursday 23 May
Wednesday 12 June
Wednesday 2 October
Sunday 13 October
Wednesday 20 November

Hong Kong
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
New York, Los Angeles & San Francisco
Hong Kong

Enquiries:
+44 (0)207 468 5811
wine@bonhams.com
wine.us@bonhams.com
winehk@bonhams.com
whisky@bonhams.com

Krug 1961
Sold for £5,980
(New Bond Street sale,
6 December 2012)

International Auctioneers and Valuers - bonhams.com/wine

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
This notice is addressed by Bonhams to any person who may
be interested in a Lot, including Bidders and potential Bidders
(including any eventual Buyer of the Lot). For ease of reference
we refer to such persons as “Bidders” or “you”.
Our List of Deﬁnitions and Glossary is incorporated into
this Notice to Bidders. It is at Appendix 3 at the back of the
Catalogue. Where words and phrases are used in this notice
which are in the List of Deﬁnitions, they are printed in italics.
IMPORTANT: Additional information applicable to the Sale
may be set out in the Catalogue for the Sale, in an insert in
the Catalogue and/or in a notice displayed at the Sale venue
and you should read them as well. Announcements affecting
the Sale may also be given out orally before and during the
Sale without prior written notice. You should be alert to this
possibility of changes and ask in advance of bidding if there
have been any.
1. OUR ROLE
In its role as auctioneer of Lots, Bonhams acts solely for and
in the interests of the Seller. Bonhams’ job is to sell the Lot at
the highest price obtainable at the Sale to a Bidder. Bonhams
does not act for Buyers or Bidders in this role and does not
give advice to Buyers or Bidders. When it or its staff make
statements about a Lot or, if Bonhams provides a Condition
Report on a Lot it is doing that on behalf of the Seller of the
Lot. Bidders and Buyers who are themselves not expert in
the Lots are strongly advised to seek and obtain independent
advice on the Lots and their value before bidding for them.
The Seller has authorised Bonhams to sell the Lot as its agent
on its behalf and, save where we expressly make it clear to
the contrary, Bonhams acts only as agent for the Seller. Any
statement or representation we make in respect of a Lot is
made on the Seller’s behalf and, unless Bonhams sells a Lot
as principal, not on our behalf and any Contract for Sale is
between the Buyer and the Seller and not with us. If Bonhams
sells a Lot as principal this will either be stated in the Catalogue
or an announcement to that effect will be made by the
Auctioneer, or it will be stated in a notice at the Sale or an
insert in the Catalogue.
Bonhams does not owe or undertake or agree to any duty
or responsibility to you in contract or tort (whether direct,
collateral, express, implied or otherwise). If you successfully
bid for a Lot and buy it, at that stage Bonhams does enter
into an agreement with the Buyer. The terms of that contract
are set out in our Buyer’s Agreement save for those varied
by announcement given out orally before and/or during the
Sale, which you will ﬁnd at Appendix 2 at the back of the
Catalogue. This will govern Bonhams’ relationship with the
Buyer.
2. LOTS
Subject to the Contractual Description printed in bold letters
in the Entry about the Lot in the Catalogue (see paragraph 3
below), Lots are sold to the Buyer on an “as is” basis, with
all faults and imperfections. No reference is made in the
Catelogue to any defect, damage or restoration of the Lot.
Please see paragraph 15.
Illustrations and photographs contained in the Catalogue
(other than photographs forming part of the Contractual
Description) or elsewhere of any Lots are for identiﬁcation
purposes only. They may not reveal the true condition of the
Lot. A photograph or illustration may not reﬂect an accurate
reproduction of the colour(s) of the Lot.
Lots are available for inspection prior to the Sale and it is for
you to satisfy yourself as to each and every aspect of a Lot,
including its authorship, attribution, condition, provenance,
history, background, authenticity, style, period, age, suitability,
quality, roadworthiness (if relevant), origin, value and
estimated selling price (including the Hammer price). It is your
responsibility to examine any Lot in which you are interested.
It should be remembered that the actual condition of a
Lot may not be as good as that indicated by its outward
appearance. In particular, parts may have been replaced or
renewed and Lots may not be authentic or of satisfactory
quality; the inside of a Lot may not be visible and may not be
original or may be damaged, as for example where it is covered
by upholstery or material. Given the age of many Lots they
may have been damaged and/or repaired and you should not
assume that a Lot is in good condition.

Electronic or mechanical parts may not operate or may not
comply with current statutory requirements. You should not
assume that electrical items designed to operate on mains
electricity will be suitable for connection to the mains electricity
supply and you should obtain a report from a qualiﬁed
electrician on their status before doing so. Such items which
are unsuitable for connection are sold as items of interest for
display purposes only.
If you yourself do not have expertise regarding a Lot, you
should consult someone who does to advise you. We can
assist in arranging facilities for you to carry out or have carried
out more detailed inspections and tests. Please ask our staff
for details.
Any person who damages a Lot will be held liable for the loss
caused.
3. DESCRIPTIONS OF LOTS AND ESTIMATES
Contractual Description of a Lot
The Catalogue contains an Entry about each Lot. Each
Lot is sold by its respective Seller to the Buyer of the Lot
as corresponding only with that part of the Entry which is
printed in bold letters and (except for the colour, which may
be inaccurately reproduced) with any photograph of the Lot
in the Catalogue. The remainder of the Entry, which is not
printed in bold letters, represents Bonhams’ opinion (given on
behalf of the Seller) about the Lot only and is not part of the
Contractual Description in accordance with which the Lot is
sold by the Seller.
Estimates
In most cases, an Estimate is printed beside the Entry.
Estimates are only an expression of Bonhams’ opinion made
on behalf of the Seller of the range where Bonhams thinks the
Hammer Price for the Lot is likely to fall; it is not an estimate of
value. It does not take into account any Tax or Buyer’s Premium
payable. Lots can in fact sell for Hammer Prices below and
above the Estimate. Any Estimate should not be relied on as
an indication of the actual selling price or value of a Lot.

No statement or representation by Bonhams or on its behalf in
any way descriptive of any Lot or any Estimate is incorporated
into our Buyer’s Agreement.
Alterations
Descriptions and Estimates may be amended at Bonhams’
discretion from time to time by notice given orally or in writing
before or during a Sale.
THE LOT IS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION AND YOU MUST
FORM YOUR OWN OPINION IN RELATION TO IT. YOU ARE
STRONGLY ADVISED TO EXAMINE ANY LOT OR HAVE IT
EXAMINED ON YOUR BEHALF BEFORE THE SALE.
4. CONDUCT OF THE SALE
Our Sales are public auctions which persons may attend and
you should take the opportunity to do so.
We do reserve the right at our sole discretion to refuse
admission to our premises or to any Sale without stating a
reason. We have complete discretion as to whether the Sale
proceeds, whether any Lot is included in the Sale, the manner
in which the Sale is conducted and we may offer Lots for sale
in any order we choose notwithstanding the numbers given
to Lots in the Catalogue. You should therefore check the
date and starting time of the Sale, whether there have been
any withdrawals or late entries. Remember that withdrawals
and late entries may affect the time at which a Lot you are
interested in is put up for Sale.
We have complete discretion to refuse any bid, to nominate
any bidding increment we consider appropriate, to divide any
Lot, to combine two or more Lots, to withdraw any Lot from
a Sale and, before the Sale has been closed, to put up any Lot
for auction again.

Estimates are in the currency of the Sale.
Condition reports
In respect of most Lots, you may ask for a Condition Report on
its physical condition from Bonhams. If you do so, this will be
provided by Bonhams on behalf of the Seller free of charge.
Bonhams is not entering into a contract with you in respect
of the Condition Report and accordingly does not assume
responsibility to you in respect of it. Nor does the Seller owe or
agree to owe you as a Bidder any obligation or duty in respect
of this free report about a Lot which is available for your own
inspection or for inspection by an expert instructed by you.
However, any written description of the physical condition of
the Lot contained in a Condition Report will form part of the
Contractual Description of the Lot under which it is sold to
any Buyer.
The Seller’s responsibility to you
The Seller does not make or agree to make any representation
of fact or contractual promise, guarantee or warranty and
undertakes no obligation or duty, whether in contract or in
tort (other than to the eventual Buyer as set out above), in
respect of the accuracy or completeness of any statement
or representation made by him or on his behalf which is in
any way descriptive of any Lot or as to the anticipated or
likely selling price of any Lot. Other than as set out above,
no statement or representation in any way descriptive of a
Lot or any Estimate is incorporated into any Contract for Sale
between a Seller and a Buyer.

Auction speeds can exceed 100 Lots to the hour and bidding
increments are generally about 10%. However these do vary
from Sale to Sale and from Auctioneer to Auctioneer. Please
check with the department organising the Sale for advice on
this.
Where a Reserve has been applied to a Lot, the Auctioneer
may, in his absolute discretion, place bids (up to an amount not
equalling or exceeding such Reserve) on behalf of the Seller.
We are not responsible to you in respect of the presence or
absence of any Reserve in respect of any Lot.
If there is a Reserve it will normally be no higher than the lower
ﬁgure for any Estimate in the Catalogue, assuming that the
currency of the Reserve has not ﬂuctuated adversely against
the currency of the Estimate.
The Buyer will be the Bidder who makes the highest bid
acceptable to the Auctioneer for any Lot (subject to any
applicable Reserve) to whom the Lot is knocked down by the
Auctioneer at the striking of the Auctioneer’s hammer. Any
dispute as to the highest acceptable bid will be settled by the
Auctioneer in his absolute discretion.
All bids tendered will relate to the actual Lot number
announced by the Auctioneer.

Bonhams’ responsibility to you

An electronic currency converter may be used at the Sale. This
equipment is provided as a general guide as to the equivalent
amount in certain currencies of a given bid. We do not accept
any responsibility for any errors which may occur in the use of
the currency converter.

You have the opportunity of examining the Lot if you want to
and the Contract for Sale for a Lot is with the Seller and not
with Bonhams; Bonhams acts as the Seller’s agent only (unless
Bonhams sells the Lot as principal).

We hereby give you notice that we may use video cameras to
record the Sale and may record telephone calls for reasons of
security and to assist in solving any disputes which may arise in
relation to bids made at the Sale.

Bonhams undertakes no obligation to you to examine,
investigate or carry out any tests, either in sufﬁcient depth or
at all, on each Lot to establish the accuracy or otherwise of any
descriptions or opinions given by Bonhams, or by any person
on Bonhams’ behalf, whether in the Catalogue or elsewhere.

At some Sales, for example, jewellery Sales, we may use
screens on which images of the Lots will be projected. This
service is provided to assist viewing at the Sale. The image
on the screen should be treated as an indication only of the
current Lot. It should be noted that all bids tendered will relate
to the actual Lot number announced by the Auctioneer. We
do not accept any responsibility for any errors which may occur
in the use of the screen.

You should not suppose that such examinations, investigations
or tests have occurred.
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Bonhams does not make or agree to make any representation
of fact, and undertakes no obligation or duty (whether in
contract or tort) in respect of the accuracy or completeness
of any statement or representation made by Bonhams or on
Bonhams’ behalf which is in any way descriptive of any Lot or
as to the anticipated or likely selling price of any Lot.

5. BIDDING
We do not accept bids from any person who has not
completed and delivered to us one of our Bidding Forms, either
our Bidder Registration Form, Absentee and Telephone Bidding
Form before the Sale. You may be asked for proof of identity,
residence, financial details and references, which, if asked for,
you must supply if your bids are to be accepted by us. Please
bring your passport, Hong Kong Identity Card (or similar photo
proof of identity) and a debit or credit card. We may request a
deposit from you before allowing you to bid.
We may refuse entry to a Sale to any person even if that
person has completed a Bidding Form.
Bidding in person
You should come to our Bidder registration desk at the Sale
venue and fill out a Bidder Registration Form on (or, if possible,
before) the day of the Sale. The bidding number system is
sometimes referred to as “paddle bidding”. You will be issued
with a large card (a “paddle”) with a printed number on it.
This will be attributed to you for the purposes of the Sale.
Should you be a successful Bidder you will need to ensure that
your number can be clearly seen by the Auctioneer and that it
is your number which is identified as the Buyer’s. You should
not let anyone else use your paddle as all Lots will be invoiced
to the name and address given on your Bidder Registration
Form. Once an invoice is issued it will not be changed.
If there is any doubt as to the Hammer Price of, or whether you
are the successful Bidder of, a particular Lot, you must draw
this to the attention of the Auctioneer before the next Lot is
offered for Sale. The decision of the Auctioneer is considered
final and conclusive.
At the end of the Sale, or when you have finished bidding
please return your paddle to the Bidder registration desk.
Bidding by telephone
If you wish to bid at the Sale by telephone, please complete
an Absentee and Telephone Bidding Form, which is available
from our offices or in the Catalogue. Please then return it to
the office which is responsible for the Sale at least 24 hours
in advance of the Sale. It is your responsibility to check with
our Bids Office that your bid has been received. Telephone
calls may be recorded. The telephone bidding facility is a
discretionary service and may not be available in relation to all
Lots. We will not be responsible for bidding on your behalf if
you are unavailable at the time of the Sale or if the telephone
connection is interrupted during bidding. Please contact us for
further details.
Bidding by post or fax
Absentee and Telephone Bidding Forms can be found in the
back of this Catalogue and should be completed and sent to
the office responsible for the Sale. It is in your interests to
return your form as soon as possible, as if two or more Bidders
submit identical bids for a Lot, the first bid received takes
preference. In any event, all bids should be received at least 24
hours before the start of the Sale. Please check your Absentee
and Telephone Bidding Form carefully before returning it to
us, fully completed and signed by you. It is your responsibility
to check with our Bids Office that your bid has been received.
This additional service is complimentary and is confidential.
Such bids are made at your own risk and we cannot accept
liability for our failure to receive and/or place any such bids.
All bids made on your behalf will be made at the lowest level
possible subject to Reserves and other bids made for the
Lot. Where appropriate your bids will be rounded down to
the nearest amount consistent with the Auctioneer’s bidding
increments. New Bidders must also provide proof of identity
when submitting bids. Failure to do this may result in your bid
not being placed.
Bidding via the internet
Please visit our Website at http://www.bonhams.com for details
of how to bid via the internet.
Bidding through an agent
Bids will be accepted as placed on behalf of the person named
as the principal on the Bidding Form although we may refuse
to accept bids from an agent on behalf of a principal and may
require written confirmation from the principal confirming
the agent’s authority to bid. Nevertheless, as the Bidding
Form explains, any person placing a bid as agent on behalf
of another (whether or not he has disclosed that fact or the
identity of his principal) will be jointly and severally liable with
the principal to the Seller and to Bonhams under any contract
resulting from the acceptance of a bid.

Subject to the above, please let us know if you are acting on
behalf of another person when bidding for Lots at the Sale.
Equally, please let us know if you intend to nominate another
person to bid on your behalf at the Sale unless this is to be
carried out by us pursuant to an Absentee and Telephone
Bidding Form that you have completed. If we do not approve
the agency arrangements in writing before the Sale, we are
entitled to assume that the person bidding at the Sale is
bidding on his own behalf. Accordingly, the person bidding at
the Sale will be the Buyer and will be liable to pay the Hammer
Price and Buyer’s Premium and associated charges. If we
approve the identity of your client in advance, we will be in a
position to address the invoice to your principal rather than
you. We will require proof of the agent’s client’s identity and
residence in advance of any bids made by the agent on his
behalf. Please refer to our Conditions of Business and contact
our Customer Services Department for further details.
6. CONTRACTS BETWEEN THE BUYER AND SELLER AND
THE BUYER AND BONHAMS
On the Lot being knocked down to the Buyer, a Contract for
Sale of the Lot will be entered into between the Seller and
the Buyer on the terms of the Contract for Sale set out in
Appendix 1 at the back of the Catalogue save for those varied
by announcement given out orally before and/or during the
Sale. You will be liable to pay the Purchase Price, which is the
Hammer Price plus any Tax.
At the same time, a separate contract is also entered into
between us as auctioneers and the Buyer. This is our Buyer’s
Agreement, the terms of which are set out in Appendix 2
at the end of the Catalogue. Please read the terms of the
Contract for Sale and our Buyer’s Agreement contained in
the Catalogue in case you are the successful Bidder. We may
change the terms of either or both of these agreements in
advance of their being entered into, by setting out different
terms in the Catalogue and/or by placing an insert in the
Catalogue and/or by notices at the Sale venue and/or by oral
announcements before and during the Sale. You should be
alert to this possibility of changes and ask if there have been
any.
7. BUYER’S PREMIUM AND OTHER CHARGES PAYABLE
BY THE BUYER
Under the Buyer’s Agreement, a premium (the Buyer’s
Premium) is payable to us by the Buyer in accordance with the
terms of the Buyer’s Agreement and at rates set out below,
calculated by reference to the Hammer Price and payable in
addition to it. Storage charges and Expenses are also payable
by the Buyer as set out in the Buyer’s Agreement.
For this Sale the following rates of Buyer’s Premium will be
payable by Buyers of Lots:
25% up to HK$400,000 of the hammer Price
20% from HK$400,001 of the hammer Price
12% from HK$8,000,001 of the hammer Price
8. TAX
The Hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium payable by the
Buyer is exclusive of any goods or service tax or other Tax
(whether imposed by Hong Kong or otherwise). If any such Tax
was to be paid under Hong Kong laws or any other laws, the
Buyer shall be solely responsible to pay such Tax and at the rate
and time as required by the relevant law, or if such Tax is to be
paid by us, we may add such Tax to the Purchase Price payable
by the Buyer.

cash: you may pay for Lots purchased by you at this Sale with
notes, coins or travellers cheques in the currency in which the
Sale is conducted (but not any other currency) provided that
the total amount payable by you in respect of all Lots
purchased by you at the Sale does not exceed HK$80,000. If
the amount payable by you for Lots exceeds that sum, the
balance must be paid otherwise than in coins, notes or
travellers cheques;
travellers cheques: you may pay for Lots purchased by you
at this Sale with travellers cheques, provided the total amount
payable by you in respect of all Lots purchased by you at the
Sale does not exceed HK$80,000. We will need to see your
passport if you wish to pay using travellers cheques;
bank transfer: you may electronically transfer funds to
our Client Account. If you do so, please quote your paddle
number and invoice number as the reference. Our Client
Account details are as follows:
Bank :
HSBC
Address :
Head Office
1 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong
Account Name:
Bonhams (Hong Kong) Limited. - Client A/C
Account Number: 808 870 174001
SWIFT Code:
HSBCHKHHHKH
If paying by bank transfer, the amount received after the
deduction of any bank fees and/or conversion of the currency
of payment to Hong Kong dollars must not be less than the
Hong Kong dollars amount payable, as set out on the invoice.
debit cards issued by a Hong Kong bank: there is no
additional charge for purchases made with these cards;
credit cards: Visa and Mastercard. Please note there is a
3% surcharge on the total invoice value when payments are
made using credit cards. It may be advisable to notify your card
provider of your intended purchase in advance to reduce delays
caused by us having to seek authority when you come to pay.
If you have any questions with regard to payment, please
contact our Customer Services Department.
10. COLLECTION AND STORAGE
The Buyer of a Lot will not be allowed to collect it until
payment in full and in cleared funds has been made (unless
we have made a special arrangement with the Buyer). Details
relating to the collection of a Lot, the storage of a Lot and our
Storage Contractor after the Sale are set out in the Buyer’s
Agreement as set out in Appendix 2 of the Catalogue.
11. SHIPPING
Please refer enquiries on this to our customer services
department dealing with the Sale.
12. EXPORT/TRADE RESTRICTIONS
It is your sole responsibility to comply with all Hong Kong
export and overseas import regulations relating to your
purchases and also to obtain any relevant export and/or import
licence(s).
The need for export and import licences varies from country to
country and you should acquaint yourself with all relevant local
requirements and provisions.
The refusal of any import or export licence(s) or any delay in
obtaining such licence(s) shall not permit the rescission of any
Sale nor allow any delay in making full payment for the Lot.

9. PAYMENT
It is of critical importance that you ensure that you have readily
available funds to pay the Purchase Price and the Buyer’s
Premium (plus Tax and any other charges and Expenses to us)
in full before making a bid for the Lot. If you are a successful
Bidder, payment will be due to be made to us by 4.30 pm on
the second working day after the Sale so that all sums are
cleared by the seventh working day after the Sale. Payment
will have to be by one of the following methods (all cheques
should be made payable to Bonhams (Hong Kong) Limited).
Bonhams reserves the right to vary the terms of payment at any
time. Unless agreed by us advance payments made by anyone
other than the registered buyer will not be accepted.
Hong Kong dollar personal cheque drawn on a Hong
Kong branch of a bank : all cheques must be cleared before
you can collect your purchases.
bankers draft cheque: if you can provide suitable proof
of identity and we are satisfied as to the genuineness of the
draft or cheque, we will allow you to collect your purchases
immediately;
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13. CITES REGULATIONS
Buyers are advised to check the regulations applicable to Hong
Kong exportation and overseas importation when exporting
any goods from Hong Kong to the place of importation.
Buyers should also be aware that the export from Hong Kong
of any items made of or incorporating ivory, whalebone,
tortoiseshell, rhinoceros horn, coral and other restricted
materials is prohibited unless a CITES export licence is obtained
from the Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department
of Hong Kong. A period of 8 weeks may be required for the
purposes of obtaining such export licence.
Please note that Lots marked in the catalogue with a Y next to
the lot number contain one or more of the aforesaid restricted
materials. However, the omission of such letter Y does not
automatically mean that the Lot is not subject to CITES
regulations. Buyers are advised to obtain information from the
relevant regulatory authorities regarding export and import
restrictions, requirements and costs prior to bidding.
14. THE SELLERS AND/OR BONHAMS’ LIABILITY
Other than any liability of the Seller to the Buyer of a Lot
under the Contract for Sale, neither we nor the Seller are
liable (whether in negligence or otherwise) for any error or
misdescription or omission in any Description of a Lot or any
Estimate in respect of it, whether contained in the Catalogue
or otherwise, whether given orally or in writing and whether
given before or during the Sale. Neither we nor the Seller will
be liable for any loss of Business, proﬁts, revenue or income, or
for loss of reputation, or for disruption to Business or wasted
time on the part of management or staff, or for indirect losses
or consequential damages of any kind, irrespective in any case
of the nature, volume or source of the loss or damage alleged
to be suffered, and irrespective of whether the said loss or
damage is caused by or claimed in respect of any negligence,
other tort, breach of contract (if any) or statutory duty,
restitutionary claim or otherwise.

In any circumstances where we and/or the Seller are liable
in relation to any Lot or any Description or Estimate made
of any Lot, or the conduct of any Sale in relation to any Lot,
whether in damages, for an indemnity or contribution, or for
a restitutionary remedy or otherwise, our and/or the Seller’s
liability (combined, if both we and the Seller are liable) will
be limited to payment of a sum which will not exceed by way
of maximum the amount of the Purchase Price of the Lot
irrespective in any case of the nature, volume or source of
any loss or damage alleged to be suffered or sum claimed as
due, and irrespective of whether the liability arises from any
negligence, other tort, breach of contract (if any) or statutory
duty or otherwise.
Nothing set out above will be construed as excluding or
restricting (whether directly or indirectly) our liability or
excluding or restricting any person’s rights or remedies in
respect of (i) fraud, or (ii) death or personal injury caused by
our negligence (or by the negligence of any person under our
control or for whom we are legally responsible), or (iii) acts or
omissions for which we are liable under the Occupiers Liability
Ordinance (Chapter 314 of the Laws of Hong Kong), or (iv)
any other liability to the extent the same may not be excluded
or restricted as a matter of law or (v) our undertakings under
paragraph 9 of the Buyer’s Agreement. The same applies in
respect of the Seller, as if references to us in this paragraph
were substituted with references to the Seller.
15. DAMAGE AND RESTORATION
Bidders should note that there is no reference to any defect,
damage or restoration in this Catalogue. A detailed Condition
Report can be provided by Bonhams up to 24 hours before the
Sale. When providing Condition Reports, we do not guarantee
that there are no other defects present which have not been
mentioned. Bidders should satisfy themselves by inspection, as
to the condition of each Lot. Please see the Contract for Sale
printed in this Catalogue.
16. LANGUAGE
The Notice to Bidders is published in both Chinese and English.
If there is any dispute in its interpretation, the English version
will prevail.

We may use your data to notify you about changes to our
services and to provide you with information about products
or services that you request from us or which we feel may be
of interest to you. Data about you may be analysed to identify
your potential preferences for these purposes. We may disclose
your data to any member of our group (which means our
subsidiaries, our ultimate holding company and its subsidiaries
as deﬁned in section 1159 and schedule 6 of the Companies
Act 2006, including any overseas subsidiary). Subject to this,
we will not disclose your data to any third party, but we may
from time to time provide you with information about goods
and services provided by third parties which we feel may be of
interest to you. Any member of our group may use your data
for similar purposes.
We will keep your data for a period of ﬁve years from the
date of your last contact with us so as to simplify any future
registration. The data may be transferred to and stored outside
Hong Kong, and you agree to this transfer. You have the right
to request us not to use your information for these purposes
by contacting Bonhams (Hong Kong) Limited (which for the
purpose of the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (Chapter
486 of the Laws of Hong Kong) is the data user) at Montpelier
Galleries, Montpelier Street, London, SW7 1HH, United
Kingdom or by e-mail at client.services@bonhams.com.
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the Seller has complied with all requirements,
legal or otherwise, relating to any export
or import of the Lot, and all duties
and Taxes in respect of the export
or import of the Lot have (unless
stated to the contrary in the
Catalogue or announced by the Auctioneer)
been paid and, so far as the Seller is aware, all
third parties have complied with such
requirements in the past;

2.1.5

subject to any alterations expressly
identiﬁed as such made by announcement
or notice at the Sale venue or by the Notice
to Bidders or by an insert in the Catalogue,
the Lot corresponds with the Contractual
Description of the Lot, being that part of the
Entry about the Lot in the Catalogue which
is in bold letters and (except for colour) with any
photograph of the Lot in the Catalogue and the
contents of any Condition Report which has
been provided to the Buyer.

3

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE LOT

3.1

Paragraph 2.1.5 sets out what is the Contractual
Description of the Lot. In particular, the Lot
is not sold as corresponding with that part
of the Entry in the Catalogue which is not
printed in bold letters, which merely sets out
(on the Seller’s behalf) Bonhams’ opinion about
the Lot and which is not part of the Contractual
Description upon which the Lot is sold. Any
statement or representation other than that
part of the Entry referred to in paragraph 2.1.5
(together with any express alteration to it as
referred to in paragraph 2.1.5), including any
Description or Estimate, whether made orally or
in writing, including in the Catalogue or on
Bonhams’ Website, or by conduct, or otherwise,
and whether by or on behalf of the Seller
or Bonhams and whether made prior to or
during the Sale, is not part of the Contractual
Description upon which the Lot is sold.

3.2

Except as provided in paragraph 2.1.5, the
Seller does not make or give and does not
agree to make or give any contractual promise,
undertaking, obligation, guarantee, warranty,
or representation of fact, or undertake any
duty of care, in relation to any Description
of the Lot or any Estimate in relation to it,
nor of the accuracy or completeness of any
Description or Estimate which may have been
made by or on behalf of the Seller including by
Bonhams. No such Description or Estimate is
incorporated into this Contract for Sale.

APPENDIX 1
CONTRACT FOR SALE
IMPORTANT: These terms may be changed in advance of the
Sale of the Lot to you, by the setting out of different terms in
the Catalogue for the Sale and/or by placing an insert in the
Catalogue and/or by notices at the Sale venue and/or by oral
announcements before and during the Sale at the Sale venue.
You should be alert to this possibility of changes and ask in
advance of bidding if there have been any.
UNDER THIS CONTRACT, THE SELLER’S LIABILITY IN RESPECT
OF THE QUALITY OF THE LOT, ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE
AND ITS CONFORMITY WITH ANY DESCRITION IS LIMITED.
YOU ARE STRONGLY ADVISED TO EXAMINE THE LOT FOR
YOURSELF AND/OR OBTAIN AN INDEPENDENT EXAMINATION
OF IT BEFORE YOU BUY IT.
1

THE CONTRACT

1.1

These terms govern the Contract for Sale of the
Lot by the Seller to the Buyer.

1.2

The Deﬁnitions and Glossary contained in
Appendix 3 in the Catalogue are incorporated
into this Contract for Sale and a separate copy
can also be provided by Bonhams on request.
Where words and phrases are used which are in
the List of Deﬁnitions in it, they are printed in italics.

1.3

Seller sells the Lot as the principal to the
Contract for Sale, such contract being made
between the Seller and you through Bonhams
which acts in the sole capacity as the Seller’s
agent and not as an additional principal.
However, if the Catalogue states that Bonhams
sells the Lot as principal, or such a statement is
made by an announcement by the Auctioneer,
or by a notice at the Sale, or an insert in the
Catalogue, then Bonhams is the Seller for the
purposes of this agreement.

4
4.1

FITNESS FOR PURPOSE AND SATISFACTORY
QUALITY
The Seller does not make and does not
agree to make any contractual promise,
undertaking, obligation, guarantee, warranty,
or representation of fact in relation to the
satisfactory quality of the Lot or its ﬁtness for any
purpose.

4.2

The Seller will not be liable for any breach of
any undertaking, whether implied by the Sale
of Goods Ordinance (Chapter 26 of the Laws of
Hong Kong) or otherwise, as to the satisfactory
quality of the Lot or its ﬁtness for any purpose.

1.4

The contract is made on the striking of the
Auctioneer’s hammer in respect of the Lot when
it is knocked down to you.

2

SELLER’S UNDERTAKINGS

5

RISK, PROPERTY AND TITLE

2.1

The Seller undertakes to you that:

5.1

2.1.1

the Seller is the owner of the Lot or is duly
authorised to sell the Lot by the owner;

2.1.2

save as disclosed in the Entry for the Lot in
the Catalogue, the Seller sells the Lot with
full title guarantee or, where the Seller is
an executor, trustee, liquidator, receiver or
administrator, with whatever right, title or
interest he may have in the Lot;

2.1.3

except where the Sale is by an executor,
trustee, liquidator, receiver or administrator
the Seller is both legally entitled to sell the
Lot, and legally capable of conferring on
you quiet possession of the Lot

Risk in the Lot passes to you when it is knocked
down to you on the fall of the Auctioneer’s
hammer in respect of the Lot. The Seller will
not be responsible thereafter for the Lot prior to
you collecting it from Bonhams or the Storage
Contractor, with whom you have separate
contract(s) as Buyer. You will indemnify the Seller
and keep the Seller fully indemniﬁed from and
against all claims, proceedings, costs, expenses
and losses arising in respect of any injury, loss
and damage caused to the Lot after the fall of
the Auctioneer’s hammer until you obtain full
title to it.
Title to the Lot remains in and is retained by the
Seller until the Purchase Price and all other sums
payable by you to Bonhams in relation to the Lot
have been paid in full to, and received in cleared
funds by, Bonhams.

DATA PROTECTION – USE OF YOUR INFORMATION
As a result of the services provided by us, we obtain personal
data about you (which expression for the purposes of this
paragraph only includes your employees and ofﬁcers, if any).
You agree to our use of it as follows.

2.1.4

5.2

6

PAYMENT

6.1

Your obligation to pay the Purchase Price arises
when the Lot is knocked down to you on the
fall of the Auctioneer’s hammer in respect of the
Lot.

6.2

Time will be of the essence in relation to
payment of the Purchase Price and all other
sums payable by you to Bonhams. Unless agreed
in writing with you by Bonhams on the Seller’s
behalf (in which case you must comply with the
terms of that agreement), all such sums must
be paid to Bonhams by you in the currency in
which the Sale was conducted by not later than
4.30pm on the second working day following
the Sale and you must ensure that the funds
are cleared by the seventh working day after
the Sale. Payment must be made to Bonhams
by one of the methods stated in the Notice to
Bidders unless otherwise agreed with you in
writing by Bonhams. If you do not pay any sums
due in accordance with this paragraph, the Seller
will have the rights set out in paragraph 8 below.

7
7.1

7.2

COLLECTION OF THE LOT
Unless otherwise agreed in writing with you by
Bonhams, the Lot will be released to you or to
your order only when Bonhams has received
cleared funds to the amount of the full Purchase
Price and all other sums owed by you to the
Seller and to Bonhams.
The Seller is entitled to withhold possession from
you of any other Lot he has sold to you at the
same or at any other Sale and whether currently
in Bonhams’ possession or not until payment in
full and in cleared funds of the Purchase Price
and all other sums due to the Seller and/or
Bonhams in respect of the Lot.

7.3

You will collect and remove the Lot at your
own expense from Bonhams’ custody and/or
control or from the Storage Contractor’s custody
in accordance with Bonhams’ instructions or
requirements.

7.4

You will be wholly responsible for packing,
handling and transport of the Lot on collection
and for complying with all import or export
regulations in connection with the Lot.

7.5

You will be wholly responsible for any removal,
storage or other charges or expenses incurred
by the Seller if you do not remove the Lot in
accordance with this paragraph 7 and will
indemnify the Seller against all charges, costs,
including any legal costs and fees, expenses and
losses suffered by the Seller by reason of your
failure to remove the Lot including any charges
due under any Storage Contract. All such sums
due to the Seller will be payable on demand.

8

FAILURE TO PAY FOR THE LOT

8.1

If the Purchase Price for a Lot is not paid to
Bonhams in full in accordance with the Contract
for Sale the Seller will be entitled, with the prior
written agreement of Bonhams but without
further notice to you, to exercise one or more of
the following rights (whether through Bonhams
or otherwise):

8.1.1

to terminate immediately the Contract for Sale
of the Lot for your breach of contract;

8.1.2

to re-sell the Lot by auction, private treaty or any
other means on giving seven days’ written notice
to you of the intention to resell;

8.1.3

to retain possession of the Lot;

8.1.4

to remove and store the Lot at your expense;

8.1.5

to take legal proceedings against you for any
sum due under the Contract for Sale and/or
damages for breach of contract;

8.1.6

to be paid interest on any monies due (after
as well as before judgement or order) at the
annual rate of 5% per annum above the base
rate of Standard Chartered Bank (Hong Kong)
Limited from time to time to be calculated on
a daily basis from the date upon which such
monies become payable until the date of actual
payment;

8.1.7

to repossess the Lot (or any part thereof) which
has not become your property, and for this
purpose you hereby grant an irrevocable licence
to the Seller by himself and to his servants or
agents to enter upon all or any of your premises
(with or without vehicles) during normal Business
hours to take possession of the Lot or part
thereof;

8.1.8

to retain possession of any other property sold to
you by the Seller at the Sale or any other auction
or by private treaty until all sums due under the
Contract for Sale shall have been paid in full in
cleared funds;

8.1.9

to retain possession of, and on three months’
written notice to sell, Without Reserve, any of
your other property in the possession of the
Seller and/or of Bonhams (as bailee for the Seller)
for any purpose (including, without limitation,
other goods sold to you) and to apply any
monies due to you as a result of such sale in
satisfaction or part satisfaction of any amounts
owed to the Seller or to Bonhams; and

8.1.10

so long as such goods remain in the possession
of the Seller or Bonhams as its bailee, to rescind
the contract for the Sale of any other goods
sold to you by the Seller at the Sale or at any
other auction or by private treaty and apply any
monies received from you in respect of such
goods in part or full satisfaction of any amounts
owed to the Seller or to Bonhams by you.

8.2

8.3

You agree to indemnify the Seller against all
legal and other costs of enforcement, all losses
and other expenses and costs (including any
monies payable to Bonhams in order to obtain
the release of the Lot) incurred by the Seller
(whether or not court proceedings will have
been issued) as a result of Bonhams taking steps
under this paragraph 8 on a full indemnity basis
together with interest thereon (after as well as
before judgement or order) at the rate speciﬁed
in paragraph 8.1.6 from the date upon which
the Seller becomes liable to pay the same until
payment by you.
On any re-sale of the Lot under paragraph 8.1.2,
the Seller will account to you in respect of any
balance remaining from any monies received by
him or on his behalf in respect of the Lot, after
the payment of all sums due to the Seller and
to Bonhams, within 28 days of receipt of such
monies by him or on his behalf.

9

THE SELLER’S LIABILITY

9.1

The Seller will not be liable for any injury, loss or
damage caused by the Lot after the fall of the
Auctioneer’s hammer in respect of the Lot.

9.2

Subject to paragraphs 9.3 to 9.5 below, except
for breach of the express undertaking provided
in paragraph 2.1.5, the Seller will not be liable
for any breach of any term that the Lot will
correspond with any Description applied to it by
or on behalf of the Seller, whether implied by
the Sale of Goods Ordinance (Chapter 26 of the
Laws of Hong Kong) or otherwise.

9.3

The Seller will not be liable (whether in
negligence, other tort, breach of contract or
statutory duty or in restitution or under the
Misrepresentation Ordinance (Chapter 284 of
the Laws of Hong Kong), or in any other way)
for any lack of conformity with, or inaccuracy,
error, misdescription or omission in any
Description of the Lot or any Entry or Estimate in
relation to the Lot made by or on behalf of the
Seller (whether made in writing, including in the
Catalogue, or on the Website, or orally, or by
conduct or otherwise) and whether made before
or after this agreement or prior to or during the
Sale.

9.4

The Seller will not be liable for any loss of
Business, Business proﬁts or revenue or income
or for loss of reputation or for disruption to
Business or wasted time on the part of the
Buyer or of the Buyer’s management or staff or,
for any indirect losses or consequential damages
of any kind, irrespective in any case of the
nature, volume or source of the loss or damage
alleged to be suffered, and irrespective of
whether the said loss or damage is caused by or
claimed in respect of any negligence, other tort,
breach of contract, statutory duty, restitutionary
claim or otherwise;

9.5

In any circumstances where the Seller is liable to
you in respect of the Lot, or any act, omission,
statement, or representation in respect of it, or
this agreement or its performance, and whether
in damages, for an indemnity or contribution
or for a restitutionary remedy or in any way
whatsoever, the Seller’s liability will be limited to
payment of a sum which will not exceed by way
of maximum the amount of the Purchase Price
of the Lot irrespective in any case of the nature,
volume or source of any loss or damage alleged
to be suffered or sum claimed as due, and
irrespective of whether the liability arises from
any negligence, other tort, breach of contract,
statutory duty, bailee’s duty, restitutionary claim
or otherwise.

9.6

Nothing set out in paragraphs 9.1 to 9.5 above
will be construed as excluding or restricting
(whether directly or indirectly)any person’s
liability or excluding or restricting any person’s
rights or remedies in respect of (i) fraud, or
(ii) death or personal injury caused by the
Seller’s negligence (or any person under the
Seller’s control or for whom the Seller is legally
responsible), or (iii) acts or omissions for which
the Seller is liable under the Occupiers Liability
Ordinance (Chapter 314 of the Laws of Hong
Kong), or (iv) any other liability to the extent
the same may not be excluded or restricted as a
matter of law.

10

MISCELLANEOUS

10.1

You may not assign either the beneﬁt or burden
of the Contract for Sale.

10.2

The Seller’s failure or delay in enforcing or
exercising any power or right under the Contract
for Sale will not operate or be deemed to
operate as a waiver of his rights under it except
to the extent of any express waiver given to you
in writing. Any such waiver will not affect the
Seller’s ability subsequently to enforce any right
arising under the Contract for Sale.

10.3

If either party to the Contract for Sale is
prevented from performing that party’s
respective obligations under the Contract for
Sale by circumstances beyond its reasonable
control or if performance of its obligations would
by reason of such circumstances give rise to a
signiﬁcantly increased ﬁnancial cost to it, that
party will not, for so long as such circumstances
prevail, be required to perform such obligations.
This paragraph does not apply to the obligations
imposed on you by paragraph 6.

10.4

Any notice or other communication to be given
under the Contract for Sale must be in writing
and may be delivered by hand or sent by ﬁrst
class post or air mail or fax transmission, if to
the Seller, addressed c/o Bonhams at its address
or fax number in the Catalogue (marked for the
attention of the Company Secretary), and if to
you to the address or fax number of the Buyer
given in the Bidding Form (unless notice of any
change of address is given in writing). It is the
responsibility of the sender of the notice or
communication to ensure that it is received in a
legible form within any applicable time period.

10.5

If any term or any part of any term of the
Contract for Sale is held to be unenforceable or
invalid, such unenforceability or invalidity will
not affect the enforceability and validity of the
remaining terms or the remainder of the relevant
term.
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10.6

References in the Contract for Sale to Bonhams
will, where appropriate, include reference to
Bonhams’ ofﬁcers, employees and agents.

10.7

The headings used in the Contract for Sale
are for convenience only and will not affect its
interpretation.

10.8
10.9

10.10
10.11

10.12

In the Contract for Sale “including” means
“including, without limitation”.
References to the singular will include reference
to the plural (and vice versa) and reference to
any one gender will include reference to the
other genders.
Reference to a numbered paragraph is to a
paragraph of the Contract for Sale.
Save as expressly provided in paragraph 10.12
nothing in the Contract for Sale confers (or
purports to confer) on any person who is not
a party to the Contract for Sale any beneﬁt
conferred by, or the right to enforce any term of,
the Contract for Sale.

1.4

We act as agents for the Seller and are not
answerable or personally responsible to you for
any breach of contract or other default by the
Seller, unless Bonhams sells the Lot as principal.

1.5

Our personal obligations to you are governed
by this agreement and we agree, subject to the
terms below, to the following obligations:

1.5.1

we will, until the date and time speciﬁed in the
Notice to Bidders or otherwise notiﬁed to you,
store the Lot in accordance with paragraph 5;

1.5.2

subject to any power of the Seller or us to refuse
to release the Lot to you, we will release the Lot
to you in accordance with paragraph 4 once you
have paid to us, in cleared funds, everything due
to us and the Seller;

1.5.3

we will provide a guarantee in the terms set out
in paragraph 9.

1.6

Where the Contract for Sale confers an immunity
from, and/or an exclusion or restriction of, the
responsibility and/or liability of the Seller, it will
also operate in favour and for the beneﬁt of
Bonhams, Bonhams’ holding company and the
subsidiaries of such holding company and the
successors and assignees of Bonhams and of
such companies and of any ofﬁcer, employee
and agent of Bonhams and such companies,
each of whom will be entitled to avail itself of
the same relevant right at law.

11

GOVERNING LAW AND DISPUTE
RESOLUTION

11.1

Law
2

PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTRACT FOR
SALE
You undertake to us personally that you will
observe and comply with all your obligations and
undertakings to the Seller under the Contract for
Sale in respect of the Lot.

Language

3

PAYMENT

The Contract for Sale is published in both
Chinese and English. If there is any dispute in its
interpretation, the English version will prevail.

3.1

Unless agreed in writing between you and us or
as otherwise set out in the Notice to Bidders, you
must pay to us by not later than 4.30pm on the
second working day following the Sale:

3.1.1

the Purchase Price for the Lot;

3.1.2

a Buyer’s Premium in accordance with the rates
set out in the Notice to Bidders, and

3.1.3

if the Lot is marked [AR], an Additional Premium
which is calculated and payable in accordance
with the Notice to Bidders together with VAT on
that sum if applicable so that all sums due to us
are cleared funds by the seventh working day
after the Sale.

3.2

You must also pay us on demand any Expenses
payable pursuant to this agreement.

3.3

All payments to us must be made in the currency
in which the Sale was conducted, using, unless
otherwise agreed by us in writing, one of the
methods of payment set out in the Notice to
Bidders. Our invoices will only be addressed to
the registered Bidder unless the Bidder is acting
as an agent for a named principal and we have
approved that arrangement, in which case we
will address the invoice to the principal.

All transactions to which this agreement applies
and all connected matters will be governed by
and construed in accordance with the laws of
Hong Kong. Bonhams has a disputes procedure
in place
11.2

We do not make or give and do not agree
to make or give any contractual promise,
undertaking, obligation, guarantee, warranty,
representation of fact in relation to any
Description of the Lot or any Estimate in relation
to it, nor of the accuracy or completeness of any
Description or Estimate which may have been
made by us or on our behalf or by or on behalf
of the Seller (whether made orally or in writing,
including in the Catalogue or on Bonhams’
Website, or by conduct, or otherwise), and
whether made before or after this agreement or
prior to or during the Sale. No such Description
or Estimate is incorporated into this agreement
between you and us. Any such Description or
Estimate, if made by us or on our behalf, was
(unless Bonhams itself sells the Lot as principal)
made as agent on behalf of the Seller.

Purchase Price, or any other sum due to us in
accordance with this paragraph 3, we will have
the rights set out in paragraph 7 below.
3.7

Where a number of Lots have been knocked
down to you, any monies we receive from
you will be applied ﬁrstly pro-rata to pay the
Purchase Price of each Lot and secondly pro-rata
to pay all amounts due to Bonhams.

4

COLLECTION OF THE LOT

4.1

Subject to any power of the Seller or us to refuse
to release the Lot to you, once you have paid to
us, in cleared funds, everything due to the Seller
and to us, we will release the Lot to you or as
you may direct us in writing. The Lot will only
be released on production of a stamped, paid
invoice, obtained from our cashier’s ofﬁce.

4.2

You must collect and remove the Lot at your
own expense by the date and time speciﬁed in
the Notice to Bidders, or if no date is speciﬁed by
4.30pm on the seventh day after the Sale.

4.3

For the period referred to in paragraph 4.2, the
Lot can be collected from the address referred
to in the Notice to Bidders for collection on the
days and times speciﬁed in the Notice to Bidders.
Thereafter, the Lot may be removed elsewhere
for storage and you must enquire from us as to
when and where you can collect it, although this
information will usually be set out in the Notice
to Bidders.

4.4

If you have not collected the Lot by the date
speciﬁed in the Notice to Bidders, you authorise
us, acting as your agent and on your behalf, to
enter into a contract (the “Storage Contract”)
with the Storage Contractor for the storage of
the Lot on the then current standard terms and
conditions agreed between Bonhams and the
Storage Contractor (copies of which are available
on request). If the Lot is stored at our premises
storage fees at our current daily rates (currently a
minimum of HK$50 plus Tax per Lot per day) will
be payable from the expiry of the period referred
to in paragraph 4.2. These storage fees form
part of our Expenses.

4.5

Until you have paid the Purchase Price and any
Expenses in full the Lot will either be held by us
as agent on behalf of the Seller or held by the
Storage Contractor as agent on behalf of the
Seller and ourselves on the terms contained in
the Storage Contract.

4.6

You undertake to comply with the terms of any
Storage Contract and in particular to pay the
charges (and all costs of moving the Lot into
storage) due under any Storage Contract. You
acknowledge and agree that you will not be able
to collect the Lot from the Storage Contractor’s
premises until you have paid the Purchase Price,
any Expenses and all charges due under the
Storage Contract.

4.7

You will be wholly responsible for packing,
handling and transport of the Lot on collection
and for complying with all import or export
regulations in connection with the Lot.

4.8

You will be wholly responsible for any removal,
storage, or other charges for any Lot not
removed in accordance with paragraph 4.2,
payable at our current rates, and any Expenses
we incur (including any charges due under the
Storage Contract), all of which must be paid by
you on demand and in any event before any
collection of the Lot by you or on your behalf.

5

STORING THE LOT
We agree to store the Lot until the earlier of
your removal of the Lot or until the time and
date set out in the Notice to Bidders (or if no
date is speciﬁed, by 4.30pm on the seventh
day after the Sale) and, subject to paragraphs
6 and 10, to be responsible as bailee to you for
damage to or the loss or destruction of the Lot
(notwithstanding that it is not your property
before payment of the Purchase Price). If you
do not collect the Lot before the time and date
set out in the Notice to Bidders (or if no date is
speciﬁed, by 4.30pm on the seventh day after

APPENDIX 2
BUYER’S AGREEMENT
IMPORTANT: These terms may be changed in advance of the
sale of the Lot to you, by the setting out of different terms in
the Catalogue for the Sale and/or by placing an insert in the
Catalogue and/or by notices at the Sale venue and/or by oral
announcements before and during the Sale at the Sale venue.
You should be alert to this possibility of changes and ask in
advance of bidding if there have been any.
1

THE CONTRACT

1.1

These terms govern the contract between
Bonhams personally and the Buyer, being the
person to whom a Lot has been knocked down
by the Auctioneer.

1.2

1.3
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The Deﬁnitions and Glossary contained in
Appendix 3 to the Catalogue for the Sale are
incorporated into this agreement and a separate
copy can also be provided by us on request.
Where words and phrases which are deﬁned in
the List of Deﬁnitions are used in this agreement,
they are printed in italics. Reference is made
in this agreement to information printed in the
Notice to Bidders, printed at the beginning of
the Catalogue for the Sale, and where such
information is referred to it is incorporated into
this agreement.
Except as speciﬁed in paragraph 4 of the Notice
to Bidders the Contract for Sale of the Lot
between you and the Seller is made on the fall
of the Auctioneer’s hammer in respect of the
Lot, when it is knocked down to you and at
that moment a separate contract is also made
between you and Bonhams on the terms in this
Buyer’s Agreement

3.4

Unless otherwise stated in this agreement all
sums payable to us will be subject to the Tax at
the appropriate rate and such Tax will be payable
by you on all such sums.

3.5

We may deduct and retain for our own beneﬁt
from the monies paid by you to us the Buyer’s
Premium, the Commission payable by the Seller
in respect of the Lot, any Expenses and Tax
and any interest earned and/or incurred until
payment to the Seller.

3.6

Time will be of the essence in relation to any
payment payable to us. If you do not pay the

the Sale) we may remove the Lot to another
location, the details of which will usually be set
out in the Notice to Bidders. If you have not paid
for the Lot in accordance with paragraph 3, and
the Lot is moved to any third party’s premises,
the Lot will be held by such third party strictly
to Bonhams’ order and we will retain our lien
over the Lot until we have been paid in full in
accordance with paragraph 3.

7.1.11

7.2
6

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LOT

6.1

Only on the payment of the Purchase Price to us
will title in the Lot pass to you. However under
the Contract for Sale, the risk in the Lot passed
to you when it was knocked down to you.

6.2

You are advised to obtain insurance in respect of
the Lot as soon as possible after the Sale.

7

FAILURE TO PAY OR TO REMOVE THE LOT
AND PART PAYMENTS

7.1

If all sums payable to us are not so paid in full
at the time they are due and/or the Lot is not
removed in accordance with this agreement, we
will without further notice to you be entitled
to exercise one or more of the following rights
(without prejudice to any rights we may exercise
on behalf of the Seller):

7.1.1

to terminate this agreement immediately for
your breach of contract;

7.1.2

to retain possession of the Lot;

7.1.3

to remove, and/or store the Lot at your expense;

7.1.4

to take legal proceedings against you for
payment of any sums payable to us by you
(including the Purchase Price) and/or damages
for breach of contract;
to be paid interest on any monies due to us
(after as well as before judgement or order) at
the annual rate of 5% per annum above the
base lending rate of Standard Chartered Bank
(Hong Kong) Limited from time to time to be
calculated on a daily basis from the date upon
which such monies become payable until the
date of actual payment;

7.1.5

7.1.6

7.1.7

7.1.8

to repossess the Lot (or any part thereof) which
has not become your property, and for this
purpose you hereby grant an irrevocable licence
to us, by ourselves, our servants or agents, to
enter upon all or any of your premises (with or
without vehicles) during normal business hours
to take possession of any Lot or part thereof;
to sell the Lot Without Reserve by auction,
private treaty or any other means on giving you
three months written notice of our intention to
do so;
to retain possession of any of your other property
in our possession for any purpose (including,
without limitation, other goods sold to you or
with us for sale) until all sums due to us have
been paid in full;

7.1.9

to apply any monies received from you for any
purpose whether at the time of your default
or at any time there after in payment or part
payment of any sums due to us by you under
this agreement;

7.1.10

on three months’ written notice to sell, Without
Reserve, any of your other property in our
possession or under our control for any purpose
(including other goods sold to you or with us for
sale) and to apply any monies due to you as a
result of such sale in payment or part payment of
any amounts owed to us;

7.3

refuse to allow you to register for a future Sale
or to reject a bid from you at any future Sale or
to require you to pay a deposit before any bid
is accepted by us at any future Sale in which
case we will be entitled to apply such deposit in
payment or part payment, as the case may be,
of the Purchase Price of any Lot of which you are
the Buyer.
You agree to indemnify us against all legal and
other costs, all losses and all other expenses
(whether or not court proceedings will have
been issued) incurred by us as a result of our
taking steps under this paragraph 7 on a full
indemnity basis together with interest thereon
(after as well as before judgement or order) at
the rate speciﬁed in paragraph 7.1.5 from the
date upon which we become liable to pay the
same until payment by you.
If you pay us only part of the sums due to us
such payment shall be applied ﬁrstly to the
Purchase Price of the Lot (or where you have
purchased more than one Lot pro-rata towards
the Purchase Price of each Lot) and secondly
to the Buyer’s Premium (or where you have
purchased more than one Lot pro-rata to the
Buyer’s Premium on each Lot) and thirdly to any
other sums due to us.

7.4

We will account to you in respect of any balance
we hold remaining from any monies received
by us in respect of any sale of the Lot under our
rights under this paragraph 7 after the payment
of all sums due to us and/or the Seller within 28
days of receipt by us of all such sums paid to us.

8

CLAIMS BY OTHER PERSONS IN RESPECT OF
THE LOT

8.1

Whenever it becomes apparent to us that the
Lot is the subject of a claim by someone other
than you and other than the Seller (or that such
a claim can reasonably be expected to be made),
we may, at our absolute discretion, deal with
the Lot in any manner which appears to us to
recognise the legitimate interests of ourselves
and the other parties involved and lawfully to
protect our position and our legitimate interests.
Without prejudice to the generality of the
discretion and by way of example, we may:

8.1.1

retain the Lot to investigate any question raised
or reasonably expected by us to be raised in
relation to the Lot; and/or

8.1.2

deliver the Lot to a person other than you;
and/or

8.1.3

commence interpleader proceedings or seek any
other order of any court, mediator, arbitrator or
government body; and/or

8.1.4

require an indemnity and/or security from you in
return for pursuing a course of action agreed to
by you.

8.2

The discretion referred to in paragraph 8.1:

8.2.1

may be exercised at any time during which we
have actual or constructive possession of the
Lot, or at any time after such possession, where
the cessation of such possession has occurred
by reason of any decision, order or ruling of any
court, mediator, arbitrator or government body;
and

8.2.2

will not be exercised unless we believe that there
exists a serious prospect of a good arguable case
in favour of the claim.

9

FORGERIES

9.1

We undertake a personal responsibility for any
Forgery in accordance with the terms of this
paragraph 9.

9.2

Paragraph 9 applies only if:

9.2.1

your name appears as the named person to
whom the original invoice was made out by us
in respect of the Lot and that invoice has been
paid; and

9.2.2

you notify us in writing as soon as reasonably
practicable after you have become aware that
the Lot is or may be a Forgery, and in any event
within one year after the Sale, that the Lot is a
Forgery; and

9.2.3

within one month after such notiﬁcation has
been given, you return the Lot to us in the
same condition as it was at the time of the Sale,
accompanied by written evidence that the Lot is
a Forgery and details of the Sale and Lot number
sufﬁcient to identify the Lot.

9.3

Paragraph 9 will not apply in respect of a Forgery
if:

9.3.1

the Entry in relation to the Lot contained in the
Catalogue reﬂected the then accepted general
opinion of scholars and experts or fairly indicated
that there was a conﬂict of such opinion or
reﬂected the then current opinion of an expert
acknowledged to be a leading expert in the
relevant ﬁeld; or

9.3.2

it can be established that the Lot is a Forgery
only by means of a process not generally
accepted for use until after the date on which
the Catalogue was published or by means of
a process which it was unreasonable in all the
circumstances for us to have employed.

9.4

You authorise us to carry out such processes and
tests on the Lot as we in our absolute discretion
consider necessary to satisfy ourselves that the
Lot is or is not a Forgery.

9.5

If we are satisﬁed that a Lot is a Forgery we will
(as principal) purchase the Lot from you and you
will transfer the title to the Lot in question to
us, with full title guarantee, free from any liens,
charges, encumbrances and adverse claims, in
accordance with the provisions of Sections 14(1)
(a) and 14(1)(b) of the Sale of Goods Ordinance
(Chapter 26 of the Laws of Hong Kong) and we
will pay to you an amount equal to the sum of
the Purchase Price, Buyer’s Premium, Tax and
Expenses paid by you in respect of the Lot.

9.6

The beneﬁt of paragraph 9 is personal to, and
incapable of assignment by, you.
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9.7

If you sell or otherwise dispose of your interest
in the Lot, all rights and beneﬁts under this
paragraph will cease.

9.8

Paragraph 9 does not apply to a Lot made up
of or including a Chinese painting or Chinese
paintings, a motor vehicle or motor vehicles, a
Stamp or Stamps or a Book or Books.

10

OUR LIABILITY

10.1

We will not be liable whether in negligence,
other tort, breach of contract or statutory duty
or in restitution or under the Misrepresentation
Ordinance (Chapter 284 of the Laws of Hong
Kong) or in any other way for lack of conformity
with or any inaccuracy, error, misdescription
or omission in any Description of the Lot or
any Entry or Estimate in respect of it, made by
us or on our behalf or by or on behalf of the
Seller (whether made in writing, including in
the Catalogue, or on the Bonhams’ Website, or
orally, or by conduct or otherwise) and whether
made before or after this agreement or prior to
or during the Sale.

10.2

10.2.1

10.2.2

Our duty to you while the Lot is at your risk
and/or your property and in our custody and/or
control is to exercise reasonable care in relation
to it, but we will not be responsible for damage
to the Lot or to other persons or things caused
by:

changes in atmospheric pressure; nor will we be
liable for:
damage to tension stringed musical instruments;
or

10.2.4

damage to gilded picture frames, plaster picture
frames or picture frame glass; and if the Lot is
or becomes dangerous, we may dispose of it
without notice to you in advance in any manner
we think ﬁt and we will be under no liability to
you for doing so.

10.3

We will not be liable to you for any loss of
Business, Business proﬁts, revenue or income or
for loss of Business reputation or for disruption
to Business or wasted time on the part of the
Buyer’s management or staff or, if you are
buying the Lot in the course of a Business, for
any indirect losses or consequential damages of
any kind, irrespective in any case of the nature,
volume or source of the loss or damage alleged
to be suffered, and irrespective of whether the
said loss or damage is caused by or claimed in
respect of any negligence, other tort, breach
of contract, statutory duty, bailee’s duty, a
restitutionary claim or otherwise.
In any circumstances where we are liable to
you in respect of a Lot, or any act, omission,
statement, representation in respect of it, or
this agreement or its performance, and whether
damages, for an indemnity or contribution
or for a restitutionary remedy or in any way
whatsoever, our liability will be limited to
payment of a sum which will not exceed by way
of maximum the amount of the Purchase Price
of the Lot plus Buyer’s Premium (less any sum
you maybe entitled to recover from the Seller)
irrespective in any case of the nature, volume
or source of any loss or damage alleged to be
suffered or sum claimed as due, and irrespective
of whether the liability arises from negligence,
other tort, breach of contract, statutory duty,
bailee’s duty, a restitutionary claim or otherwise.
You may wish to protect yourself against loss by
obtaining insurance.
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Nothing set out above will be construed as
excluding or restricting (whether directly or
indirectly) any person’s liability or excluding
restricting any person’s rights or remedies in
respect of (i) fraud, or (ii) death or personal
injury caused by our negligence (or any person
under our control or for whom we are legally
responsible), or (iii) acts or omissions for which
we are liable under the Occupiers Liability
Ordinance (Chapter 314 of the Laws of Hong
Kong) , or (iv) any other liability to the extent
the same may not be excluded or restricted as
a matter of law, or (v) under our undertaking in
paragraph 9 of these conditions.

11

MISCELLANEOUS

11.1

You may not assign either the beneﬁt or burden
of this agreement.
Our failure or delay in enforcing or exercising
any power or right under this agreement will not
operate or be deemed to operate as a waiver of
our rights under it except to the extent of any
express waiver given to you in writing. Any such
waiver will not affect our ability subsequently to
enforce any right arising under this agreement.

11.2

11.3

handling the Lot if it was affected at the time
of sale to you by woodworm and any damage
is caused as a result of it being affected by
woodworm; or

10.2.3

10.4

10.5

11.4

If either party to this agreement is prevented
from performing that party’s respective
obligations under this agreement by
circumstances beyond its reasonable control or if
performance of its obligations would by reason
of such circumstances give rise to a signiﬁcantly
increased ﬁnancial cost to it, that party will
not, for so long as such circumstances prevail,
be required to perform such obligations. This
paragraph does not apply to the obligations
imposed on you by paragraph 3.
Any notice or other communication to be
given under this agreement must be in writing
and may be delivered by hand or sent by
registered post or air mail or fax transmission
(if to Bonhams marked for the attention of
the Company Secretary), to the address or
fax number of the relevant party given in the
Contract Form (unless notice of any change of
address is given in writing). It is the responsibility
of the sender of the notice or communication to
ensure that it is received in a legible form within
any applicable time period.

11.5

If any term or any part of any term of this
agreement is held to be unenforceable or invalid,
such unenforceability or invalidity will not affect
the enforceability and validity of the remaining
terms or the remainder of the relevant term.

11.6

References in this agreement to Bonhams
will, where appropriate, include reference to
Bonhams’ ofﬁcers, employees and agents.

11.7

The headings used in this agreement are
for convenience only and will not affect its
interpretation.

11.8

In this agreement “including” means “including,
without limitation”.

11.9

References to the singular will include reference
to the plural (and vice versa) and reference to
any one gender will include reference to the
other genders.

11.10

Reference to a numbered paragraph is to a
paragraph of this agreement.

11.11

Save as expressly provided in paragraph 11.12
nothing in this agreement confers (or purports to
confer) on any person who is not a party to this
agreement any beneﬁt conferred by, or the right
to enforce any term of, this agreement.

11.12

Where this agreement confers an immunity
from, and/or an exclusion or restriction of, the
responsibility and/or liability of Bonhams, it will
also operate in favour and for the beneﬁt of
Bonhams’ holding company and the subsidiaries
of such holding company and the successors and
assigns of Bonhams and of such companies and
of any ofﬁcer, employee and agent of Bonhams
and such companies, each of whom will be
entitled to avail itself of the same relevant right
at law.

12

GOVERNING LAW

12.1

Law
All transactions to which this agreement applies
and all connected matters will be governed by
and construed in accordance with the laws of
Hong Kong. Bonhams has a disputes procedure
in place.

12.2

Language
The Buyer’s Agreement is published in both
Chinese and English. If there is any dispute in its
interpretation, the English version will prevail.

DATA PROTECTION - USE OF YOUR INFORMATION
As a result of the services provided by us, we obtain personal
data about you (which expression for the purposes of this
paragraph only includes your employees and ofﬁcers, if
relevant). You agree to our use of it as follows.
We may use your data to notify you about changes to our
services and to provide you with information about products
or services that you request from us or which we feel may be
of interest to you. Data about you may be analysed to identify
your potential preferences for these purposes. We may disclose
your data to any member of our group (which means our
subsidiaries, our ultimate holding company and its subsidiaries
as deﬁned in section 1159 and schedule 6 of the Companies
Act 2006, including any overseas subsidiary). Subject to this,
we will not disclose your data to any third party but we may
from time to time provide you with information about goods
and services provided by third parties which we feel may be of
interest to you. Any member of our group may use your data
for similar purposes.
We will keep your data for a period of ﬁve years from the
date of your last contact with us so as to simplify any future
registration. The data may be transferred to and stored outside
Hong Kong and you agree to this transfer.

You have the right to request us not to use your information
for these purposes by contacting Bonhams (Hong Kong)
Limited at Montpelier Galleries, Montpelier Street, London,
SW7 1HH, United Kingdom (which for the purpose of the
Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (Chapter 486 of the Laws of
Hong Kong) is the data user) or by e-mail at client.services@
bonhams.com.
APPENDIX 3
DEFINITIONS and GLOSSARY
Where these Deﬁnitions and Glossary are incorporated, the
following words and phrases used have (unless the context
otherwise requires) the meanings given to them below. The
Glossary is to assist you to understand words and phrases
which have a speciﬁc legal meaning with which you may not
be familiar.
LIST OF DEFINITIONS
“Additional Premium” a premium, calculated in accordance
with the Notice to Bidders, to cover Bonhams’ expenses
relating to the payment of royalties under the Artists Resale
Right Regulations 2006 which is payable by the Buyer to
Bonhams on any Lot marked [AR] which sells for a Hammer
Price which together with the Buyer’s Premium (but excluding
any VAT) equals or exceeds 1000 euros (converted into
the currency of the Sale using the European Central Bank
Reference rate prevailing on the date of the Sale).
“Auctioneer” the representative of Bonhams conducting the
Sale.
“Bidder” a person who has completed a Bidding Form.
“Bidding Form” our Bidder Registration Form, our Absentee
and Telephone Bidding Form.
“Bonhams” Bonhams (Hong Kong) Limited or its successors or
assigns. Bonhams is also referred to in the Buyer’s Agreement,
the Conditions of Business and the Notice to Bidders by the
words “we”, “us” and “our”.
“Book” a printed book offered for sale at a specialist book
sale.
“Business” includes any trade, business and profession.
“Buyer” the person to whom a Lot is knocked down by the
Auctioneer. The Buyer is also referred to in the Contract of
Sale and the Buyer’s Agreement by the words “you” and
“your”.
“Buyer’s Agreement” the contract entered into by Bonhams
with the Buyer (see Appendix 2 in the Catalogue).
“Buyer’s Premium” the sum calculated on the Hammer Price
at the rates stated in the Notice to Bidders.
“Catalogue” the catalogue relating to the relevant Sale,
including any representation of the catalogue published on
our Website.
“Commission” the commission payable by the Seller to
Bonhams calculated at the rates stated in the Contract Form.
“Condition Report” a report on the physical condition of a
Lot provided to a Bidder or potential Bidder by Bonhams on
behalf of the Seller.
“Consignment Fee” a fee payable to Bonhams by the Seller
calculated at rates set out in the Conditions of Business.
“Contract Form” the contract form, or vehicle entry form, as
applicable, signed by or on behalf of the Seller listing the Lots
to be offered for sale by Bonhams.
“Contract for Sale” the sale contract entered into by the
Seller with the Buyer (see Appendix 1 in the Catalogue).
“Contractual Description” the only description of the Lot
(being that part of the Entry about the Lot in the Catalogue
which is in bold letters, any photograph (except for the colour)
and the contents of any Condition Report) to which the Seller
undertakes in the Contract of Sale the Lot corresponds.
“Description” any statement or representation in any
way descriptive of the Lot, including any statement or
representation relating to its authorship, attribution, condition,
provenance, authenticity, style, period, age, suitability, quality,
origin, value, estimated selling price (including the Hammer
Price).
“Entry” a written statement in the Catalogue identifying the
Lot and its lot number which may contain a description and
illustration(s) relating to the Lot.
“Estimate” a statement of our opinion of the range within
which the hammer is likely to fall.
“Expenses” charges and expenses paid or payable by
Bonhams in respect of the Lot including legal expenses,
banking charges and expenses incurred as a result of an
electronic transfer of money, charges and expenses for
insurance, catalogue and other reproductions and illustrations,
any customs duties, advertising, packing or shipping costs,
reproductions rights’ fees, Taxes, levies, costs of testing,
searches or enquiries, preparation of the Lot for sale, storage
charges, removal charges or costs of collection from the Seller
as the Seller’s agents or from a defaulting Buyer, plus Tax.
“Forgery” an imitation intended by the maker or any other
person to deceive as to authorship, attribution, origin,
authenticity, style, date, age, period, provenance, culture,

source or composition, which at the date of the Sale had a
value materially less than it would have had if the Lot had not
been such an imitation, and which is not stated to be such
an imitation in any description of the Lot. A Lot will not be a
Forgery by reason of any damage to, and/or restoration and/or
modiﬁcation work (including repainting or over
painting) having been carried out on the Lot, where that
damage, restoration or modiﬁcation work (as the case may
be) does not substantially affect the identity of the Lot as one
conforming to the description of the Lot.
“Hammer Price” the price in the currency in which the Sale is
conducted at which a Lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer.
“Hong Kong” the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
of the People’s Republic of China.
“Loss and Damage Warranty” means the warranty described
in paragraph 8.2.1 of the Conditions of Business.
“Loss and Damage Warranty Fee” means the fee described
in paragraph 8.2.3 of the Conditions of Business.
“Lot” any item consigned to Bonhams with a view to its sale
at auction or by private treaty (and reference to any Lot will
include, unless the context otherwise requires, reference to
individual items comprised in a group of two or more items
offered for sale as one lot).
“Motoring Catalogue Fee” a fee payable by the Seller to
Bonhams in consideration of the additional work undertaken
by Bonhams in respect of the cataloguing of motor vehicles
and in respect of the promotion of sales of motor vehicles.
“New Bond Street” means Bonhams’ saleroom at 101 New
Bond Street, London W1S 1SR.
“Notional Charges” the amount of Commission and Tax
which would have been payable if the Lot had been sold at the
Notional Price.
“Notional Fee” the sum on which the Consignment Fee
payable to Bonhams by the Seller is based and which is
calculated according to the formula set out in the Conditions
of Business.
“Notional Price” the latest in time of the average of the
high and low estimates given by us to you or stated in the
Catalogue or, if no such estimates have been given or stated,
the Reserve applicable to the Lot.
“Notice to Bidders” the notice printed at the front of our
Catalogues.
“Purchase Price” the aggregate of the Hammer Price and Tax
on the Hammer Price.
“Reserve” the minimum price at which a Lot may be sold
(whether at auction or by private treaty).
“Sale” the auction sale at which a Lot is to be offered for sale
by Bonhams.
“Sale Proceeds” the net amount due to the Seller from the
sale of a Lot, being the Hammer Price less the Commission, any
Tax chargeable thereon, Expenses and any other amount due
to us in whatever capacity and howsoever arising.
“Seller” the person who offers the Lot for sale named on
the Contract Form. Where the person so named identiﬁes
on the form another person as acting as his agent, or where
the person named on the Contract Form acts as an agent for
a principal (whether such agency is disclosed to Bonhams or
not), “Seller” includes both the agent and the principal who
shall be jointly and severally liable as such. The Seller is also
referred to in the Conditions of Business by the words “you”
and “your”.
“Specialist Examination” a visual examination of a Lot by a
specialist on the Lot.
“Stamp” means a postage stamp offered for sale at a
Specialist Stamp sale.
“Standard Examination” a visual examination of a Lot by a
non-specialist member of Bonhams’ staff.
“Storage Contract” means the contract described in
paragraph 8.3.3 of the Conditions of Business or paragraph
4.4 of the Buyer’s Agreement (as appropriate).
“Storage Contractor” means the company identiﬁed as such
in the Catalogue.
“Tax” means all taxes, charges, duties, imposts, fees, levies
or other assessments, and all estimated payments thereof,
including without limitation income, business proﬁts, branch
proﬁts, excise, property, sales, use, value added (VAT),
environmental, franchise, customs, import, payroll, transfer,
gross receipts, withholding, social security, unemployment
taxes, as well as stamp duties and other costs, imposed by the
Hong Kong government applicable from time to time and any
interest and penalty relating to such taxes, charges, fees, levies
or other assessments.
“Terrorism” means any act or threatened act of terrorism,
whether any person is acting alone or on behalf of or in
connection with any organisation(s) and/or government(s),
committed for political, religious or ideological or similar
purposes including, but not limited to, the intention to
inﬂuence any government and/or put the public or any section
of the public into fear.
“Trust Account” the bank account of Bonhams into which all
relevant sums received in respect of the Purchase Price of any
Lot will be paid, such account to be a distinct and separate
account to Bonhams’ normal business bank account.

“Website” Bonhams website at www.bonhams.com.
“Withdrawal Notice” the Seller’s written notice to Bonhams
revoking Bonhams’ instructions to sell a Lot.
“Without Reserve” where there is no minimum price at
which a Lot may be sold (whether at auction or by private
treaty).
GLOSSARY
The following expressions have speciﬁc legal meanings with
which you may not be familiar. The following glossary is
intended to give you an understanding of those expressions
but is not intended to limit their legal meanings:“artist’s resale right”: the right of the creator of a work of art
to receive a payment on sales of that work subsequent to the
original sale of that work by the creator of it as set out in the
Artists Resale Right Regulations 2006.
“bailee”: a person to whom goods are entrusted.
“indemnity”: an obligation to put the person who has
the beneﬁt of the indemnity in the same position in which
he would have been, had the circumstances giving rise to
the indemnity not arisen and the expression “indemnify” is
construed accordingly.
“interpleader proceedings”: proceedings in the Courts to
determine ownership or rights over a Lot.
“knocked down”: when a Lot is sold to a Bidder, indicated by
the fall of the hammer at the Sale.
“lien”: a right for the person who has possession of the Lot to
retain possession of it.
“risk”: the possibility that a Lot may be lost, damaged,
destroyed, stolen, or deteriorate in condition or value.
“title”: the legal and equitable right to the ownership of a Lot.
“tort”: a legal wrong done to someone to whom the wrong
doer has a duty of care.
SALE OF GOODS ORDINANCE (Chapter 26 of the Laws of
Hong Kong)
The following is an extract from the Sale of Goods Ordinance
(Chapter 26 of the Laws of Hong Kong):
“Section 14 Implied undertaking as to title etc.
(1)

In every contract of sale, other than one to which
subsection (2) applies, there is(a) an implied condition on the part of the seller
that in the case of the sale, he has a right to sell
the goods, and in the case of an agreement to
sell, he will have a right to sell the goods at the
time when the property is to pass; and
(b) an implied warranty that the goods are
free, and will remain free until the time when
the property is to pass, from any charge or
encumbrance not disclosed or known to the
buyer before the contract is made and that the
buyer will enjoy quiet possession of the goods
except so far as it may be disturbed by the owner
or other person entitled to the beneﬁt of any
charge or encumbrance so disclosed or known.

(2)

In a contract of sale, in the case of which there
appears from the contract or is to be inferred
from the circumstances of the contract an
intention that the seller should transfer only such
title as he or a third person may have, there is(a) an implied warranty that all charges or
encumbrances known to the seller and not
known to the buyer have been disclosed to the
buyer before the contract is made; and
(b) an implied warranty that neither(i) the seller; nor
(ii) in a case where the parties to the
contract intend that the seller should
transfer only such title as a third person
may have, that person; nor
(iii) anyone claiming through or under the
seller or that third person otherwise than
under a charge or encumbrance disclosed
or known to the buyer before the contract
is made, will disturb the buyer’s quiet
possession of the goods.
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ᶵ⍵㗈㉵岋⑩䘬䛇⮎䉨㱩炻䄏䇯ㆾ㍺⚾Ṏ⎗傥㛒㚱㸾
䡢慵䎦㉵岋⑩䘬柷刚ˤ
㉵岋⑩㕤㉵岋㚫⇵⎗ὃ㞍䚳炻敋ᶳ枰冒埴Ḯ妋㉵岋⑩
䘬㭷ᾳ⎬ᾳ㕡朊炻⊭㊔ἄ侭ˣⰔ⿏ˣ䉨㱩ˣ↢嗽ˣ
㬟⎚ˣ側㘗ˣ䛇⮎⿏ˣ桐㟤ˣ㗪㛇ˣ⸜ẋˣ怑⎰⿏ˣ
⑩岒ˣ楽榃⿏傥炷⤪怑䓐炸ˣἮ㸸⛘ˣ₡ῤ⍲Ộ妰ⓖ
₡炷⊭㊔ㆸṌ₡炸ˤ⮵敋ᶳ㚱冰嵋䘬ảỽ㉵岋⑩忚埴
⮑㞍ᷫ敋ᶳ䘬屔ảˤġ
ġ
㔔枰㲐シ㉵岋⑩䘬⮎晃䉨㱩⎗傥ᶵ⍲℞⢾奨栗䣢䘬
䉨㱩ˤ⯌℞㗗⎗傥㚱悐ẞ伖㎃ㆾ㚜㕘炻㉵岋⑩Ṏ
⎗傥᷎朆䛇⑩ㆾ℟㚱㺧シ⑩岒炚㉵岋⑩䘬ℏ悐⎗傥
䃉㱽㞍䚳炻侴℞⎗傥᷎朆⍇䈑ㆾ㚱㎵⢆炻ἳ⤪䁢夗
墉ㆾ䈑㕁央味ˤ揹㕤⼰⣂㉵岋⑩↢⑩⸜ẋᷭ怈炻
㓭⎗傥㚱㎵㭨⍲炾ㆾ䴻忶ᾖ䎮炻敋ᶳᶵㅱ`姕㉵岋
⑩䉨㱩列⤥ˤ
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暣⫸ㆾ㨇㡘悐ẞㆾ㚫ᶵ傥㑵ἄㆾ᷎ᶵ䫎⎰䎦㗪䘬㱽⭂
天㯪ˤ敋ᶳᶵㅱ`姕℞姕妰䁢ἧ䓐ᷣ暣㸸䘬暣☐䈑⑩
ᷫ怑⎰㍍ᶲᷣ暣㸸炻敋ᶳㅱ⛐⼿⇘⎰㟤暣ⶍ⟙⏲℞怑
⎰ἧ䓐ᷣ暣㸸⼴炻㕡⎗⮯℞㍍ᶲᷣ暣㸸ˤᶵ怑⎰㍍ᶲ
暣㸸䘬䈑⑩ᷫἄ䁢㒢姕䈑⑩↢ⓖˤġġ
ġ
劍敋ᶳ⮵㉵岋⑩᷎䃉⮰㤕䞍嬀炻⇯ㅱ媖娊㚱娚䫱䞍嬀
Ṣ⢓䘬シ夳ˤ㛔℔⎠⎗⋼≑敋ᶳ⬱㌺忚埴炷ㆾ忚
埴炸㚜娛䳘䘬㞍槿ˤ娛ね婳⎹㛔℔⎠借⒉㞍娊ˤġ
ġ
ảỽṢ⢓㎵㭨㉵岋⑩枰㈧㑼⮶农䘬㎵⣙ˤġ
ġ
Ĵį㉵岋⑩䘬婒㖶⍲ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰
㉵岋⑩䘬⎰䲬婒㖶
⚾抬ℏ庱㚱㭷枭㉵岋⑩䘬屯㕁ˤ岋⭞㊱屯㕁ℏẍ䰿
橼↲庱䘬悐ấẍ⍲炷昌柷刚⢾炻娚䫱柷刚⎗傥㛒㚱㸾
䡢慵䎦㉵岋⑩䘬柷刚炸⚾抬ℏ庱䘬ảỽ䄏䇯炻⎹屟
⭞䚠ㅱ↢ⓖ㭷枭㉵岋⑩ˤ屯㕁ℏ℞检᷎朆ẍ䰿橼↲庱
䘬悐ấ炻䁢恎㿂㕗ẋ堐岋⭞⯙㉵岋⑩㍸ὃ䘬シ夳炻
᷎ᶵ㥳ㆸ⎰䲬婒㖶ᶨ悐ấ炻侴岋⭞ᷫ㟡㒂⎰䲬婒㖶
↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩ˤġ
ġ
ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰
⛐⣏悐ấね㱩ᶳ炻ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰㚫↲庱㕤屯㕁㕩怲ˤㆸ
Ṍ₡Ộ妰䁢恎㿂㕗ẋ堐岋⭞堐忼䘬シ夳炻侴恎㿂㕗ġ
娵䁢㉵岋⑩䚠䔞⎗傥㚫ẍ娚₡ㆸṌ炚ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰᷎朆
⮵₡ῤ䘬Ộ妰ˤㆸṌ₡Ộ妰᷎䃉妰⍲ảỽㅱẀ䦭枭ㆾ
屟⭞屣䓐ˤ㉵岋⑩⮎晃ㆸṌ₡⎗傥Ỷ㕤ㆾ檀㕤ㆸṌ₡
Ộ妰ˤ敋ᶳᶵㅱὅ岜ảỽㆸṌ₡Ộ妰䁢㉵岋⑩⮎晃ⓖ
₡ㆾ₡ῤ䘬㊯㧁ˤġ
ġ
ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰㍉䓐㉵岋㚫䓐䘬屐⸋╖ỵˤġ
ġ
䉨㱩⟙⏲
⯙⣏悐ấ㉵岋⑩侴妨炻敋ᶳ⎗天㯪恎㿂㕗㍸ὃ㉵岋⑩
䘬䉨㱩⟙⏲ˤ劍敋ᶳ㍸↢娚天㯪炻⇯恎㿂㕗㚫屣ẋ
岋⭞㍸ὃ娚⟙⏲ˤ恎㿂㕗ġ᷎䃉⯙娚䉨㱩⟙⏲冯敋ᶳ
妪䩳⎰䲬炻⚈㬌炻恎㿂㕗᷎ᶵ⯙娚⟙⏲⎹敋ᶳ㈧㑼屔
ảˤ⮵㬌ấὃ敋ᶳ㛔幓ㆾ敋ᶳ㊯䣢⮰⭞㞍教䘬屣
⟙⏲炻岋⭞⎹敋ᶳἄ䁢䪞㈽ṢṎᶵ㈧㑼ㆾ᷎䃉⎴シ㈧
㑼ảỽ佑⊁ㆾ屔ảˤ䃞侴炻䉨㱩⟙⏲ℏ㚱斄㉵岋⑩䘬
㚠朊婒㖶㥳ㆸ㉵岋⑩䘬⎰䲬婒㖶ᶨ悐ấ炻岋⭞ᷫ㟡㒂
⎰䲬婒㖶⎹屟⭞↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩ˤġ
ġ
岋⭞⮵敋ᶳ䘬屔ả
⯙岋⭞ㆾ℞ẋ堐ἄ↢ẍảỽ⼊⺷婒㖶㉵岋⑩ㆾ㚱斄
㉵岋⑩枸㷔ⓖ₡ㆾ⎗傥ⓖ₡䘬ảỽ昛徘ㆾ䓛徘䘬㸾䡢
⿏ㆾ⬴⁁⿏炻岋⭞᷎䃉ㆾ᷎䃉⎴シἄ↢ảỽḳ⮎昛徘
ㆾ⎰䲬㈧媦ˣ㑼ᾅㆾᾅ嫱炻Ṏᶵ⯙℞㈧㑼ᶵ婾⎰䲬ㆾ
Ὕ㪲㱽ᶲ䘬ảỽ佑⊁ㆾ屔ả炷昌⮵ᶲ徘⮵㚨䳪屟⭞䘬
屔ả昌⢾炸ˤ昌ẍᶲ徘⢾炻ẍảỽ⼊⺷婒㖶㉵岋⑩
ㆾảỽㆸṌ₡Ộ妰䘬昛徘ㆾ䓛徘㤪ᶵ䲵ℍ岋⭞冯屟⭞
妪䩳䘬ảỽ扟ⓖ⎰䲬ℏˤġ
ġ
恎㿂㕗ġ⮵敋ᶳ䘬屔ả
⤪敋ᶳ㒔㞍䚳㉵岋⑩炻敋ᶳ㚫䌚⼿㚱斄⬱㌺ˤ㚱斄
㉵岋⑩䘬扟ⓖ⎰䲬ᷫ冯岋⭞妪䩳侴朆恎㿂㕗炚恎㿂
㕗ġἄ䁢岋⭞䘬ẋ䎮埴ḳ炷恎㿂㕗ġἄ䁢ᷣḳṢ↢ⓖ
㉵岋⑩昌⢾炸ˤ

恎㿂㕗ġ㤪ᶵ⎹敋ᶳ㈧㑼ảỽ⮵㕤㭷ẞ㉵岋⑩忚埴㞍
槿ˣ婧㞍ㆾảỽ㷔娎炷嵛⣈㶙ℍㆾ⬴ℐᶵ忚埴炸炻ẍ
䡢⭂恎㿂㕗ㆾẋ堐恎㿂㕗䘬ảỽṢ⢓⛐⚾抬ℏㆾ℞Ṿ
⛘㕡ἄ↢䘬ảỽ婒㖶ㆾシ夳䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ℞Ṿ䘬屔ảˤġ
敋ᶳᶵㅱ`⭂䴻忚埴娚䫱㞍槿ˣ婧㞍ㆾ㷔娎ˤġ
⯙恎㿂㕗ġㆾ℞ẋ堐ἄ↢ẍảỽ⼊⺷婒㖶㉵岋⑩ㆾ
㚱斄㉵岋⑩枸㷔ⓖ₡ㆾ⎗傥ⓖ₡䘬ảỽ昛徘ㆾ䓛徘䘬
㸾䡢⿏ㆾ⬴⁁⿏炻恎㿂㕗ġ᷎䃉ㆾ᷎䃉⎴シἄ↢ảỽ
ḳ⮎昛徘炻Ṏᶵ⯙℞㈧㑼ảỽ炷ᶵ婾⎰䲬ㆾὝ㪲㱽ᶲ
䘬炸佑⊁ㆾ屔ảˤ
恎㿂㕗ġㆾ℞ẋ堐ẍảỽ⼊⺷婒㖶㉵岋⑩ㆾảỽㆸṌ
₡Ộ妰䘬昛徘ㆾ䓛徘㤪ᶵ䲵ℍ屟⭞⋼嬘ℏˤġ
ġ
ᾖ㓡恎㿂㕗⎗㕤㉵岋㚫⇵ㆾ㕤㉵岋㚫ᶲẍ⎋柕ㆾ㚠朊
⼊⺷䴎Ḱ忂䞍ᶳ炻ᶵ㗪㊱恎㿂㕗䘬惴ね㪲㰢⭂ᾖ㓡婒
㖶⍲ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰ˤ
㉵岋⑩⎗ὃ㞍䚳炻侴敋ᶳ⽭枰冒埴⮵㉵岋⑩ἄ↢⇌
㕟ˤ㛔℔⎠⻟䁰⺢嬘敋ᶳ㕤㉵岋㚫⇵奒冒ㆾ⥼妿ṾṢ
ẋ敋ᶳ㞍䚳㉵岋⑩ˤġ
ġ
ĵįġ㉵岋㚫䘬夷⇯ġ
ġ
㛔℔⎠冱埴䘬㉵岋㚫䁢℔攳㉵岋炻⎬䓴Ṣ⢓⛯⎗⍫
≈炻敋ᶳṎㅱ㈲㎉℞㨇㚫ˤġ
ġ
㛔℔⎠Ṏᾅ䔁㪲⇑炻⎗ℐ㪲惴ね㉺䳽ảỽṢ⢓忚ℍ㛔
℔⎠䈑㤕ㆾảỽ㉵岋㚫炻侴䃉枰㍸↢䎮䓙ˤ㛔℔⎠⎗
ℐ㪲㰢⭂扟ⓖ⼿㫦枭ˣảỽ㉵岋⑩㗗⏎⊭㊔㕤㉵岋
㚫ˣ㉵岋㚫忚埴䘬㕡⺷炻ẍ⍲㛔℔⎠⎗ẍ㊱ㆹᾹ怠㑯
䘬ảỽ㫉⸷忚埴㉵岋炻侴ᶵ婾⚾抬ℏ庱䘬㉵岋⑩䶐
嘇ˤ⚈㬌炻敋ᶳㅱ㞍㟠㉵岋㚫䘬㖍㛇⍲攳⥳㗪攻炻㗗
⏎㚱㉵岋⑩㑌扟ㆾ㚱㕘≈ℍ䘬㉵岋⑩ˤ婳㲐シ㚱㉵岋
⑩㑌扟ㆾ㕘≈ℍ⛯⎗傥⼙枧敋ᶳ⮵℞㚱冰嵋䘬㉵岋⑩
䘬㉵岋㗪攻ˤġ
ġ
㛔℔⎠⎗ℐ㪲㰢⭂㉺䳽ảỽ↢₡炻㍉䓐ㆹᾹ娵䁢怑⎰
䘬↢₡⡆ⷭ炻⮯ảỽ㉵岋⑩↮攳㉵岋炻⮯ℑ枭ㆾẍᶲ
㉵岋⑩⎰Ἕ㉵岋炻㑌扟㕤㝸ᾳ㉵岋㚫ᶲ㉵岋䘬ảỽ㉵
岋⑩炻ẍ⍲㕤㚱䇕嬘㗪⮯ảỽ㉵岋⑩慵㕘㉵岋ˤġ
ġ
㉵岋忇⹎⎗崭忶㭷⮷㗪Ĳıı枭㉵岋⑩炻侴↢₡⡆ⷭᶨ
凔䲬䁢ĲıĦˤ䃞侴炻忁ṃ悥⎗⚈ᶵ⎴䘬㉵岋㚫⍲㉵岋
Ṣ侴㚱ᶵ⎴炻婳⎹ᷣ彎㉵岋㚫䘬悐攨㞍娊忁㕡朊
䘬シ夳ˤġ
ġ
῀劍㉵岋⑩㚱⸽₡炻㉵岋Ṣ⎗㊱℞䳽⮵惴ね㪲ẋ堐
岋⭞↢₡炷䚜军慹柵ᶵ䫱㕤ㆾ崭忶娚⸽₡䁢㬊炸ˤ
㛔℔⎠ᶵ㚫⯙ảỽ㉵岋⑩姕㚱⸽₡ㆾᶵ姕⸽₡侴⎹
敋ᶳ屈屔ˤġ
ġ
῀劍姕㚱⸽₡炻᷎`姕⸽₡䓐䘬屐⸋╖ỵ⮵ㆸṌ₡
Ộ妰䓐屐⸋╖ỵ䘬⋗䌯᷎䃉↢䎦ᶵ⇑嬲≽炻⸽₡忂
ⷠᶵ㚫檀㕤⚾抬庱䘬ảỽ㚨ỶㆸṌ₡Ộ妰ˤˤġġ
ġ
ảỽ㉵岋⑩䘬屟⭞䁢↢₡㚨檀侭炷⛐䫎⎰ảỽ怑䓐䘬
⸽₡䘬ね㱩ᶳ炸᷎䁢㉵岋Ṣẍ㔚ㇻ㉵岋Ṣ㥴⫸⼊⺷㍍
䲵℞↢₡䘬䪞㈽Ṣˤảỽ㚱斄㚨檀⎗㍍⍿↢₡䘬䇕嬘
䓙㉵岋Ṣẍ䳽⮵惴ね㪲㰢⭂ˤġ
ġ
㚱䪞㈽↢₡枰⯙㉵岋Ṣ⭋Ự䘬⮎晃㉵岋⑩䶐嘇ἄ
↢ˤġ
ġ
㉵岋㚫ᶲ⎗傥㚫ἧ䓐暣⫸屐⸋㎃䬿㨇ˤ娚姕⁁ᷫ䁢
㍉䓐劍⸚屐⸋䘬↢₡侴㍸ὃ冯℞䚠䫱⸋ῤ䘬ᶨ凔㊯
⺽炻㛔℔⎠ᶵ㚫⯙ἧ䓐娚䫱屐⸋㎃䬿㨇䘬ảỽ拗婌
侴屈屔ˤġ
ġ
㛔℔⎠嫡㬌䞍㚫敋ᶳ炻㛔℔⎠⎗傥䁢ᾅ⬱䎮䓙ẍ⍲⋼
≑妋㰢㉵岋㚫ᶲ⎗傥⛐↢₡㕡朊䓊䓇䘬ảỽ䇕嬘炻
侴ẍ㓅抬㨇抬⼙㉵岋㚫ἄ䁢姀抬⍲⎗傥⮯暣娙ℏ⭡
抬枛ˤ
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昌⛐⚾抬ℏ庱㚱斄㉵岋⑩䘬屯㕁㚱㉓曚
ẍ⢾炻岋⭞↢ⓖ䘬㉵岋⑩⮯旬㚱ℐ朊㚱
㪲䘬ᾅ嫱炻ㆾ⤪㝄岋⭞䁢怢♹➟埴Ṣˣ⍿
妿Ṣˣ㶭䚌Ṣˣ㍍䭉Ṣㆾ䭉䎮Ṣ炻⇯Ṿ㑩
㚱⚈娚幓ấ侴旬㕤㉵岋⑩䘬ảỽ㪲⇑炻㤕
㪲ㆾ㪲䙲ˤ!
昌朆岋⭞䁢怢♹➟埴Ṣˣ⍿妿Ṣˣ㶭䚌
Ṣˣ㍍䭉Ṣㆾ䭉䎮Ṣ炻岋⭞⛐㱽⼳ᶲ㚱
㪲↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩炻⍲傥㌰Ḱ敋ᶳ⬱⮏⛘ṓ
㚱⮵㉵岋⑩䘬䭉㚱ˤ
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ķġġ
ķįĲġġ

Ẁ㫦
⛐㉵岋Ṣ句㥴堐䣢敋ᶳ㈽⼿㉵岋⑩⼴炻敋
ᶳ⌛㚱屔ả㓗Ẁ屟₡ˤ

ķįĳġġ

⯙㓗Ẁ屟₡⍲敋ᶳㅱẀḰ恎㿂㕗䘬㚱℞
Ṿ㫦枭侴妨炻㗪旸夷⭂䁢天䳈ˤ昌朆敋ᶳ
冯恎㿂㕗炷ẋ堐岋⭞炸ẍ㚠朊⎎㚱⋼⭂炷
⛐㬌ね㱩ᶳ炻敋ᶳ枰思⬰娚⋼嬘䘬㡅㫦炸
炻敋ᶳ⽭枰㚨怚㕤㉵岋㚫⼴䫔Ḵᾳⶍἄ㖍
ᶳ⋰⚃㗪ᶱ⋩↮炻ẍ㉵岋㚫㍉䓐䘬屐⸋⎹
恎㿂㕗㓗Ẁ㚱娚䫱㫦枭炻敋ᶳ᷎枰䡢ᾅ
㫦枭⛐㉵岋㚫⼴䫔ᶫᾳⶍἄ㖍⇵䳸㶭ˤ
敋ᶳ枰㍉䓐⛐䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲徘䘬℞ᷕᶨ䧖
㕡㱽⎹恎㿂㕗Ẁ㫦炻敋ᶳ冯恎㿂㕗ẍ㚠朊
⎎㚱⋼⭂昌⢾ˤ῀劍敋ᶳ㛒㚱㟡㒂㛔㭝㓗
ẀảỽㅱẀ㫦枭炻⇯岋⭞⮯ṓ㚱ᶳ㔯䫔Ĺ
㭝徘䘬㪲⇑ˤ

ĸġġ
ĸįĲġġ

ĸįĳġġ

柀⍾㉵岋⑩
昌朆敋ᶳ冯恎㿂㕗ẍ㚠朊⎎㚱⋼⭂炻⎒⎗
⼭恎㿂㕗㓞⇘慹柵䫱㕤ℐ㔠屟₡⍲敋ᶳㅱ
ẀḰ岋⭞⍲恎㿂㕗䘬㚱℞Ṿ㫦枭䘬䳸
㶭㫦枭⼴炻敋ᶳㆾ敋ᶳ㊯⭂䘬Ṣ⢓㕡⎗䌚
䘤㓦㉵岋⑩ˤ
岋⭞㚱㪲ᾅ㊩䭉㚱敋ᶳ⎴ᶨㆾảỽ⎎⢾䘬
㉵岋㚫⎹敋ᶳ↢ⓖ䘬ảỽ℞Ṿ㉵岋⑩炻ᶵ
婾℞䚖⇵㗗⏎䓙恎㿂㕗䭉㚱炻䚜军ẍ䳸
㶭㫦枭ℐ㔠㓗Ẁ娚㉵岋⑩䘬屟₡⍲敋ᶳㅱ
ẀḰ岋⭞⍲炾ㆾ恎㿂㕗䘬㚱℞Ṿ㫦枭䁢
㬊ˤ

ĸįĴġġ

敋ᶳ枰冒屣㊱䄏恎㿂㕗䘬㊯䣢ㆾ夷⭂柀⍾
䓙恎㿂㕗ᾅ䭉⍲炾ㆾ㍏⇞ㆾ䓙⃚⬀㈧彎⓮
ᾅ䭉䘬㉵岋⑩炻᷎⮯℞䦣崘ˤ

ĸįĵġġ

敋ᶳ枰ℐ朊屈屔柀⍾㉵岋⑩㗪䘬⊭墅ˣ嗽
䎮⍲忳廠炻ẍ⍲ℐ朊屈屔思⽆冯㉵岋⑩㚱
斄䘬㚱忚↢⎋夷⭂ˤ

ĸįĶġġ

῀敋ᶳ㛒㚱㊱䄏㛔䫔ĸ㭝㍸崘㉵岋⑩炻敋
ᶳ枰ℐ朊屈屔岋⭞㴱⍲䘬㏔忳ˣ⃚⬀ㆾ℞
Ṿ㓞屣ㆾ攳㓗ˤ敋ᶳ᷎枰⯙岋⭞⚈敋ᶳ㛒
傥㍸崘㉵岋⑩侴㊃农䘬㚱㓞屣ˣ屣䓐炻
⊭㊔ảỽ㱽⼳姇屣⍲屣䓐炻攳㓗⍲㎵⣙炻
⊭㊔㟡㒂ảỽ⃚⬀⎰䲬䘬ảỽ㓞屣炻⎹岋
⭞ἄ↢ˤ㚱㬌䫱ㅱẀḰ岋⭞䘬㫦枭
⛯枰㕤塓天㯪㗪㓗Ẁˤ

Ĺġġ
ĹįĲġ

㛒㚱㓗Ẁ㉵岋⑩䘬㫦枭
῀劍敋ᶳ㛒㚱㊱䄏扟ⓖ⎰䲬⎹恎㿂㕗㓗Ẁ
㉵岋⑩䘬ℐ㔠屟₡炻⇯岋⭞㚱㪲⛐ḳ⃰⼿
⇘恎㿂㕗䘬㚠朊⎴シᶳ炻Ữ䃉枰⎎埴忂䞍
敋ᶳ炻埴ἧẍᶳᶨ枭ㆾ⣂枭㪲⇑炷ᶵ婾㗗
德忶恎㿂㕗ㆾ℞Ṿ炸炛

ĹįĲįĲġġ

⚈敋ᶳ忽⍵⎰䲬侴⌛㗪䳪㬊扟ⓖ⎰䲬炚

ĹįĲįĳġġ

⛐䴎Ḱ敋ᶳᶫ㖍㚠朊忂䞍炻䞍㚫敋ᶳ㒔慵
㕘↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩⼴炻ẍ㉵岋ˣ䥩Ṣ⋼䲬ㆾả
ỽ℞Ṿ㕡⺷慵㕘↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩炚

ĹįĲįĴġġ

ᾅ䔁㉵岋⑩䘬䭉㚱㪲炚

ĹįĲįĵġġ

怟䦣⍲⃚⬀㉵岋⑩炻屣䓐䓙敋ᶳ㈧㑼炚

ĹįĲįĶġġ

⯙敋ᶳ㕤扟ⓖ⎰䲬㫈䘬ảỽ㫦枭⍲İㆾ
忽䲬䘬㎵⭛岈炻⎹敋ᶳ㍉⍾㱽⼳䦳⸷炚ġ

ĹįĲįķġġ

⯙ảỽㅱẀ㫦枭炷㕤枺ⶫ⇌㰢ㆾ␥Ẍᷳ⇵
⍲ᷳ⼴炸㓞⍾䓙ㅱ㓗Ẁ㫦枭㖍㛇崟军⮎晃
Ẁ㫦㖍㛇㬊䘬⇑〗炻㊱㷋ㇻ戨埴炷楁㷗炸
㚱旸℔⎠ᶵ㗪䘬➢㛔⇑䌯≈Ķ⍀䘬⸜⇑䌯
㭷㖍妰〗炚

ĹįĲįĸġ

⍾⚆᷎㛒ㆸ䁢敋ᶳ屉䓊䘬㉵岋⑩炷ㆾ℞ả
ỽ悐ấ炸䘬䭉㚱㪲炻⯙㬌侴妨炷昌朆屟⭞
ἄ䁢㴰屣侭⎹岋⭞岤屟㉵岋⑩侴岋⭞㕤㤕
⊁忶䦳ᷕ↢ⓖ娚㉵岋⑩炸炻敋ᶳ嫡㬌㌰Ḱ
岋⭞ᶵ⎗㑌扟䈡姙炻Ⅾ姙岋⭞ㆾ℞⍿ₙṢ
ㆾẋ䎮㕤㬋ⷠ䆇㤕㗪攻忚ℍ敋ᶳ㚱ㆾả
ỽ䈑㤕炷ᶵ婾㗗⏎忋⎴㰥干炸炻ẍ⍾⼿㉵
岋⑩ㆾ℞ảỽ悐ấ䘬䭉㚱㪲炚

ĹįĲįĹġġ

ᾅ䔁岋⭞㕤娚㉵岋㚫ㆾảỽ℞Ṿ㉵岋ㆾẍ
䥩Ṣ⋼䲬⎹敋ᶳ↢ⓖ䘬ảỽ℞Ṿ屉䓊䘬䭉
㚱㪲炻䚜军㟡㒂扟ⓖ⎰䲬ㅱẀ䘬㚱㫦枭
ẍ䳸㶭㫦枭ℐ㔠㓗Ẁ䁢㬊炚

ĹįĲįĺġġ

ᾅ䔁䓙岋⭞⍲炾ㆾ恎㿂㕗炷ἄ䁢岋⭞䘬⍿
妿ᾅ䭉Ṣ炸⚈ảỽ䚖䘬炷⊭㊔Ữᶵ旸㕤℞
ṾⓖḰ敋ᶳ䘬屐⑩炸侴䭉㚱䘬敋ᶳảỽ
℞Ṿ屉䓊䘬䭉㚱㪲炻᷎⛐䴎Ḱᶱᾳ㚰㚠朊
忂䞍ᶳ炻ᶵ姕⸽₡↢ⓖ娚屉䓊炻ẍ⍲㈲⚈
娚䫱↢ⓖ⼿侴ㅱẀ敋ᶳ䘬ảỽ㫦枭炻䓐
㕤㶭ㆾ悐ấ㶭敋ᶳ㫈屈岋⭞ㆾ恎㿂㕗
䘬ảỽ㫦枭炚⍲

ĹįĲįĲıġġ

⎒天娚䫱屐⑩ṵ䃞䓙岋⭞ㆾ恎㿂㕗ἄ䁢岋
⭞䘬⍿妿ᾅ䭉Ṣ䭉㚱炻㑌扟岋⭞㕤娚㉵岋
㚫ㆾảỽ℞Ṿ㉵岋ㆾẍ䥩Ṣ⋼䲬⎹敋ᶳ↢
ⓖảỽ℞Ṿ屐⑩䘬扟ⓖ⎰䲬炻᷎㈲㓞⇘
敋ᶳ⯙娚䫱屐⑩㓗Ẁ䘬ảỽ㫦枭炻悐ấㆾ
ℐ悐䓐㕤㶭敋ᶳ㫈屈岋⭞ㆾ恎㿂㕗䘬ả
ỽ㫦枭ˤ

Ĺįĳġġ

ĹįĴġġ

⯙⚈恎㿂㕗㟡㒂㛔䫔Ĺ㭝㍉⍾埴≽侴㊃农
岋⭞屈ᶲ䘬㚱㱽⼳⍲℞Ṿ⻟⇞➟埴屣
䓐ˣ㚱㎵⣙⍲℞Ṿ攳㓗⍲屣䓐炷⊭㊔䁢
䌚䘤怬㉵岋⑩侴ㅱẀ恎㿂㕗䘬ảỽ㫦枭炸
炷ᶵ婾㗗⏎㍉⍾㱽⼳埴≽炸炻敋ᶳ⎴シ
㊱ℐ㔠➢㸾᷎忋⎴℞⇑〗炷㕤枺ⶫ⇌
㰢ㆾ␥Ẍᷳ⇵⍲ᷳ⼴炸⎹岋⭞ἄ↢炻
⇑〗㊱䫔ĹįĲįķ㭝䘬⇑䌯䓙岋⭞ㅱ㓗Ẁ㫦枭
㖍㛇崟妰军敋ᶳ㓗Ẁ娚㫦枭䘬㖍㛇㬊ˤ
㕤㟡㒂䫔ĹįĲįĳ㭝慵㕘↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩⼴炻岋⭞
枰㈲ảỽ⛐㓗Ẁ㫈屈岋⭞ㆾ恎㿂㕗䘬㚱
㫦枭⼴检ᶳ䘬㫦枭炻㕤℞㓞⇘娚䫱㫦枭
䘬Ḵ⋩ℓ㖍ℏṌ怬敋ᶳˤ

ĺġġ
ĺįĲġġ

岋⭞䘬屔ả
⛐㉵岋Ṣ句㥴堐䣢㉵岋⑩ㆸṌ⼴炻岋⭞䃉
枰ℵ⯙㉵岋⑩⺽农䘬ảỽ㎵ ˣ㎵⣙ㆾ
㎵⭛屈屔ˤġ

ĺįĳġġġ

⛐ᶳ㔯䫔ĺįĴ军ĺįĶ㭝䘬夷旸ᶳ炻昌忽⍵䫔
ĳįĲįĶ㭝夷⭂䘬㖶䡢㈧媦⢾炻ᶵ婾㗗㟡㒂
楁㷗㱽ἳ䫔ĳķ䪈屐⑩ⓖ岋㡅ἳ侴満䣢䘬㡅
㫦ㆾ℞Ṿ炻岋⭞䃉枰⯙忽⍵㉵岋⑩枰冯㉵
岋⑩䘬ảỽ婒㖶䚠ㅱ䘬㡅㫦侴屈屔ˤ

ĺįĴġ

ĺįĵġ

⯙岋⭞ㆾ℞ẋ堐㕤㛔⋼嬘ᷳ⇵ㆾᷳ⼴ㆾ㕤
㉵岋㚫ᷳ⇵ㆾ忚埴㛇攻炻ἄ↢炷ᶵ婾㗗
ẍ㚠朊炻⊭㊔⛐⚾抬ㆾ䵚䪁炻ㆾ⎋柕⼊⺷
ㆾẍ埴䁢ㆾ℞Ṿ炸䘬ảỽ㉵岋⑩婒㖶ㆾ屯
㕁ㆾ㉵岋⑩䘬ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰炻↢䎦ᶵ䫎⎰ㆾ
ᶵ㸾䡢ˣ拗婌ˣ拗婌婒㖶ㆾ怢㺷炻岋⭞⛯
䃉枰㈧㑼ảỽ䚠斄䘬屔ả炷ᶵ婾䁢䔷⾥ˣ
℞ṾὝ㪲㱽ˣ忽⍵⎰䲬ㆾ㱽⭂屔ảㆾ⽑怬
ㆾ㟡㒂楁㷗㱽ἳ䫔ĳĹĵ䪈⣙⮎昛徘㡅ἳ䘬
屔ả炻ㆾảỽ℞Ṿ屔ả炸ˤ
⯙屟⭞ㆾ屟⭞䭉䎮Ⰼㆾ借ⶍᷳảỽ㤕⊁ˣ
㤕⊁⇑㼌ㆾ㓞䙲ㆾ㓞ℍᶲ䘬㎵⣙炻ㆾ倚嬥
⍿㎵炻ㆾ㤕⊁⍿⸚㒦ㆾ㴒屣㗪攻炻ㆾảỽ
䧖栆䘬攻㍍㎵⣙ㆾ䚠ㅱ䓊䓇䘬㎵⭛炻岋⭞
⛯䃉枰㈧㑼ảỽ䚠斄䘬屔ả炻ᶵ婾娚㊯䧙
呁⍿㎵⣙ㆾ㎵⭛䘬⿏岒ˣ㔠慷ㆾἮ㸸炻
Ṏᶵ婾娚䫱㎵⣙ㆾ㎵⭛岈㗗⏎䓙㕤ảỽ
䔷⾥ˣ℞ṾὝ㪲㱽ˣ忽⍵⎰䲬ˣ㱽⭂屔
ảˣ⽑怬䓛䳊ㆾ℞Ṿ侴䓊䓇ㆾ⯙㬌侴䓛
䳊炚

ĺįĶġ

⛐ảỽね㱩ᶳ炻῀劍岋⭞⯙㉵岋⑩炻ㆾả
ỽ℞⯙㉵岋⑩ἄ䘬ἄ䁢ˣᶵἄ䁢ˣ昛
徘ˣㆾ䓛徘炻ㆾ⯙㛔⋼嬘ㆾ℞Ⰽ埴侴枰⮵
敋ᶳ屈屔炻⇯ᶵ婾℞䁢㎵⭛岈ˣㆾ
屔ả↮㑼炻ㆾ⽑怬墄㓹炻ㆾẍ℞Ṿảỽ⼊
⺷炻岋⭞䘬屔ả⮯旸㕤㓗Ẁ慹柵㚨檀ᶵ崭
忶㉵岋⑩屟₡䘬㫦枭炻ᶵ婾娚㎵⣙ㆾ㎵⭛
岈ㆾ䓛䳊ㅱẀ㫦枭䘬⿏岒ˣ㔠慷ㆾἮ
㸸炻Ṏᶵ婾娚䫱屔ả㗗⏎䓙㕤ảỽ䔷⾥ˣ
℞ṾὝ㪲㱽ˣ忽⍵⎰䲬ˣ㱽⭂屔ảˣ⍿妿
ᾅ䭉Ṣ屔ảˣ⽑怬䓛䳊ㆾ℞Ṿ侴䓊䓇ˤ

ĺįķġ

ᶲ㔯ĺįĲ军ĺįĶ㭝徘ᶵ⼿妋慳䁢㌺昌ㆾ旸
⇞炷ᶵ婾䚜㍍ㆾ攻㍍炸ảỽṢ⢓⯙ĩŪĪ㫢
姸炻ㆾĩŪŪĪ⚈岋⭞䔷⾥炷ㆾ⚈岋⭞㍏⇞
䘬ảỽṢ⢓ㆾ岋⭞⛐㱽⼳ᶲ枰ẋ℞屈屔ả
䘬ảỽṢ⢓䘬䔷⾥炸⺽农Ṣ幓 ṉ炻ㆾ
ĩŪŪŪĪ㟡㒂楁㷗㱽ἳ䫔ĴĲĵ䪈Ỽ䓐Ṣ㱽⼳屔ả
㡅ἳ炻㛔℔⎠枰屈屔䘬ἄ䁢ㆾᶵἄ䁢炻ㆾ
ĩŪŷĪảỽ㱽⼳ᶲᶵ⎗㌺昌ㆾ旸⇞䘬℞Ṿ屔
ả炻侴枰㈧㑼䘬屔ả炻ㆾ㌺昌ㆾ旸⇞ảỽ
Ṣ⢓⯙ᶲ徘侴ṓ㚱䘬㪲⇑ㆾ墄㓹㕡㱽ˤ

Ĳıġ
ĲıįĲġ

ᶨ凔ḳ枭
敋ᶳᶵ⼿廱嬻扟ⓖ⎰䲬䘬⇑䙲ㆾ枰㈧㑼䘬
屔ảˤ

Ĳıįĳġ

῀劍岋⭞㛒傥ㆾ⺞怚⻟⇞➟埴ㆾ埴ἧảỽ
扟ⓖ⎰䲬ᶳ䘬㪲≃ㆾ㪲⇑炻忁ᶵ⼿ἄ䁢ㆾ
夾℞ἄ䁢岋⭞㓦㡬℞㟡㒂扟ⓖ⎰䲬岎Ḱ
䘬㪲⇑炻ảỽẍ㚠朊⼊⺷䴎Ḱ敋ᶳ䘬㖶䡢
㓦㡬昌⢾ˤảỽ娚䫱㓦㡬᷎ᶵ⼙枧岋⭞℞
⼴⻟⇞➟埴㟡㒂扟ⓖ⎰⎴䓊䓇ảỽ㪲⇑
䘬傥≃ˤ

ĲıįĴġ

῀扟ⓖ⎰䲬ảỽᶨ㕡炻⚈⛐⎰䎮㍏⇞䭬⚵
ẍ⢾䘬ね㱩ᶳ侴䃉㱽Ⰽ埴娚妪䲬㕡㟡㒂扟
ⓖ⎰䲬䘬屔ả炻ㆾ῀⛐娚䫱ね㱩ᶳⰍ埴℞
屔ả㚫⮶农℞⡆≈慵⣏屉⊁ㆸ㛔炻⇯娚妪
䲬㕡⎒天⛐娚ね㱩ṵ䃞㊩临㗪炻ᶵ㚫塓天
㯪Ⰽ埴娚䫱屔ảˤ㛔㭝᷎ᶵ怑䓐㕤䫔ķ㭝
⮵敋ᶳ㕥≈䘬屔ảˤ

Ĳıįĵġġ

扟ⓖ⎰䲬ᶳ䘬ảỽ忂䞍ㆾ℞Ṿ忂妲炻⽭枰
ẍ㚠朊⼊⺷ἄ↢炻᷎⎗䓙⮰Ṣ復Ṍㆾẍ䫔
ᶨ栆悝ẞㆾ䨢悝ㆾẍ⁛䛇㕡⺷䘤復炻᷎⯙
岋⭞侴妨炻䘤復军⚾抬庱恎㿂㕗䘬⛘⛨
ㆾ⁛䛇嘇䡤炷姣㖶Ṍ℔⎠䦀㚠㓞炸炻䓙℞
廱Ṍ岋⭞炚侴⯙敋ᶳ侴妨炻⇯䘤復军䪞㈽
堐㟤䣢䘬屟⭞⛘⛨ㆾ⁛䛇嘇䡤炷昌朆
ẍ㚠朊⼊⺷忂䞍㚜㓡⛘⛨炸ˤ忂䞍ㆾ忂妲
䘤↢Ṣ枰㚱屔ả䡢ᾅ℞㶭㘘⎗嬨᷎㕤ảỽ
怑䓐㛇攻ℏ㓞⇘ˤ

ĲıįĶġġ

῀劍扟ⓖ⎰䲬䘬ảỽ㡅㫦ㆾảỽ㡅㫦䘬ả
ỽ悐ấ塓塩⭂䁢ᶵ⎗⻟⇞➟埴ㆾ䃉㓰炻⇯
娚䫱ᶵ⎗⻟⇞➟埴ㆾ䃉㓰᷎ᶵ⼙枧娚⎰⎴
℞检㡅㫦ㆾ㚱斄㡅㫦℞检悐ấ䘬⻟⇞➟埴
傥≃ㆾ㚱㓰⿏ˤ

Ĳıįķġġ

扟ⓖ⎰䲬ℏ↉㍸徘恎㿂㕗⛯㊯炻῀怑䓐炻
⊭㊔恎㿂㕗䘬檀䳂借⒉ˣₙ⒉⍲ẋ䎮ˤ

Ĳıįĸġġ

扟ⓖ⎰䲬ℏ䓐㧁柴䁢㕡ὧ⍫侫侴姕炻
㤪ᶵ⼙枧⎰䲬䘬娖慳ˤ

ĲıįĹġġ
ġ

扟ⓖ⎰䲬ℏˬ⊭㊔˭ᶨ娆㊯ˬ⊭㊔炻Ữᶵġ
旸㕤˭ˤ

Ĳıįĺġġ

╖㔠娆婆⊭㊔䛦㔠娆婆炷⍵ᷳṎ䃞炸炻ả
ỽᶨᾳ⿏⇍䘬娆婆⊭㊔℞Ṿ⿏⇍ˤ

ĲıįĲıġġ
ġ

↉㍸徘䫔㝸㭝炻⌛㊯扟ⓖ⎰䲬ℏ娚䶐嘇䘬ġ
㭝句ˤ
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ĲıįĲĲġġ

昌䫔ĲıįĲĳ㭝㚱㖶䡢夷⭂⢾炻扟ⓖ⎰䲬㤪
䃉岎Ḱ炷ㆾ堐䣢岎Ḱ炸朆扟ⓖ⎰䲬妪䲬㕡
䘬ảỽṢ⢓炻ảỽ扟ⓖ⎰䲬㡅㫦岎Ḱ䘬
⇑䙲ㆾ⻟⇞➟埴娚䫱㡅㫦䘬㪲⇑ˤ

Ĳġġ ġ
ĲįĲġġ ġ

⎰䲬
㬌䫱㡅㫦夷䭉ᷫ恎㿂㕗ᾳṢ冯屟⭞䘬⎰
䲬炻屟⭞⌛㉵岋Ṣ句㥴堐䣢℞㈽⼿㉵岋⑩
䘬Ṣ⢓ˤġ

ĲıįĲĳġġ

扟ⓖ⎰䲬↉岎Ḱ岋⭞審ˣ⍲炾ㆾ㌺昌ㆾ
旸⇞℞屔ả㗪炻恎㿂㕗ˣ恎㿂㕗䘬㍏偉℔
⎠⍲娚㍏偉℔⎠䘬旬Ⱄ℔⎠炻恎㿂㕗⍲娚
䫱℔⎠䘬⼴临℔⎠⍲㈧嬻℔⎠炻ẍ⍲恎㿂
㕗⍲娚䫱℔⎠䘬ảỽ檀䳂借⒉ˣₙ⒉⍲ẋ
䎮䘬㈧两Ṣ⍲⍿嬻ṢṎ⎗ṓ㚱⎴㧋䘬㱽⼳
ᶲ䘬㚱斄⇑䙲ˤ

Ĳįĳġġ ġ

㉵岋㚫⚾抬ℏ旬抬ᶱ庱䘬慳佑⍲娆⼁
䲵ℍ㛔⋼嬘炻㛔℔⎠⎗ㅱ天㯪㍸ὃ䌐䩳䘬
䇰㛔ˤ慳佑ℏ㓞抬䘬娆婆⍲䓐娆⛐㛔⋼
嬘ℏẍ㕄橼↲庱ˤ㛔⋼嬘㍸徘↲⌘㕤㉵岋
㚫⚾抬攳⥳悐ấ䘬䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲䘬屯㕁炻侴
娚䫱塓㍸徘䘬屯㕁䲵ℍ㛔⋼嬘ˤ

ĲĲġġ
ĲĲįĲġġ

ĲĲįĳġġ

䇕嬘䘬妋㰢

ĲĲįĳįĲġ

昌䫔ĲĲįĳįĳ㭝⍲䫔ĲĲįĳįĵ㭝夷⭂⢾炻岋⭞
⍲敋ᶳ⎬冒栀⍿楁㷗㱽昊䘬朆䌐㚱⎠㱽䭉
廬㪲䭉廬ˤ

ĲĲįĳįĴġ

ĲĲįĳįĵġ

ĶįĶįĶġ

ĲĲįĴįġġ

㕤㉵岋Ṣ句㥴堐䣢敋ᶳ㈽⼿㉵岋⑩㗪炻敋
ᶳ冯岋⭞⯙㉵岋⑩䘬扟ⓖ⎰䲬⌛⏲妪䩳炻
侴⛐恋㗪⇣炻敋ᶳ冯恎㿂㕗Ṏ㊱㛔屟⭞
⋼嬘㡅㫦妪䩳⎎ᶨấ䌐䩳䘬⎰䲬ˤ

Ĳįĵġġ ġ

㛔℔⎠ᷫἄ䁢岋⭞䘬ẋ䎮埴ḳ炻䃉枰⯙岋
⭞ᷳảỽ忽䲬ㆾ℞Ṿ⣙屔侴⮵敋ᶳ屈屔ㆾ
㈧㑼ᾳṢ屔ả炻恎㿂㕗ἄ䁢ᷣḳṢ↢ⓖ㉵
岋⑩昌⢾ˤ

ĲįĶġġ ġ

㛔℔⎠⮵敋ᶳ䘬ᾳṢ屔ả⍿㛔⋼嬘夷䭉炻
⛐ᶳ㔯㡅㫦夷旸ᶳ炻㛔℔⎠⎴シᶳ↿屔
ả炛ġ

夷䭉㱽⼳⍲䇕嬘䘬妋㰢ġ
㱽⼳
㛔⋼嬘ᶳ䘬㚱Ṍ㖻ẍ⍲㚱㚱斄ḳ⭄炻
⛯⍿楁㷗㱽ἳ夷䭉᷎㒂℞妋慳ˤ

ĲĲįĳįĳġġ

ĲįĴġ ġ

ảỽ㚱斄㉵岋⑩䘬婒㖶ˣἄ侭ˣⰔ⿏ˣ䉨
㱩ˣ↢嗽ˣ䛇⮎⿏ˣ⸜ẋˣ怑⎰⿏ˣ⑩岒
ㆾἮ㸸⛘炻ㆾ㉵岋⑩冯婒㖶㗗⏎ᶨ农炻ㆾ
㉵岋⑩㗗⏎兢⑩䘬䇕嬘炻⤪恎㿂㕗⛐埴ἧ
℞䌐㚱惴ね㪲侴ἄ↢ᷳ天㯪ᶳ炻娚䇕嬘枰
Ṍ䓙⍿⥼ả䘬ᶨ⎵⮰⭞ㆾ㚨⣂ᶱ⎵⮰⭞䘬
⮷䳬塩㰢炻劍岋⭞ˣ敋ᶳ冯恎㿂㕗炷⤪怑
䓐䘬娙炸㛒傥⍾⼿㚱斄⥼ảᷳ⋼嬘炻⇯Ṍ
䓙恎㿂㕗娵䁢Ⱄ㚨怑⎰⯙㚱斄䇕嬘⓷柴㍸
ὃシ夳䘬楁㷗⮰㤕㨇㥳塩㰢炻῀劍᷎䃉怑
⎰⮰㤕㨇㥳炻⇯Ṍ䓙㱽昊塩㰢ˤ
㊱䄏䫔ĲĲįĳįĳ㭝⥼ả䘬娚䫱⮰⭞⮯㑼ả⮰
⭞侴᷎朆ẚ塩Ṣ炻℞㰢⭂⮵㚱斄妪䲬㕡䁢
㚨䳪᷎℟㚱䲬㜇≃ˤ

ĲįĶįĲġġ

ĲįĶįĳġġ

⛐岋⭞ㆾ㛔℔⎠㉺䳽⎹敋ᶳ䘤㓦㉵岋⑩䘬
ảỽ㪲≃夷旸ᶳ炻㛔℔⎠㚫㕤敋ᶳẍ
䳸㶭㫦枭⎹㛔℔⎠⍲岋⭞枰㓗Ẁᷳ
㚱㫦枭⼴炻⌛㊱䄏䫔ĵ㭝⎹敋ᶳ䘤㓦㉵岋
⑩炚ġ

ĲįĶįĴġġ

㛔℔⎠㚫㊱䄏䫔ĺ㭝庱㡅㫦㍸ὃ㑼ᾅˤ

Ĳįķġġ ġ

ᶵ婾㕤㬌⋼嬘ᷳ⇵ㆾᷳ⼴ㆾ㕤㉵岋㚫ᷳ⇵
ㆾᷳᶲ炻⮵䓙㛔℔⎠ㆾẋ堐㛔℔⎠ㆾ䓙岋
⭞ㆾẋ堐岋⭞ἄ↢䘬ảỽ㉵岋⑩䘬婒㖶
ㆾ℞ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰炷ᶵ婾℞㗗ẍ⎋柕ㆾ㚠
朊炻⊭㊔庱㕤⚾抬ℏㆾ㕤恎㿂㕗䘬䵚䪁
ᶲ炻ㆾẍ埴䁢ἄ↢ㆾ℞Ṿ炸炻ㆾ⮵娚䫱㉵
岋⑩䘬婒㖶ㆾ℞ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ⬴
⁁⿏炻㛔℔⎠ᶨ㤪ᶵἄ↢ㆾ䘤↢Ṏ䃉⎴シ
ἄ↢ㆾ䘤↢ảỽ⎰䲬⃩媦ˣ㈧媦ˣ屔ảˣ
㑼ᾅˣᾅ嫱ㆾḳ⮎昛徘ˤ娚䫱婒㖶ㆾㆸṌ
₡Ộ妰ᶨ㤪ᶵ䲵ℍ敋ᶳ冯㛔℔⎠妪䩳䘬㛔
⋼嬘ˤảỽ䓙㛔℔⎠ㆾẋ堐㛔℔⎠ἄ↢娚
䫱婒㖶ㆾㆸṌ₡Ộ妰炻⛯㗗ẋ岋⭞侴ἄ↢
炷恎㿂㕗ἄ䁢ᷣḳṢ↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩昌⢾炸ˤ

昌ᶲ徘䫔ĲĲįĳįĳ㭝夷⭂⢾炻㚱㚱斄ㆾ
䓙↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩ㆾ㛔⋼嬘⺽农䘬䇕嬘炻⤪
恎㿂㕗⛐埴ἧ℞䌐㚱惴ね㪲侴ἄ↢ᷳ天㯪
ᶳ炻⮯ẍẚ塩ἄ䁢㚨䳪妋㰢炻ẚ塩夷⇯⮯
㍉䓐㕤ẚ塩䔞㖍㚱㓰≃䘬倗⎰⚳⚳晃屧㖻
㱽⥼⒉㚫ẚ塩夷⇯炻劍岋⭞ˣ敋ᶳ冯恎㿂
㕗炷⤪怑䓐䘬娙炸㛒傥⍾⼿⋼嬘炻娚ẚ塩
⹕⮯䓙楁㷗⚳晃ẚ塩ᷕ⽫⥼ả╖ᶨẚ塩
⒉ˤẚ塩⮯⛐楁㷗忚埴炻侴㚱䦳⸷炷ᶵ
婾⎋柕ㆾ㚠朊炸⮯ẍ劙婆忚埴ˤ
㟡㒂䫔ĲĲįĳįĴ㭝⍲䫔ĲĲįĳįĵ㭝䁢妋㰢䇕嬘侴
䓊䓇䘬㚱攳㓗⍲屣䓐炻㊱娚䫱⮰⭞ㆾẚ
塩Ṣ炻夾᷶ね㱩侴⭂炻塩⭂䘬㕡⺷䓙岋⭞
⍲屟⭞㈧㑼ˤ

㛔℔⎠㚫㊱䄏䫔Ķ㭝⃚⬀㉵岋⑩炻䚜军䪞
㈽Ṣ忂⏲㊯⭂䘬㖍㛇⍲㗪攻ㆾ⎎埴忂䞍
敋ᶳ䁢㬊炚ġ

ĳġġ ġ

Ⰽ埴扟ⓖ⎰䲬
敋ᶳᾳṢ⎹㛔℔⎠㈧媦炻敋ᶳ⮯思⬰⍲思
⽆敋ᶳ㟡㒂㉵岋⑩扟ⓖ⎰䲬⮵岋⭞䘬㚱
屔ả⍲㈧媦ˤġ

Ĵġġ ġ
ĴįĲġġ ġ

Ẁ㫦
昌朆敋ᶳ冯㛔℔⎠⎎㚱㚠朊⋼⭂ㆾ䪞㈽Ṣ
忂⏲⎎㚱夷⭂⢾炻敋ᶳ㚨怚枰㕤㉵岋㚫⼴
䫔Ḵᾳⶍἄ㖍ᶳ⋰⚃㗪ᶱ⋩↮⎹㛔℔⎠㓗
Ẁ炛

ĴįĴġ ġ

昌朆㛔℔⎠ẍ㚠朊㕡⺷⎎埴⎴シ炻㚱㫦
枭⽭枰ẍ㉵岋㚫䓐屐⸋炻㊱䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲
↿℞ᷕᶨ䧖㕡㱽㓗Ẁˤ㛔℔⎠䘤䤐⎒䘤
䴎䘣姀䪞㈽Ṣ炻昌朆䪞㈽Ṣᷫἄ䁢㊯㖶ᷣ
ḳṢ䘬ẋ䎮炻ᶼ㛔℔⎠娵⎗娚⬱㌺炻⛐
娚ね㱩ᶳ炻㛔℔⎠㚫⮯䘤䤐䘤䴎ᷣḳṢˤ

Ĵįĵġ ġ

昌朆㛔⋼嬘⎎㚱夷⭂炻㚱ㅱẀ㛔℔⎠㫦
枭枰㊱怑䔞䦭䌯丛Ẁ䦭枭炻敋ᶳ枰⯙㚱
娚䫱㫦枭㓗Ẁ䦭㫦ˤġ

ĴįĶġġ ġ

㛔℔⎠⎗⽆敋ᶳẀ䴎㛔℔⎠䘬ảỽ㫦枭
ᷕ炻㈋昌᷎ᾅ䔁㚱斄㉵岋⑩䘬屟⭞屣䓐ˣ
岋⭞ㅱẀ䘬Ἃ慹ˣảỽ攳㓗⍲䦭枭ẍ⍲ả
ỽ岢⼿⍲炾ㆾ䓊䓇䘬⇑〗炻⇑䙲㬠㛔℔
⎠炻䚜军⮯㫦枭ẀḰ岋⭞㗪㬊ˤ

Ĵįķġġ ġ

⯙⎹㛔℔⎠㓗ẀㅱẀ䘬ảỽ㫦枭侴妨炻㗪
旸夷⭂䁢天䳈ˤ῀劍敋ᶳ㛒傥㊱䄏㛔䫔Ĵ
㭝⎹㛔℔⎠㓗Ẁ屟₡ㆾảỽ℞ṾㅱẀ㛔℔
⎠㫦枭炻㛔℔⎠⮯㑩㚱ᶳ㔯䫔ĸ㭝庱䘬
㪲⇑ˤġ

Ĵįĸġġ ġ

劍敋ᶳ㈽⼿⣂枭㉵岋⑩炻㛔℔⎠㓞⇘敋ᶳ
䘬㫦枭⮯椾⃰䓐㕤㊱㭼ἳ㓗Ẁ㭷枭㉵岋⑩
䘬屟₡炻䃞⼴㊱㭼ἳ㓗ẀㅱẀ恎㿂㕗䘬
㚱㫦枭ˤ

ĵġġ ġ
ĵįĲġġ ġ

柀⍾㉵岋⑩
⛐岋⭞ㆾ㛔℔⎠⎗㉺䳽⎹敋ᶳ䘤㓦㉵岋⑩
䘬ảỽ㪲≃夷旸ᶳ炻敋ᶳᶨ㖎ẍ䳸㶭㫦
枭⎹岋⭞⍲㛔℔⎠㓗ẀㅱẀ䘬㫦枭⼴炻㛔
℔⎠⎗⌛⎹敋ᶳㆾ㊱敋ᶳ䘬㚠朊㊯䣢䘤㓦
㉵岋⑩ˤ柀⍾㉵岋⑩㗪炻⽭枰↢䣢⽆㛔℔
⎠䘬↢䲵⒉䘬彎℔⭌⍾⼿≈味⌘䪈䘬䘤
䤐炻㕡䌚䘤埴ˤ

ĵįĳġ ġ

敋ᶳ枰㊱䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲㊯⭂䘬㖍㛇⍲㗪攻炻
冒屣柀⍾㉵岋⑩炻῀㛒㚱㊯⭂ảỽ㖍㛇炻
⇯䁢㉵岋㚫⼴䫔ᶫ㖍ᶳ⋰⚃㗪ᶱ⋩↮ㆾᷳ
⇵ˤġ

ĵįĴġ ġ

㕤䫔ĵįĳ㭝徘䘬㛇攻ℏ炻⎗㊱䪞㈽Ṣ忂
⏲㊯⭂䘬㖍㛇⍲㗪攻⇘䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲徘⛘
⛨柀⍾㉵岋⑩ˤ℞⼴㉵岋⑩⎗傥怟䦣军℞
Ṿ⛘溆⃚⬀炻⯮㗪敋ᶳ⽭枰⎹㛔℔⎠㞍娊
⎗⛐ỽ㗪ỽ⛘柀⍾㉵岋⑩炻⃀䭉㬌屯㕁忂
ⷠ㚫↿㕤䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲ℏˤ

ĵįĵġġ ġ

劍敋ᶳ㛒㚱㕤䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲㊯⭂䘬㖍㛇柀⍾
㉵岋⑩炻⇯敋ᶳ㌰㪲㛔℔⎠ἄ䁢敋ᶳẋ
䎮炻ẋ堐敋ᶳ冯⃚⬀㈧彎⓮妪䩳⎰䲬炷ˬ
⃚⬀⎰䲬˭炸炻㡅㫦⍲㡅ẞ㊱恎㿂㕗䔞㗪
冯⃚⬀㈧彎⓮⋼⭂炷⎗ㅱ天㯪㍸ὃ∗㛔炸
䘬㧁㸾㡅㫦⍲㡅ẞ⃚⬀㉵岋⑩ˤ῀㉵岋⑩
⃚⬀㕤㛔℔⎠䈑㤕炻⇯枰䓙䫔ĵįĳ㭝徘
㛇攻⯮㺧崟炻㊱㛔℔⎠䚖⇵䘬㭷㖍㓞屣炷
䚖⇵㚨Ỷ䁢㭷枭㉵岋⑩㭷㖍Ķı㷗⃫⎎≈䦭
枭炸㓗Ẁ⃚⬀屣炻娚䫱⃚⬀屣䁢㛔℔⎠攳
㓗䘬ᶨ悐ấˤ

ĵįĶġġ ġ

㕤䚜军敋ᶳℐ㔠㓗Ẁ屟₡⍲ảỽ攳㓗䁢
㬊炻㉵岋⑩⮯䓙㛔℔⎠ἄ䁢岋⭞䘬ẋ䎮㊩
㚱炻ㆾ䓙⃚⬀㈧彎⓮ἄ䁢岋⭞⍲㛔℔⎠䘬
ẋ䎮㊱䄏⃚⬀⎰䲬䘬㡅㫦㊩㚱ˤ

ĵįķġġ ġ

敋ᶳ㈧媦思⬰ảỽ⃚⬀⎰䲬䘬㡅㫦炻⯌℞
㗗㓗Ẁ㟡㒂ảỽ⃚⬀⎰䲬ㅱẀ䘬㓞屣炷⍲
㚱㏔忳㉵岋⑩ℍᾱ䘬屣䓐炸ˤ敋ᶳ䡢娵
᷎⎴シ炻㕤䚜军敋ᶳ㓗Ẁ屟₡ˣảỽ攳
㓗⍲㚱⃚⬀⎰䲬ᶳ䘬㓞屣䁢㬊炻敋ᶳᶵ
⼿⽆⃚⬀㈧彎⓮䘬䈑㤕柀⍾㉵岋⑩ˤ

ĵįĸġġ ġ

敋ᶳ枰ℐ朊屈屔柀⍾㉵岋⑩㗪䘬⊭墅ˣ嗽
䎮⍲忳廠炻ẍ⍲ℐ朊屈屔思⽆冯㉵岋⑩㚱
斄䘬㚱忚↢⎋夷⭂ˤ

婆妨
㛔扟ⓖ⎰䲬ġẍᷕ劙㔯↳庱ˤ⤪⯙娖嬗㛔
扟ⓖ⎰䲬㚱ảỽ䇕嬘炻ẍ劙㔯㡅㫦䁢㛔焎

ġ

旬抬Ḵ

ġ

屟⭞⋼嬘

ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ

慵天ḳ枭炛㬌䫱㡅㫦⎗傥㚫㕤⎹敋ᶳ↢ⓖġ
㉵岋⑩⇵Ḱẍᾖ妪炻ᾖ妪䘬㕡⺷⎗ẍ㗗⛐
⚾抬庱↿ᶵ⎴䘬㡅㫦炻⍲炾ㆾ㕤⚾抬≈ℍ
㍺枩炻⍲炾ㆾ㕤㉵岋㚫⟜⛘ᶲẍ忂⏲炻
⍲炾ㆾ㕤㉵岋㚫ᷳ⇵ㆾᷳᶲẍ⎋柕⼊⺷℔
Ựˤ敋ᶳ枰㲐シ㬌䫱⎗傥ᾖ妪䘬ね㱩炻᷎
㕤䪞㈽⇵㞍娊㗗⏎㚱ảỽᾖ妪ˤ
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ĴįĲįĲġġ

㉵岋⑩䘬屟₡炚

ĴįĲįĳġġ

㊱䄏䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲夷⭂屣䌯䘬屟⭞屣䓐炚⍲

ĴįĲįĴġġ

劍㉵岋⑩姣㖶ŜłœŞ炻ᶨ枭㊱䄏䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲
夷⭂妰䬿⍲㓗Ẁ䘬柵⢾屣䓐炻忋⎴娚㫦枭
䘬⡆ῤ䦭炷⤪怑䓐炸炻㚱ㅱẀ㛔℔⎠㫦
枭枰㕤㉵岋㚫⼴ᶫᾳⶍἄ㖍ㆾᷳ⇵ẍ䳸
㶭㫦枭㓞〱ˤ

Ĵįĳġ ġ

㟡㒂㛔⋼嬘炻敋ᶳṎ枰ㅱ天㯪⎹㛔℔⎠㓗
Ẁảỽ攳㓗ˤ

ĵįĹġġ ġ

Ķġġ ġ

ķġġ ġ
ķįĲġġ ġ

ķįĳġġ ġ

ĸġġ ġ
ĸįĲġġ ġ

῀敋ᶳ㛒㚱㊱䄏䫔ĵįĳ㭝㍸崘㉵岋⑩炻敋
ᶳ枰ℐ朊屈屔㛔℔⎠㴱⍲䘬ảỽ㏔忳ˣ⃚
⬀ㆾ℞Ṿ㓞屣炷㊱䄏㛔℔⎠䘬䚖⇵㓞屣
䌯炸⍲ảỽ攳㓗炷⊭㊔㟡㒂⃚⬀⎰䲬䘬ả
ỽ㓞屣炸ˤ㚱㬌䫱㫦枭枰㕤㛔℔⎠天㯪
㗪䓙敋ᶳ㓗Ẁ炻᷎䃉婾⤪ỽ炻㕤敋ᶳㆾ敋
ᶳ䘬ẋ堐柀⍾㉵岋⑩⇵⽭枰㓗Ẁˤ
㉵岋⑩⃚⬀ġ
㛔℔⎠⎴シ㈲㉵岋⑩⃚⬀炻䚜军敋ᶳ㍸⍾
㉵岋⑩ㆾ䚜军䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲㊯⭂䘬㗪攻⍲㖍
㛇炷ㆾ劍䃉㊯⭂㖍㛇炻⇯䁢㉵岋㚫⼴䫔ᶫ
㖍ᶳ⋰⚃㗪ᶱ⋩↮ᷳ⇵炸䁢㬊炻ẍ庫㖑㖍
㛇䁢㸾炻᷎⛐䫔ķ⍲䫔Ĳı㭝夷旸ᶳ炻ἄ䁢
⍿妿ᾅ䭉Ṣ侴⯙㉵岋⑩䘬㎵⢆ㆾ㎵⣙ㆾ㭨
⢆⎹敋ᶳ屈屔炷⃀䭉⛐㓗Ẁ屟₡⇵炻㉵岋
⑩ṵ㛒䁢敋ᶳ䘬屉䈑炸ˤ劍敋ᶳ㕤䪞㈽Ṣ
忂⏲夷⭂䘬㗪攻⍲㖍㛇炷ㆾ劍䃉㊯⭂㖍
㛇炻⇯䁢㉵岋㚫⼴䫔ᶫ㖍ᶳ⋰⚃㗪ᶱ⋩↮
ᷳ⇵炸⇵ṵ㛒柀⍾㉵岋⑩炻㛔℔⎠⎗⮯㉵
岋⑩怟⼨⎎ᶨ⛘溆炻㚱斄娛ね忂ⷠ㚫庱㕤
䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲ℏˤ῀劍敋ᶳ㛒㚱㊱䫔Ĵ㭝⯙
㉵岋⑩Ẁ㫦炻侴㉵岋⑩塓䦣復军ảỽ䫔ᶱ
侭䈑㤕炻⇯娚䫔ᶱ侭㚫♜㟤⛘ẍ恎㿂㕗䁢
屐ᷣ侴㊩㚱㉵岋⑩炻侴㛔℔⎠⮯ᾅ䔁㉵岋
⑩䔁伖㪲炻䚜军㊱䄏䫔Ĵ㭝⎹㛔℔⎠㓗
Ẁ㚱㫦枭䁢㬊ˤ

敋ᶳㅱ㕤㉵岋㚫⼴䚉⾓䁢㉵岋⑩㈽屟ᾅ
晒ˤ
㛒傥Ẁ㫦ㆾ㍸⍾㉵岋⑩⍲悐ấẀ㫦
῀劍ㅱẀḰ㛔℔⎠䘬㚱㫦枭㛒㚱㕤℞⇘
㛇㓗Ẁ㗪ℐ㔠㓗Ẁ炻⍲炾ㆾ㛒㚱㊱䄏㛔⋼
嬘㍸⍾㉵岋⑩炻⇯㛔℔⎠⎗埴ἧẍᶳᶨ枭
ㆾ⣂枭㪲⇑炷⛐ᶵ㎵⭛㛔℔⎠⎗ẍẋ岋⭞
埴ἧ䘬ảỽ㪲⇑ᶳ炸炻侴䃉枰⎎埴忂䞍敋
ᶳ炛
⚈敋ᶳ忽⍵⎰䲬侴⌛㗪䳪㬊㛔⋼嬘炚

ĸįĲįĳġġ

ᾅ䔁㉵岋⑩䘬䭉㚱㪲炚

ĸįĲįĴġġ

怟䦣⍲炾ㆾ⃚⬀㉵岋⑩炻屣䓐䓙敋ᶳ㈧
㑼炚

ĸįĲįĵġġ

⯙敋ᶳ㫈䘬ảỽ㫦枭炷⊭㊔屟₡炸⍲炾
ㆾ忽䲬䘬㎵⭛岈炻⎹敋ᶳ㍉⍾㱽⼳䦳
⸷炚

ĸįĲįĶġġ

⯙ảỽㅱẀ㫦枭炷㕤枺ⶫ⇌㰢ㆾ␥Ẍᷳ⇵
⍲ᷳ⼴炸㓞⍾䓙ㅱ㓗Ẁ㫦枭㖍㛇崟军⮎晃
Ẁ㫦㖍㛇㬊䘬⇑〗炻㊱㷋ㇻ戨埴炷楁㷗炸
㚱旸℔⎠ᶵ㗪䘬➢㛔ῇ屠⇑䌯≈Ķ⍀䘬⸜
⇑䌯㭷㖍妰〗炚

ĸįĲįĸġġ

⍾⚆᷎㛒ㆸ䁢敋ᶳ屉䓊䘬㉵岋⑩炷ㆾ℞ả
ỽ悐ấ炸䭉㚱㪲炻⯙㬌侴妨炻敋ᶳ嫡㬌㌰
Ḱ㛔℔⎠ᶵ⎗㑌扟䈡姙炻Ⅾ姙㛔℔⎠ㆾ℞
⍿ₙṢㆾẋ䎮㕤㬋ⷠ䆇㤕㗪攻忚ℍ敋ᶳ
㚱ㆾảỽ䈑㤕炷ᶵ婾㗗⏎忋⎴㰥干炸炻ẍ
⍾⼿㉵岋⑩炷ㆾ℞ảỽ悐ấ炸䘬䭉㚱㪲炚
⛐䴎Ḱ敋ᶳᶱᾳ㚰㚠朊忂䞍炻䞍㚫敋ᶳ㛔
℔⎠㒔↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩⼴炻ẍ㉵岋ˣ䥩Ṣ⋼䲬
ㆾảỽ℞Ṿ㕡⺷㊱ᶵ姕⸽₡⼊⺷↢ⓖ㉵岋
⑩炚

ᾅ䔁䓙㛔℔⎠⚈ảỽ䚖䘬炷⊭㊔炻Ữᶵ旸
㕤炻℞ṾⓖḰ敋ᶳㆾṌḰ㛔℔⎠↢ⓖ䘬
屐⑩炸侴䭉㚱䘬敋ᶳảỽ℞Ṿ屉䓊䘬䭉㚱
㪲炻䚜军㚱ㅱẀ㛔℔⎠㫦枭ℐ㔠㓗Ẁ
䁢㬊炚

ĸįĲįĺġẍ㛔℔⎠⚈ảỽ䚖䘬侴㓞⇘䘬敋ᶳ㫦枭炻䃉婾娚
䫱㫦枭㕤敋ᶳ⣙屔㗪ㆾ℞⼴ảỽ㗪攻㓞
⇘炻䓐ἄ㓗Ẁㆾ悐ấ㓗Ẁ敋ᶳ㕤㛔⋼嬘ᶳ
ㅱẀḰ㛔℔⎠䘬ảỽ㫦枭炚
ĸįĲįĲıġ

ĸįĲįĲĲġ

ĸįĳġġ ġ

⮵㉵岋⑩䘬屔ả
⼭敋ᶳ⎹㛔℔⎠㓗Ẁ屟₡⼴炻㉵岋⑩䘬
㚱㪲㕡㚫䦣Ṍ敋ᶳˤ䃞侴炻㟡㒂扟ⓖ⎰
䲬炻㉵岋⑩䘬桐晒⇯䓙敋ᶳ㈽⼿㉵岋⑩ᷳ
㗪崟䓙敋ᶳ㈧㑼ˤ

ĸįĲįĲġġ

ĸįĲįķġġ

ĸįĲįĹġġ

ĸįĴġġ ġ

⛐䴎Ḱᶱᾳ㚰㚠朊忂䞍ᶳ炻㈲㛔℔⎠⚈ả
ỽ䚖䘬炷⊭㊔℞ṾⓖḰ敋ᶳㆾṌḰ㛔℔
⎠↢ⓖ䘬屐⑩炸侴䭉㚱䘬敋ᶳảỽ℞Ṿ屉
䓊ᶵ姕⸽₡↢ⓖ炻᷎㈲⚈娚䫱↢ⓖ⼿侴
ㅱẀḰ敋ᶳ䘬ảỽ㫦枭炻䓐㕤㓗Ẁㆾ悐ấ
㓗Ẁ敋ᶳ㫈屈㛔℔⎠䘬ảỽ㫦枭炚
㕤㖍⼴㉵岋㚫㉺䳽䁢敋ᶳ䘣姀炻ㆾ㕤㖍⼴
ảỽ㉵岋㚫㉺䳽敋ᶳ↢₡炻ㆾ㕤㖍⼴ảỽ
㉵岋㚫⛐㍍⍿ảỽ↢₡⇵天㯪敋ᶳ⃰㓗Ẁ
㊱慹炻⛐娚ね㱩ᶳ炻㛔℔⎠㚱㪲ẍ娚㊱慹
㓗Ẁㆾ悐ấ㓗Ẁ炷夾ね㱩侴⭂炸敋ᶳ䁢屟
⭞䘬ảỽ㉵岋⑩䘬屟₡ˤ
⯙⚈㛔℔⎠㟡㒂㛔䫔ĸ㭝㍉⍾埴≽侴㊃农
䘬㚱㱽⼳⍲℞Ṿ屣䓐ˣ㚱㎵⣙⍲℞Ṿ
攳㓗炷ᶵ婾㗗⏎㍉⍾㱽⼳埴≽炸炻敋ᶳ
⎴シ㊱ℐ㔠➢㸾᷎忋⎴℞⇑〗炷㕤枺
ⶫ⇌㰢ㆾ␥Ẍᷳ⇵⍲ᷳ⼴炸⎹㛔℔⎠ἄ↢
炻⇑〗㊱䫔ĸįĲįĶ㭝妪㖶䘬⇑䌯䓙㛔℔
⎠ㅱ㓗Ẁ㫦枭㖍㛇崟妰军敋ᶳ㓗Ẁ娚㫦枭
䘬㖍㛇㬊ˤ
῀敋ᶳ㓗Ẁ悐ấㅱẀḰ㛔℔⎠䘬㫦枭炻
⇯娚䫱Ẁ㫦⮯椾⃰䓐㕤㓗Ẁ娚㉵岋⑩䘬屟
₡炷ㆾ劍敋ᶳ岤屟⣂㕤ᶨ枭㉵岋⑩炻⇯㊱
㭼ἳ㓗Ẁ㭷枭㉵岋⑩䘬屟₡炸炻䃞⼴㓗Ẁ
屟⭞屣䓐炷ㆾ劍敋ᶳ岤屟⣂㕤ᶨ枭㉵岋
⑩炻⇯㊱㭼ἳ㓗Ẁ㭷枭㉵岋⑩䘬屟⭞屣
䓐炸炻ℵ䃞⼴䓐ẍ㓗ẀㅱẀḰ㛔℔⎠䘬ả
ỽ℞Ṿ㫦枭ˤ

ĸįĵġġ ġ

㛔℔⎠㟡㒂㛔䫔ĸ㭝䘬㪲⇑↢ⓖảỽ㉵岋
⑩㓞⇘䘬㫦枭炻㕤㓗ẀㅱẀḰ㛔℔⎠
⍲炾ㆾ岋⭞䘬㚱㫦枭⼴ṵ䓙㛔℔⎠㊩㚱
䘬检㫦炻⮯㕤㛔℔⎠㓞⇘娚䫱㫦枭䘬Ḵ⋩
ℓ㖍ℏṌ怬敋ᶳˤ

Ĺġġ ġ
ĹįĲġġ ġ

℞ṾṢ⢓⯙㉵岋⑩䘬䓛䳊ġ
῀㛔℔⎠䞍〱昌敋ᶳ⍲岋⭞⢾㚱Ṣ⯙㉵岋
⑩㍸↢䓛䳊炷ㆾ⎗⎰䎮⛘枸㛇㚫㍸↢䓛
䳊炸炻㛔℔⎠㚱䳽⮵惴ね㪲㰢⭂ẍảỽ㕡
⺷嗽䎮㉵岋⑩炻ẍ䡢䩳㛔℔⎠⍲℞Ṿ㴱⍲
Ṣ⢓䘬⎰㱽㪲䙲⍲⛐㱽⼳ᶲᾅ晄㛔℔⎠䘬
⛘ỵ⍲⎰㱽㪲䙲ˤ⛐ᶵ㎵⭛娚惴ね㪲䘬ᶨ
凔⿏⍇⇯ᶳ炻᷎ἄ䁢冱ἳ炻㛔℔⎠⎗炛

ĹįĲįĲġġ

ᾅ䔁㉵岋⑩ẍ婧㞍⯙㉵岋⑩㍸↢ㆾ㛔℔⎠
⎰䎮⛘枸㛇㚫㍸↢䘬ảỽ⓷柴炚⍲炾ㆾ

ĹįĲįĳġġ
ġ
ġ

⎹敋ᶳẍ⢾䘬℞ṾṢ⢓ṌẀ㉵岋⑩炚⍲炾ġ
ㆾ

ĹįĲįĴġġ

⯽攳Ḻ䇕㪲⇑姜姇ㆾ⮳㯪ảỽ㱽昊ˣ婧妋
Ṣˣẚ塩Ṣㆾ㓧⹄㨇斄䘬ảỽ℞Ṿ␥Ẍ炚
⍲炾ㆾ

ĹįĲįĵġġ

⯙㍉⍾敋ᶳ⎴シ䘬埴≽炻天㯪敋ᶳ㍸ὃ
ᾅ嫱⍲炾ㆾ㉝㉤⑩ˤ

Ĺįĳġġ ġ

䫔ĹįĲ㭝徘䘬惴ね㪲炛

ĹįĳįĲġġ

⎗㕤㛔℔⎠⮵㉵岋⑩㑩㚱⮎晃ㆾ㍐⭂䭉㚱
㪲㗪晐㗪埴ἧ炻ㆾ῀劍娚䭉㚱㪲⚈㱽昊ˣ
婧妋Ṣˣẚ塩Ṣㆾ㓧⹄㨇斄䘬ảỽ塩㰢ˣ
␥Ẍㆾ⇌㰢侴䳪㬊炻㕤娚䭉㚱㪲䳪㬊⼴晐
㗪埴ἧ炚⍲

Ĺįĳįĳġ昌朆㛔℔⎠䚠ᾉ娚䓛䳊䛇㬋㚱ⶴ㛃ㆸ䁢㚱列⤥䇕
彗䎮㒂䘬ᾳ㟰炻⏎⇯ᶵ㚫埴ἧˤ

ĺġġ ġ
ĺįĲġġ ġ

兢⑩
㛔℔⎠㟡㒂㛔䫔ĺ㭝䘬㡅㫦⯙ảỽ兢⑩㈧
㑼ᾳṢ屔ảˤ

ĺįĳġġ ġ

䫔ĺ㭝㕤ẍᶳね㱩怑䓐炛

ĺįĳįĲġġ

敋ᶳ䁢㛔℔⎠⯙㉵岋⑩䘤↢⍇㚱䘤䤐䘬㉔
柕Ṣ炻侴娚䘤䤐塓㓗Ẁ炚⍲ġ

ĺįĳįĳġġ

敋ᶳ㕤䞍〱㉵岋⑩䁢ㆾ⎗傥䁢兢⑩⼴炻⛐
⎰䎮⛘↯⮎⎗埴䭬⚵ℏ䚉⾓炻᷎䃉婾⤪ỽ
枰㕤㉵岋㚫⼴ᶨ⸜ℏ炻ẍ㚠朊忂䞍㛔℔⎠
㉵岋⑩䁢兢⑩炚⍲

ĺįĳįĴġġ

㕤䘤↢娚忂䞍⼴ᶨᾳ㚰ℏ炻敋ᶳ㈲㉵岋⑩
徨⚆㛔℔⎠炻侴㉵岋⑩䘬䉨㱩枰冯㉵岋㚫
㗪䘬䉨㱩ᶨ㧋炻᷎忋⎴嫱㖶㉵岋⑩䁢兢⑩
䘬㚠朊嫱㖶炻ẍ⍲㚱斄㉵岋㚫⍲㉵岋⑩䶐
嘇䘬屯㕁ẍ嬀⇍娚㉵岋⑩ˤ

ĺįĴġġ ġ

㕤ᶳ徘ね㱩ᶳ炻䫔ĺ㭝ᶵ怑䓐㕤兢⑩炛

ĺįĴįĲġġ

⚾抬庱㚱斄娚㉵岋⑩䘬屯㕁⍵㗈䔞㗪
⬠侭⍲⮰⭞䘬℔娵シ夳炻ㆾ℔⸛⛘㊯↢
娚䫱シ夳㚱堅䨩炻ㆾ⍵㗈℔娵䁢㚱斄䭬
䔯ᷣ天⮰⭞⛐䔞㗪䘬シ夳炚ㆾ

ĺįĴįĳġġ

⎗㍉䓐㕤↲⌘⚾抬㖍㛇⇵ᶨ凔ᶵ㚫㍉䓐
䘬㕡㱽ㇵ傥䡢⭂㉵岋⑩䁢兢⑩炻ㆾ㍉䓐䘬
䡢⭂㕡㱽⛐㚱ね㱩ᶳ㛔℔⎠劍㍉䓐⇯Ⱄ
ᶵ⎰䎮ˤ

ĺįĵġġ ġ

敋ᶳ㌰㪲㛔℔⎠⛐䳽⮵惴ね㪲ᶳ㰢⭂㍉⍾
㛔℔⎠娵䁢天嬻㛔℔⎠ᾉ䲵㉵岋⑩᷎朆兢
⑩侴⽭暨忚埴䘬䦳⸷⍲㷔娎ˤ

ĺįĶġġ ġ

῀㛔℔⎠ᾉ䲵㉵岋⑩䁢兢⑩炻㛔℔⎠㚫炷
ἄ䁢ᷣḳṢ炸⎹敋ᶳ岤屟娚㉵岋⑩炻侴敋
ᶳ枰㊱䄏楁㷗㱽ἳ䫔ĳķ䪈屐⑩ⓖ岋㡅ἳ䫔
ĲĵĩĲĪĩŢĪ⍲ĲĵĩĲĪĩţĪ㡅夷⭂炻⎹㛔℔⎠廱嬻
㚱斄㉵岋⑩䘬㚱㪲炻᷎旬㚱ℐ朊㚱㪲
䘬ᾅ嫱炻ᶵ⼿㚱ảỽ䔁伖㪲ˣ岒㉤ˣ䓊㪲
屈㑼⍲㔝⮵䓛䳊炻侴㛔℔⎠⮯⎹敋ᶳ㓗Ẁ
䚠䫱㕤敋ᶳ⯙㉵岋⑩㓗Ẁ䘬屟₡ˣ屟⭞
屣䓐ˣ䦭枭⍲攳㓗䷥㔠䘬㫦枭ˤ

ĺįķġġ ġ

䫔ĺ㭝䘬⇑䙲䁢Ⱄ㕤敋ᶳᾳṢ䘬⇑䙲炻
敋ᶳᶵ傥⮯℞廱嬻ˤ

ĺįĸġġ ġ

῀劍敋ᶳ↢ⓖㆾẍ℞Ṿ㕡⺷↢ⓖ敋ᶳ㕤㉵
岋⑩䘬㪲䙲炻⇯㟡㒂㛔㭝䘬㚱㪲⇑⍲⇑
䙲⌛⏲䳪㬊ˤ

ĺįĹġġ ġ

䫔ĺ㭝ᶵ怑䓐㕤䓙ㆾ⊭㊔ᶨⷭㆾ⣂ⷭᷕ⚳
䔓ˣᶨ廃ㆾ⣂廃㰥干ˣᶨᾳㆾ⣂ᾳ悝䤐ㆾ
ᶨ㛔ㆾ⣂㛔㚠䯵㥳ㆸ䘬㉵岋⑩ˤ

Ĳıġġ ġ
ĲıįĲġġġ

㛔℔⎠䘬屔ả
⯙㛔℔⎠ㆾẋ堐㛔℔⎠ㆾ岋⭞ㆾẋ堐岋⭞
㕤㛔⋼嬘ᷳ⇵ㆾᷳ⼴ㆾ㕤㉵岋㚫ᷳ⇵ㆾᷳ
ᶲ炻ἄ↢炷ᶵ婾㗗ẍ㚠朊炻⊭㊔⛐⚾抬
ㆾ恎㿂㕗䘬䵚䪁ᶲㆾ⎋柕⼊⺷ㆾẍ埴䁢ㆾ
℞Ṿ炸ảỽ㉵岋⑩婒㖶ㆾ屯㕁ㆾ㉵岋⑩䘬
ㆸṌ₡Ộ妰炻↢䎦ᶵ䫎⎰ㆾᶵ㸾䡢ˣ拗
婌ˣ拗婌婒㖶ㆾ怢㺷炻㛔℔⎠䃉枰⯙㬌侴
㈧㑼ảỽ屔ả炻ᶵ婾㗗⏎䁢䔷⾥ˣ℞ṾὝ
㪲㱽ˣ忽⍵⎰䲬ㆾ㱽⭂屔ảㆾ⽑怬ㆾ㟡㒂
楁㷗㱽ἳ䫔ĳĹĵ䪈⣙⮎昛徘㡅ἳ䘬屔ảˤġ

Ĳıįĳġġġ

䔞㉵岋⑩䓙敋ᶳ㈧㑼桐晒㗪⍲炾ㆾ䔞㉵岋
⑩ㆸ䁢敋ᶳ䘬屉䓊᷎䓙㛔℔⎠ᾅ䭉⍲炾
ㆾ㍏⇞㗪炻㛔℔⎠⮵敋ᶳᷳ屔ả旸㕤⮵敋
ᶳ埴ἧ⎰䎮䦳⹎䘬嫡ヶ炻ょ㛔℔⎠䃉枰⯙
⚈ᶳ徘⍇⚈⮵㉵岋⑩ㆾ℞ṾṢ⢓ㆾ䈑ẞ忈
ㆸ䘬㎵⭛屈屔炛
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ĲıįĳįĲġ

嗽䎮㉵岋⑩炻῀劍㕤⎹敋ᶳ↢ⓖ㗪㉵岋⑩
⍿⇘垚器炻侴ảỽ㎵⢆ᷫ䓙㕤㉵岋⑩⍿
垚器⮶农炚ㆾ

Ĳıįĳįĳġ

⣏㯋⡻≃㓡嬲炚

ĲĲįĵġġ

㛔⋼嬘ᶳ䘬ảỽ忂䞍ㆾ℞Ṿ忂妲炻⽭枰ẍ
㚠朊⼊⺷ἄ↢炻᷎⎗䓙⮰Ṣ復Ṍㆾẍ㍃嘇
悝ẞㆾ䨢悝ㆾẍ⁛䛇㕡⺷炷⤪䘤䴎恎㿂
㕗炻姣㖶Ṍ℔⎠䦀㚠㓞炸炻䘤復军⎰䲬堐
㟤䣢㚱斄妪䲬㕡䘬⛘⛨ㆾ⁛䛇嘇䡤炷昌
朆ẍ㚠朊⼊⺷忂䞍㚜㓡⛘⛨炸ˤ忂䞍ㆾ
忂妲䘤↢Ṣ枰䡢ᾅ℞㶭㘘⎗嬨᷎㕤ảỽ怑
䓐㛇攻ℏ㓞⇘ˤ

ĲĲįĶġġ

῀劍㛔⋼嬘䘬ảỽ㡅㫦ㆾảỽ㡅㫦䘬ảỽ
悐ấ塓塩⭂䁢ᶵ⎗⻟⇞➟埴ㆾ䃉㓰炻⇯娚
䫱ᶵ⎗⻟⇞➟埴ㆾ䃉㓰᷎ᶵ⼙枧㛔⋼嬘℞
检㡅㫦ㆾ㚱斄㡅㫦℞检悐ấ䘬⻟⇞➟埴傥
≃ㆾ㚱㓰⿏ˤ

㛔℔⎠Ṏᶵ⯙ẍᶳ屈屔炛
ĲıįĳįĴġ

⻎㦪☐䘬㎵⢆炚ㆾ

Ĳıįĳįĵġ

慹䬼䔓㝞ˣ䞛儷䔓㝞ㆾ䔓㝞䍣䐫䘬䘬㎵
⢆炚侴῀劍㉵岋⑩㥳ㆸㆾ嬲䁢㚱⌙晒炻㛔
℔⎠⎗ẍ℞娵䁢怑⎰䘬㕡㱽Ḱẍ㡬伖侴䃉
枰ḳ⃰忂䞍敋ᶳ炻侴㛔℔⎠䃉枰⯙㬌⮵敋
ᶳ屈屔ˤ
ĲĲįķġġ

ĲıįĴġ

⯙屟⭞䭉䎮Ⰼㆾ借ⶍᷳảỽ㤕⊁ˣ㤕⊁⇑
㼌ㆾ㓞䙲ㆾ㓞ℍᶲ䘬㎵⣙炻ㆾ㤕⊁倚嬥⍿
㎵炻ㆾ㤕⊁⍿⸚㒦ㆾ㴒屣㗪攻炻ㆾ῀劍敋
ᶳ㕤㤕⊁忶䦳ᷕ岤屟㉵岋⑩炻⯙ảỽ䧖栆
䘬攻㍍㎵⣙ㆾ䚠ㅱ䓊䓇䘬㎵⭛炻㛔℔⎠⛯
䃉枰⎹敋ᶳ㈧㑼ảỽ䚠斄䘬屔ả炻ᶵ婾㊯
䧙呁⍿㎵⣙ㆾ㎵⭛䘬⿏岒ˣ㔠慷ㆾἮ
㸸炻Ṏᶵ婾娚䫱㎵⣙ㆾ㎵⭛岈㗗䓙㕤ả
ỽ䔷⾥ˣ℞ṾὝ㪲㱽ˣ忽⍵⎰䲬ˣ㱽⭂屔
ảˣ⍿妿ᾅ䭉Ṣ屔ảˣ⽑怬䓛䳊ㆾ℞Ṿ侴
䓊䓇ㆾ⯙㬌侴䓛䳊ˤ

Ĳıįĵġġ

⛐ảỽね㱩ᶳ炻῀劍㛔℔⎠⯙㉵岋⑩炻
ㆾảỽ⯙㉵岋⑩䘬ἄ䁢ˣᶵἄ䁢ˣ昛
徘炻ㆾ㛔⋼嬘ㆾ℞Ⰽ埴侴枰⮵敋ᶳ屈
屔炻⇯ᶵ婾℞䁢㎵⭛岈ˣㆾ屔ả
↮㑼炻ㆾ⽑怬墄㓹炻ㆾᶵ婾ảỽ⼊⺷炻
㛔℔⎠䘬屔ả⮯旸㕤㓗Ẁ慹柵㚨檀ᶵ崭
忶㉵岋⑩屟₡≈屟⭞屣䓐炷㷃昌敋ᶳ⎗
傥㚱㪲⎹岋⭞㓞⚆䘬㫦枭炸䘬㫦枭炻ᶵ
婾㊯䧙呁⍿㎵⣙ㆾ㎵⭛岈ㆾ䓛䳊
ㅱẀ㫦枭䘬⿏岒ˣ㔠慷ㆾἮ㸸炻Ṏᶵ婾
娚䫱屔ả㗗⏎䓙㕤ảỽ䔷⾥ˣ℞ṾὝ㪲
㱽ˣ忽⍵⎰䲬ˣ㱽⭂屔ảˣ⍿妿ᾅ䭉Ṣ
屔ảˣ⽑怬䓛䳊ㆾ℞Ṿ侴䓊䓇ˤġ

㛔⋼嬘ℏ↉㍸徘恎㿂㕗⛯㊯炻῀怑䓐炻⊭
㊔恎㿂㕗䘬檀䳂借⒉ˣₙ⒉⍲ẋ䎮ˤ

ĲĲįĸġġ

㛔⋼嬘ℏ䓐㧁柴䁢㕡ὧ⍫侫侴姕炻㤪
ᶵ⼙枧㛔⋼嬘䘬娖慳ˤ

ĲĲįĹġġ
ġ

㛔⋼嬘ℏˬ⊭㊔˭ᶨ娆㊯ˬ⊭㊔炻Ữᶵ旸ġ
㕤˭ˤ

ĲĲįĺġġ

╖㔠娆婆⊭㊔䛦㔠娆婆炷⍵ᷳṎ䃞炸炻ả
ỽᶨᾳ⿏⇍䘬娆婆⊭㊔℞Ṿ⿏⇍ˤ

ĲĲįĲıġġ
ġ

↉㍸徘䫔㝸㭝炻⌛㊯㛔⋼嬘ℏ娚䶐嘇䘬㭝ġ
句ˤ

ĲĲįĲĲġġ

昌䫔ĲĲįĲĳ㭝㚱㖶䡢夷⭂⢾炻㛔⋼嬘㤪䃉
岎Ḱ炷ㆾ堐䣢岎Ḱ炸朆㛔⋼嬘妪䲬㕡䘬ả
ỽṢ⢓炻ảỽ㛔⋼嬘㡅㫦岎Ḱ䘬⇑䙲ㆾ
⻟⇞➟埴娚䫱㡅㫦䘬㪲⇑ˤ

ĲĲįĲĳġġ

㛔⋼嬘↉岎Ḱ岋⭞審ˣ⍲炾ㆾ㌺昌ㆾ旸
⇞恎㿂㕗屔ả㗪炻恎㿂㕗䘬㍏偉℔⎠⍲娚
㍏偉℔⎠䘬旬Ⱄ℔⎠炻恎㿂㕗⍲娚䫱℔⎠
䘬⼴临℔⎠⍲㈧嬻℔⎠炻ẍ⍲恎㿂㕗⍲娚
䫱℔⎠䘬ảỽ檀䳂借⒉ˣₙ⒉⍲ẋ䎮䘬㈧
两Ṣ⍲⍿嬻ṢṎ⎗ṓ㚱⎴㧋䘬㱽⼳ᶲ⇑
䙲ˤ

敋ᶳ⭄岤屟ᾅ晒ẍᾅ晄敋ᶳ䘬㎵⣙ˤ
ĲıįĶġġġ

ᶲ㔯徘ᶵ⼿妋慳䁢㌺昌ㆾ旸⇞炷ᶵ婾䚜
㍍ㆾ攻㍍炸ảỽṢ⢓⯙ĩŪĪ㫢姸炻ㆾĩŪŪĪ⚈
㛔℔⎠䔷⾥炷ㆾ⚈㛔℔⎠㍏⇞䘬ảỽṢ
⢓ㆾ㛔℔⎠⛐㱽⼳ᶲ枰ẋ℞屈屔ả䘬ảỽ
Ṣ⢓䘬䔷⾥炸⺽农Ṣ幓 ṉ炻ㆾĩŪŪŪĪ㟡㒂
楁㷗㱽ἳ䫔ĴĲĵ䪈Ỽ䓐Ṣ㱽⼳屔ả㡅ἳ炻
㛔℔⎠枰屈屔䘬ἄ䁢ㆾᶵἄ䁢炻ㆾĩŪŷĪả
ỽ㱽⼳ᶲᶵ⎗㌺昌ㆾ旸⇞䘬℞Ṿ屔ả炻ㆾ
ĩŷĪ㛔℔⎠㟡㒂㬌䫱㡅ẞ䫔ĺ㭝䘬㈧媦炻侴
枰㈧㑼䘬屔ả炻ㆾ㌺昌ㆾ旸⇞ảỽṢ⢓⯙
ᶲ徘侴ṓ㚱䘬㪲⇑ㆾ墄㓹㕡㱽ˤ

Ĳĳġġ
ĲĳįĲġġ

㛔⋼嬘ᶳ䘬㚱Ṍ㖻ẍ⍲㚱㚱斄ḳ⭄炻
⛯⍿楁㷗㱽ἳ夷䭉᷎㟡㒂℞妋慳ˤ
Ĳĳįĳġġ

䇕嬘䘬妋㰢

ĲĳįĳįĲġ

昌䫔Ĳĳįĳįĳ㭝⍲䫔Ĳĳįĳįĵ㭝夷⭂⢾炻㛔℔
⎠⍲敋ᶳ⎬冒栀⍿楁㷗㱽昊䘬朆䌐㚱⎠㱽
䭉廬㪲䭉廬ˤ

Ĳĳįĳįĳġġ

ĲĲġ

ᶨ凔ḳ枭
敋ᶳᶵ⼿廱嬻㛔⋼嬘䘬⇑䙲ㆾ枰㈧㑼䘬屔
ảˤ

ĲĲįĲġ

ĲĲįĳġ

῀劍㛔℔⎠㛒傥ㆾ⺞怚⻟⇞➟埴ㆾ埴ἧả
ỽ㛔⋼嬘ᶳ䘬㪲≃ㆾ㪲⇑炻忁ᶵ⼿ἄ䁢ㆾ
夾℞ἄ䁢㛔℔⎠㓦㡬㟡㒂㛔⋼嬘岎Ḱ䘬
㪲⇑炻ảỽẍ㚠朊⼊⺷䴎Ḱ敋ᶳ䘬㖶䡢㓦
㡬昌⢾ˤảỽ娚䫱㓦㡬᷎ᶵ⼙枧㛔℔⎠℞
⼴⻟⇞➟埴㟡㒂㛔⋼嬘䓊䓇ảỽ㪲⇑䘬
傥≃ˤ
ĲĳįĳįĴġ

ĲĲįĴġ

῀㛔⋼嬘ảỽᶨ㕡炻⚈⛐℞⎰䎮㍏⇞䭬⚵
ẍ⢾䘬ね㱩ᶳ侴䃉㱽Ⰽ埴娚妪䲬㕡㟡㒂㛔
⋼嬘䘬屔ả炻ㆾ῀⛐娚䫱ね㱩ᶳⰍ埴℞屔
ả㚫⮶农℞⡆≈慵⣏屉⊁ㆸ㛔炻⇯娚妪䲬
㕡⎒天⛐娚ね㱩ṵ䃞㊩临㗪炻ᶵ㚫塓天㯪
Ⰽ埴娚䫱屔ảˤ㛔㭝᷎ᶵ怑䓐㕤䫔Ĵ㭝⮵
敋ᶳ㕥≈䘬屔ảˤ
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夷䭉㱽⼳⍲䇕嬘䘬妋㰢ġ
㱽⼳

ảỽ㚱斄㉵岋⑩䘬婒㖶ˣἄ侭ˣⰔ⿏ˣ䉨
㱩ˣ↢嗽ˣ䛇⮎⿏ˣ⸜ẋˣ怑⎰⿏ˣ⑩岒
ㆾἮ㸸⛘炻ㆾ㉵岋⑩冯婒㖶㗗⏎ᶨ农炻ㆾ
㉵岋⑩㗗⏎兢⑩䘬䇕嬘炻⤪恎㿂㕗⛐埴ἧ
℞䌐㚱惴ね㪲侴ἄ↢ᷳ天㯪ᶳ炻娚䇕嬘枰
Ṍ䓙⍿⥼ả䘬ᶨ⎵⮰⭞ㆾ㚨⣂ᶱ⎵⮰⭞䘬
⮷䳬塩㰢炻劍㛔℔⎠ˣ敋ᶳ冯岋⭞炷⤪怑
䓐䘬娙炸㛒傥⍾⼿㚱斄⥼ảᷳ⋼嬘炻⇯Ṍ
䓙恎㿂㕗娵䁢Ⱄ㚨怑⎰⯙㚱斄䇕嬘⓷柴㍸
ὃシ夳䘬楁㷗⮰㤕㨇㥳塩㰢炻῀劍᷎䃉怑
⎰⮰㤕㨇㥳炻⇯Ṍ䓙㱽昊塩㰢ˤ
㊱䄏䫔Ĳĳįĳįĳ㭝⥼ả䘬娚䫱⮰⭞⮯㑼ả⮰
⭞侴᷎朆ẚ塩Ṣ炻℞㰢⭂⮵㚱斄妪䲬㕡䁢
㚨䳪᷎℟㚱䲬㜇≃ˤ

Ĳĳįĳįĵġ

昌ᶲ徘䫔Ĳĳįĳįĳ㭝夷⭂⢾炻㚱㚱斄ㆾ
䓙䓙↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩ㆾ㛔⋼嬘⺽农䘬䇕嬘炻
⤪恎㿂㕗⛐埴ἧ℞䌐㚱惴ね㪲侴ἄ↢ᷳ天
㯪ᶳ炻⮯ẍẚ塩ἄ䁢㚨䳪妋㰢炻ẚ塩夷⇯
⮯㍉䓐㕤ẚ塩䔞㖍㚱㓰≃䘬倗⎰⚳⚳晃屧
㖻㱽⥼⒉㚫ẚ塩夷⇯炻劍㛔℔⎠ˣ敋ᶳ冯
岋⭞炷⤪怑䓐䘬娙炸㛒傥⍾⼿⋼嬘炻娚ẚ
塩⹕⮯䓙楁㷗⚳晃ẚ塩ᷕ⽫⥼ả╖ᶨẚ塩
⒉ˤẚ塩⛐楁㷗忚埴炻侴㚱䦳⸷炷ᶵ婾
⎋柕ㆾ㚠朊炸⮯ẍ劙婆忚埴ˤ

ĶįĶįĶġ

㟡㒂䫔ĲĳįĳįĴ㭝⍲Ĳĳįĳįĵ㭝䁢妋㰢䇕嬘侴䓊
䓇䘬㚱攳㓗⍲屣䓐炻㊱娚䫱⮰⭞ㆾẚ塩
Ṣ炻夾᷶ね㱩侴⭂炻塩⭂䘬㕡⺷䓙㛔℔
⎠ˣ敋ᶳ⍲炾ㆾ岋⭞㈧㑼ˤ

ĲĳįĴįġġ

婆妨
㛔屟⭞⋼嬘ẍᷕ劙㔯↳庱ˤ⤪⯙娖嬗㛔屟
⭞⋼嬘㚱ảỽ䇕嬘炻ẍ劙㔯㡅㫦䁢㛔焎

ᾅ晄屯㕁ġȸġ敋ᶳ屯㕁䘬䓐徼
䓙㕤㛔℔⎠㍸ὃ䘬㚵⊁炻㛔℔⎠⍾⼿㚱斄敋ᶳ䘬ᾳṢ
屯㕁炷⯙㛔㭝侴妨炻㬌娆⊭㊔敋ᶳ䘬ₙ⒉⍲借⒉炷
⤪㚱炸炸ˤ敋ᶳ⎴シ㛔℔⎠ẍ娚䫱屯㕁ἄᶳ徘䓐徼ˤ
㛔℔⎠⎗⇑䓐敋ᶳ䘬屯㕁⎹敋ᶳ䘤↢㚱斄㛔℔⎠㚵⊁
嬲≽䘬忂䞍炻ẍ⍲⎹敋ᶳ㍸ὃ㚱斄䓊⑩ㆾ㚵⊁䘬屯
㕁炻侴娚䫱屯㕁ᷫ敋ᶳ天㯪㛔℔⎠㍸ὃㆾ㛔℔⎠娵䁢
敋ᶳ⎗傥⮵娚䫱䓊⑩⍲㚵⊁デ冰嵋ˤ㚱斄敋ᶳ䘬屯㕁
⎗傥䓐ἄ↮㜸炻ẍḮ妋敋ᶳ⛐忁㕡朊䘬㼃⛐╄⤥ˤ㛔
℔⎠⎗傥⎹㛔普⛀ảỽㆸ⒉℔⎠炷㊯㛔℔⎠䘬旬Ⱄ℔
⎠ˣ㛔℔⎠㚨䳪㍏偉℔⎠⍲℞旬Ⱄ℔⎠炻⭂佑夳Ḵ
暞暞ℕ⸜劙⚳℔⎠㱽䫔ĲĲĶĺ㡅⍲旬堐ķ炻⊭㊔㴟⢾旬
Ⱄ℔⎠炸㉓曚敋ᶳ䘬屯㕁ˤ昌㬌ẍ⢾炻㛔℔⎠ᶵ㚫⎹
ảỽ䫔ᶱ㕡㉓曚敋ᶳ䘬屯㕁炻ょ㛔℔⎠⎗傥ᶵ㗪⎹敋
ᶳ㍸ὃㆹᾹ䚠ᾉ敋ᶳ⎗傥デ冰嵋䘬䫔ᶱ㕡屐⑩⍲㚵⊁
䘬㚱斄屯㕁ˤ㛔普⛀ảỽㆸ⒉℔⎠Ṏ⎗ẍ敋ᶳ䘬屯㕁
ἄ栆Ụ䓐徼ˤ
㛔℔⎠⮯ᾅ䔁敋ᶳ䘬屯㕁䁢㛇Ḽ⸜炻䓙敋ᶳ㚨⼴冯ㆹ
Ᾱ倗专䘬㖍㛇崟妰炻ẍὧ䯉⊾ảỽ㖍⼴ℵ彎䎮䘣姀㗪
䘬ㇳ临ˤ娚䫱屯㕁⎗廱䦣⍲⃚⬀㕤楁㷗ẍ⢾⛘㕡炻侴
敋ᶳ⎴シ㬌廱䦣ˤ
敋ᶳ㚱㪲天㯪ᶵẍ敋ᶳ䘬屯㕁ἄ㬌䫱䓐徼炻㚱斄天
㯪婳倗䴉ŃŰůũŢŮŴġĲĸĺĴġōŪŮŪŵŦť炷⛘⛨炛ŎŰůŵűŦŭŪŦųġ
ňŢŭŭŦųŪŦŴĭġŎŰůŵűŦŭŪŦųġŔŵųŦŦŵĭġōŰůťŰůĭġŔŘĸġĲŉŉĭġŖůŪŵŦťġ
ŌŪůŨťŰŮ炸炷⯙楁㷗㱽ἳ䫔ĵĹķ䪈ᾳṢ屯㕁ĩ䥩晙Ī
㡅ἳ侴妨炻䁢屯㕁䘬ἧ䓐侭炸ㆾẍ暣悝倗䴉ŤŭŪŦůŵį
ŴŦųŷŪŤŦŴŁţŰůũŢŮŴįŤŰŮˤ
旬抬ᶱ
慳佑⍲娆⼁
῀䲵ℍ㬌䫱慳佑⍲娆⼁炻ᶳ↿娆婆⍲䓐娆℟㚱炷昌㔯
佑⎎㚱㊯⢾炸ẍᶳ岎Ḱ䘬㵝佑ˤ娆⼁ᷫ䁢⋼≑敋
ᶳḮ妋㚱䈡⭂㱽⼳㵝佑䘬娆婆⍲䓐娆侴姕炻敋ᶳ⎗傥
⮵娚䫱㵝佑᷎ᶵ䅇〱ˤ
慳佑
ˬ柵⢾屣䓐˭㊱䄏䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲妰䬿䘬屣䓐炻ẍ墄恎
㿂㕗枰㟡㒂Ḵ暞暞ℕ⸜喅埻⭞廱ⓖ㪲夷ἳ㓗Ẁ䇰㪲屣
䘬攳㓗炻屟⭞枰⯙ảỽ姣㚱ŜłœŞᶼ℞ㆸṌ₡忋⎴屟⭞
屣䓐炷Ữᶵ⊭㊔ảỽ⡆ῤ䦭炸䫱㕤ㆾ崭忶Ĳĭııı㫸⃫炷
㊱㉵岋㚫䔞㖍䘬㫸㳚ᷕ⣖戨埴⍫侫⋗䌯㎃䬿䁢㉵岋㚫
䓐屐⸋炸䘬㉵岋⑩ˤ
ˬ㉵岋Ṣ˭ᷣ㊩㉵岋㚫䘬恎㿂㕗ẋ堐ˤ
ˬ䪞㈽Ṣ˭⠓⥍䪞㈽堐㟤䘬Ṣ⢓ˤ
ˬ䪞㈽堐㟤˭㛔℔⎠䘬䪞㈽Ṣ䘣姀堐㟤ˣ仢ⷕ侭⍲暣
娙䪞㈽堐㟤ˤ
ˬ恎㿂㕗˭恎㿂㕗㉵岋㚱旸℔⎠炷ŃŰůũŢŮŴ炷ŉŰůŨġŌŰůŨ炸ġ
ōŪŮŪŵŦť炸ㆾ℞⼴两℔⎠ㆾ㈧嬻℔⎠ˤ㕤屟⭞⋼嬘ˣ㤕
⊁夷⇯⍲䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲ℏ炻恎㿂㕗Ṏ䧙䁢ㆹᾹˤ
ˬ㚠䯵˭㕤⮰攨㚠䯵㉵岋㚫㍸ὃẍἄ扟ⓖ䘬⌘⇟㚠
㈡Ǆ

ˬ㤕⊁˭⊭㊔ảỽ埴㤕ˣ㤕⊁⍲⮰㤕ˤ
ˬ屟⭞˭㉵岋Ṣ句㥴堐䣢䓙℞㈽⼿㉵岋⑩䘬Ṣ⢓ˤ㕤
扟ⓖ⎰䲬⍲屟⭞⋼嬘ℏ炻屟⭞Ṏ䧙䁢ˬ敋ᶳ˭ˤ
ˬ屟⭞⋼嬘˭恎㿂㕗冯屟⭞妪䩳䘬⎰䲬炷夳⚾抬ℏ
旬抬Ḵ炸ˤ
ˬ屟⭞屣䓐˭ẍㆸṌ₡㊱䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲妪㖶䘬屣䌯妰
䬿䘬㫦枭ˤ
ˬ⚾抬˭㚱斄㉵岋㚫䘬⚾抬炻⊭㊔ảỽ㕤㛔℔⎠䵚䪁
↲庱䘬⚾抬昛徘ˤ
ˬἋ慹˭岋⭞ㅱẀḰ恎㿂㕗䘬Ἃ慹炻㊱䄏⎰䲬堐㟤妪
㖶䘬屣䌯妰䬿ˤġ
ˬ䉨㱩⟙⏲˭䓙恎㿂㕗ẋ堐岋⭞⎹䪞㈽Ṣㆾ㼃⛐䪞㈽
Ṣ㍸ὃ㚱斄㉵岋⑩䉨㱩䘬⟙⏲ˤ
ˬ⭬ⓖ屣˭岋⭞ㅱẀḰ恎㿂㕗䘬屣䓐炻㊱䄏㤕⊁夷⇯
妪㖶䘬屣䌯妰䬿ˤ
ˬ⎰䲬堐㟤˭䓙岋⭞ㆾẋ堐岋⭞䯥会䘬⎰䲬堐㟤ㆾ㰥
干屯㕁堐炷㊱怑䓐炸炻庱㚱ὃ恎㿂㕗㍸ὃẍἄ扟ⓖ䘬
㉵岋⑩㶭╖ˤ
ˬ扟ⓖ⎰䲬˭岋⭞冯屟⭞妪䩳䘬扟ⓖ⎰䲬炷夳⚾抬
ℏ旬抬ᶨ炸ˤ
ˬ⎰䲬婒㖶˭ⓗᶨ䘬㉵岋⑩婒㖶炷⌛⚾抬ℏ㚱斄㉵岋
⑩䘬屯㕁ℏẍ䰿橼↲庱䘬悐ấˣảỽ䄏䇯炷柷刚昌
⢾炸ẍ⍲䉨㱩⟙⏲䘬ℏ⭡炸炻岋⭞㕤扟ⓖ⎰䲬㈧媦㉵
岋⑩冯娚婒㖶䚠䫎ˤ
ˬ婒㖶˭ẍảỽ⼊⺷⮵㉵岋⑩ἄ䘬昛徘ㆾ䓛徘炻⊭
㊔㚱斄℞ἄ侭ˣⰔ⿏ˣ䉨㱩ˣ↢嗽ˣ䛇⮎⿏ˣ桐㟤ˣ
㗪㛇ˣ⸜ẋˣ怑⎰⿏ˣ⑩岒ˣἮ㸸⛘ˣ₡ῤ⍲Ộ妰ⓖ
₡炷⊭㊔ㆸṌ₡炸ˤ
ˬ屯㕁˭⚾抬ℏ嬀⇍㉵岋⑩⍲℞䶐嘇䘬㚠朊昛徘炻⎗
傥⊭㊔㚱斄㉵岋⑩䘬婒㖶⍲⚾䣢ˤ
ˬㆸṌ₡Ộ妰˭㛔℔⎠⮵ㆸṌ₡⎗傥䭬⚵䘬シ夳䘬
昛徘ˤ
ˬ攳㓗˭恎㿂㕗⯙㉵岋⑩ẀㆾㅱẀ䘬㓞屣⍲攳㓗炻
⊭㊔㱽⼳攳㓗ˣ⚈暣⋗侴䓊䓇䘬戨埴㓞屣⍲攳㓗ˣᾅ
晒㓞屣⍲攳㓗ˣ⚾抬⍲℞Ṿ墥ἄ⍲婒㖶ˣảỽ斄䦭ˣ
⭋⁛ˣ⊭墅ㆾ忳廠屣䓐ˣ廱庱㪲屣ˣ䦭枭ˣ⽝屣ˣ㷔
娎ˣ婧㞍ㆾ㞍娊屣䓐ˣ↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩䘬枸⁁ⶍἄˣ⃚⬀
㓞屣ˣἮ冒岋⭞ἄ䁢岋⭞ẋ䎮ㆾἮ冒⣙屔屟⭞䘬怟䦣
㓞屣ㆾ柀⍾屣䓐炻≈䦭枭ˤ
ˬ兢⑩˭℞墥ἄ侭ㆾ℞ṾṢ⢓シ⚾⛐℞ἄ侭ˣⰔ⿏ˣ
Ἦ㸸⛘ˣ䛇⮎⿏ˣ桐㟤ˣ㖍㛇ˣ⸜ẋˣ㗪㛇ˣ↢嗽ˣ
㔯⊾ˣἮ㸸ㆾㆸấ㕡朊忚埴㫢槁䘬‥忈⑩炻侴娚兢⑩
㕤㉵岋㚫㖍㛇䘬₡ῤ⣏ⷭỶ㕤℞劍朆‥忈䘬₡ῤˤᶼ
ảỽ㉵岋⑩婒㖶ᶨ㤪䃉㊯㖶℞䁢‥忈ˤ㉵岋⑩ᶵ㚫
⚈℞㎵⢆ˣ⍲炾ㆾ⮵℞忚埴ᾖ⽑⍲炾ㆾᾖ㓡炷⊭㊔
慵䔓ㆾ央䔓炸侴ㆸ䁢兢⑩炻ょ娚㎵⢆ㆾᾖ⽑ㆾᾖ㓡
炷夾ね㱩侴⭂炸᷎䃉⮎岒⼙枧㉵岋⑩冯㉵岋⑩婒㖶
䫎⎰䘬䈡⿏ˤ
ˬㆸṌ₡˭㉵岋Ṣ句㥴堐䣢㉵岋⑩ㆸṌ䘬₡㟤炻℞屐
⸋䁢㉵岋㚫㍉䓐䘬屐⸋ˤ
ˬ楁㷗˭ᷕ厗Ṣ㮹ℙ⚳楁㷗䈡⇍埴㓧⋨ˤ
ˬ怢⣙ㆾ㎵⢆ᾅ嫱˭㊯㤕⊁夷⇯䫔ĹįĳįĲ㭝徘䘬ᾅ
嫱ˤ
ˬ怢⣙ㆾ㎵⢆ᾅ嫱屣䓐˭㊯㤕⊁夷⇯䫔ĹįĳįĴ㭝徘
䘬屣䓐ˤ
ˬ㉵岋⑩˭ảỽ妿ẀḰ恎㿂㕗炻ὃẍ㉵岋ㆾ䥩Ṣ⋼䲬
⼊⺷↢ⓖ䘬ảỽ䈑⑩炷侴↉㍸徘ảỽ㉵岋⑩炻⛯⊭㊔
炷昌朆㔯佑⎎㚱㊯炸ἄ䁢䓙ℑ枭ㆾẍᶲ䈑⑩䳬ㆸ䘬
ᶨ枭㉵岋⑩ℏ䘬ᾳ⇍枭䚖炸ˤġ
ˬ㰥干⚾抬屣˭ἄ䁢恎㿂㕗墥ἄ㰥干䘬⚾抬⍲⯙↢ⓖ
㰥干忚埴㍐⺋侴枰㈧㑼柵⢾ⶍἄ䘬ẋ₡炻侴ㅱ䓙岋⭞
ẀḰ恎㿂㕗䘬屣䓐ˤ
ˬŏŦŸġŃŰůťġŔŵųŦŦŵ˭㊯恎㿂㕗ỵ㕤ġĲıĲġŏŦŸġŃŰůťġ
ŔŵųŦŦŵĭġōŰůťŰůġŘĲŔġĲŔœ䘬㉵岋⟜ˤ
ˬ⎵佑㓞屣˭῀㉵岋⑩㊱⎵佑₡㟤↢ⓖ炻⇯䁢ㅱẀ
䘬Ἃ慹⍲䦭枭ˤ
ˬ⎵佑屣䓐˭岋⭞ㅱẀḰ恎㿂㕗䘬⭬ⓖ屣ὅ㒂䘬慹
柵炻娚屣䓐㊱䄏㤕⊁夷⇯妪㖶䘬℔⺷妰䬿ˤ
ˬ⎵佑₡㟤˭㛔℔⎠⎹敋ᶳ㍸ὃㆾ庱㕤⚾抬䘬㚨役㛇
檀ˣỶỘ₡䘬⸛⛯㔠炻ㆾ劍᷎䃉㍸ὃㆾ庱↿娚䫱Ộ
₡炻⇯䁢㉵岋⑩怑䓐䘬⸽₡ˤ
ˬ䪞㈽Ṣ忂⏲˭ġ↲⌘㕤㛔℔⎠⚾抬⇵悐䘬忂⏲ˤ
ˬ屟₡˭ㆸṌ₡冯ㆸṌ₡䘬䦭枭䚠≈䘬䷥㔠ˤ
ˬ⸽₡˭㉵岋⑩⎗Ḱ↢ⓖ䘬㚨Ỷ₡㟤炷ᶵ婾ẍ㉵岋ㆾ
䥩Ṣ⋼䲬⼊⺷炸ˤ

ˬ㉵岋㚫˭䓙恎㿂㕗㍸ὃẍἄ扟ⓖ㉵岋⑩䘬㉵岋㚫ˤ
ˬ↢ⓖ⼿㫦枭˭㉵岋⑩ⓖ↢⼴岋⭞⼿䘬㫦枭㶐
柵炻⌛ㆸṌ₡㈋昌Ἃ慹ˣ℞ảỽㅱ丛䦭枭ˣ攳㓗⍲
ảỽ℞ṾㅱẀḰ㛔℔⎠䘬㫦枭ᶵ婾ẍỽ幓ấ⍲⤪ỽ
䓊䓇ˤ
ˬ岋⭞˭⎰䲬堐㟤↿㖶㍸ὃ㉵岋⑩ẍἄ扟ⓖ䘬Ṣ
⢓ˤ劍娚↿⎵Ṣ⢓⛐堐㟤ᶲ㊯㖶⎎ᶨṢ⢓ἄ䁢℞ẋ
䎮炻ㆾ劍⎰䲬堐㟤↿㖶Ṣ⢓ἄ䁢ᷣḳṢ䘬ẋ䎮埴ḳ
炷ᶵ婾娚ẋ䎮斄Ὢ㗗⏎⎹恎㿂㕗㉓曚炸炻⇯ˬ岋
⭞˭⊭㊔娚ẋ䎮⍲ᷣḳṢ炻侴⼤䫱枰⯙㬌ℙ⎴⍲ᾳ⇍
屈屔ˤ㤕⊁夷⇯ℏṎ䧙岋⭞䁢ˬ敋ᶳ˭ˤ
ˬ⮰⭞㞍槿˭䓙⮰⭞⮵㉵岋⑩忚埴䚖夾㞍槿ˤ
ˬ悝䤐˭㊯㕤⮰攨悝䤐㉵岋㚫㍸ὃẍἄ扟ⓖ䘬悝䤐ˤ
ˬ㧁㸾㞍槿˭䓙᷎朆⮰⭞䘬恎㿂㕗借⒉⮵㉵岋⑩忚
埴䚖夾㞍槿ˤ
ˬ⃚⬀⎰䲬˭㊯㤕⊁夷⇯䫔ĹįĴįĴ㭝ㆾ屟⭞⋼嬘䫔ĵįĵ㭝
炷㊱怑䓐炸徘䘬⎰䲬ˤ
ˬ⃚⬀㈧彎⓮˭㕤⚾抬㊯㖶䘬℔⎠ˤ
ˬ䦭枭˭㊯楁㷗㓧⹄⮎㕥ᶵ㗪怑䓐䘬㚱䦭枭ˣ㓞
屣ˣ斄䦭ˣ屣䓐ˣ⽝屣ㆾ℞Ṿ姽䦭炻ẍ⍲㚱℞Ộ妰
Ẁ㫦炻⊭㊔炻Ữᶵ旸㕤炻㓞ℍˣ㤕⊁⇑㼌ˣ↮埴⇑
㼌ˣ屐䈑䦭ˣ屉䓊ˣ扟ⓖˣἧ䓐ˣ⡆ῤ炷⡆ῤ䦭炸ˣ
䑘ᾅˣ䈡姙ˣ㴟斄ˣ忚⎋ˣ啒慹ˣ廱嬻ˣ䷥㓞ℍˣ枸
㈋ˣ䣦㚫ᾅ晄ˣ⣙㤕䦭枭⍲⌘剙䦭⍲℞Ṿ㓞屣炻ẍ⍲
⯙娚䫱䦭枭ˣ㓞屣ˣ屣䓐ˣ⽝屣ㆾ℞Ṿ姽䦭䘬ảỽ
⇑〗⍲优㫦ˤġ
ˬ⿸⾾ᷣ佑˭㊯ảỽ⿸⾾ᷣ佑埴䁢ㆾ娚䫱埴䁢䘬⦩
傭炻䃉婾ảỽṢ╖䌐埴≽ㆾẋ堐ㆾ冯ảỽ䳬䷼⍲炾ㆾ
㓧⹄㚱斄侴埴≽炻䁢㓧㱣ˣ⬿㔁ㆾ⿅゛ㆾ栆Ụ䚖䘬炻
⊭㊔炻Ữᶵ旸㕤炻ẩ⚾⼙枧ảỽ㓧⹄ㆾἧ℔䛦ㆾảỽ
悐ấ℔䛦星ℍ⿸ヴˤ
ˬᾉ妿ⷛ㇞˭恎㿂㕗䘬戨埴ⷛ㇞炻⯙ảỽ㉵岋⑩㓞
屟₡䘬㚱㚱斄枭㫦⛯㓞ℍ娚ⷛ㇞炻娚ⷛ㇞䁢冯恎㿂
㕗㬋ⷠ戨埴ⷛ㇞㚱⋨⇍⍲䌐䩳䘬ⷛ㇞ˤ
ˬ䵚䪁˭䵚⛨䁢ŸŸŸįţŰůũŢŮŴįŤŰŮ䘬恎㿂㕗䵚䪁ˤ
ˬ㑌扟忂䞍˭岋⭞⎹恎㿂㕗䘤↢䘬㚠朊忂䞍炻ẍ㑌扟
䓙恎㿂㕗↢ⓖ㉵岋⑩䘬㊯䣢ˤ
ˬᶵ姕⸽₡˭㊯᷎䃉夷⭂㉵岋⑩⎗Ḱ↢ⓖ䘬㚨Ỷ₡㟤
炷ᶵ婾ẍ㉵岋ㆾ䥩Ṣ⋼䲬⼊⺷炸

ĩĲĪġġ

昌䫔ĩĳĪ㫦怑䓐䘬ⓖ岋⎰䲬⢾炻㭷ấⓖ岋⎰
䲬⛯㚱ʇġ
ĩŢĪġᶨ枭岋㕡枰䫎⎰䘬晙⏓㡅ẞ灼⤪娚⎰
䲬㗗ᶨ⬿ⓖ岋炻Ṿ㚱㪲ⓖ岋㚱斄屐⑩炻⤪
娚⎰䲬㗗ᶨ枭ⓖ岋⋼嬘炻⇯Ṿ⛐屐⑩䓊㪲
廱䦣㗪炻⮯㚱㪲ⓖ岋娚䫱屐⑩烊⍲
ĩţĪġᶨ枭晙⏓䘬ᾅ嫱㡅㫦灼娚䫱屐⑩᷎䃉
ảỽ⛐妪䩳⎰䲬⇵㛒⎹屟㕡㉓曚ㆾ㛒䁢屟
㕡䞍䘬㉤姀ㆾ䓊㪲屈㑼炻侴⛐䓊㪲廱䦣
⇵Ṏᶵ㚫㚱忁㧋䘬㉤姀ㆾ䓊㪲屈㑼烊㬌
⢾炻屟㕡⮯⬱⮏⛘ṓ㚱⮵娚䫱屐⑩䘬䭉
㚱炻Ữ⤪⮵娚枭䭉㚱䘬⸚㒦㗗䓙㚱㪲ṓ㚱
⎹屟㕡㉓曚ㆾ䁢屟㕡䞍䘬ảỽ㉤姀
ㆾ䓊㪲屈㑼䘬⇑䙲䘬㑩㚱Ṣㆾ℞Ṿ㚱㪲ṓ
㚱娚䫱⇑䙲䘬Ṣἄ↢䘬炻⇯ᶵ⛐㬌旸ˤ

ĩĳĪġġ

⤪ⓖ岋⎰䲬栗䣢ㆾ⽆⎰䲬䘬ね㱩㍐⭂
䘬シ⎹炻㗗岋㕡⎒廱嬻℞㛔幓䘬㚱㪲ㆾ
䫔ᶱ侭䘬㚱㪲炻⇯⎰䲬ᷕ㚱ʇ
ĩŢĪġᶨ枭晙⏓䘬ᾅ嫱㡅㫦灼岋㕡䞍Ữᶵ
䁢屟㕡䞍䘬㚱㉤姀ㆾ䓊㪲屈㑼炻⛐⎰
䲬妪䩳⇵⎹屟㕡㉓曚烊⍲
ġ
ĩţĪġᶨ枭晙⏓䘬ᾅ嫱㡅㫦灼ᶳ↿Ṣ⢓ᶵ㚫
⸚㒦屟㕡⬱⮏⛘䭉㚱屐⑩ʇ
ĩŪĪġ岋㕡烊⍲
ĩŪŪĪġ⤪⎰䲬暁㕡䘬シ⎹㗗岋㕡⎒廱嬻䫔
ᶱ侭䘬㚱㪲炻⇯娚䫔ᶱ侭烊⍲
ĩŪŪŪĪġảỽ德忶ㆾ啱䛨岋㕡ㆾ䫔ᶱ侭㍸
↢䓛䳊䘬Ṣ炻侴娚枭䓛䳊᷎朆㟡㒂⛐
⎰䲬妪䩳⇵⎹屟㕡㉓曚ㆾ䁢屟㕡
䞍䘬㉤姀ㆾ䓊㪲屈㑼侴㍸↢䘬ˤ

娆⼁
ẍᶳ娆⎍㚱䈡⭂㱽⼳㵝佑炻侴敋ᶳ⎗傥⮵娚䫱㵝佑᷎
ᶵ䅇〱ˤᶳ↿娆⼁ᷫ䁢⋼≑敋ᶳḮ妋娚䫱娆⎍炻ょ䃉
シ⯙㬌侴旸⇞℞㱽⼳ᶲ䘬㵝佑炛
ˬ喅埻⭞廱ⓖ㪲˭炛㊱Ḵ暞暞ℕ⸜喅埻⭞廱ⓖ㪲夷ἳ
䘬夷⭂炻喅埻⑩ἄ侭㕤⍇↢ⓖ娚ἄ⑩⼴炻⯙↢ⓖ娚ἄ
⑩侴㓞⍾㫦枭䘬㪲⇑ˤ
ˬ⍿妿ᾅ䭉Ṣ˭炛屐⑩Ṍ妿䘬Ṣ⢓ˤ
ˬᾅ嫱˭炛䁢ᾅ嫱ἧ娚ᾅ嫱⍿䙲Ṣ⚆⽑℞䋞
⤪⮶农枰Ḱ䘬ね㱩᷎䃉䘤䓇㗪嗽䉨㱩䘬屔ả炻
ˬ˭ᶨ娆Ṏ㊱㬌妋慳ˤ
ˬḺ䇕㪲⇑姜姇˭炛䓙㱽昊塩⭂㉵岋⑩㑩㚱㪲婘Ⱄ
䘬姜姇ˤ
ˬ㈽⼿˭炛㉵岋⑩ⓖḰᶨ⎵䪞㈽Ṣᷳ㗪炻㕤㉵岋㚫ᶲ
ẍ句㥴堐䣢ˤ
ˬ䔁伖㪲˭炛䭉㚱㉵岋⑩䘬Ṣ⢓ᾅ䔁℞䭉㚱㪲䘬㪲
⇑ˤ
ˬ桐晒˭炛ġ㉵岋⑩怢⣙ˣ㎵⢆ˣ㎵㭨ˣ塓䩲炻ㆾ䉨
㱩ㆾ₡ῤら⊾䘬⎗傥⿏ˤ
ˬ㚱㪲˭炛㉵岋⑩㑩㚱㪲䘬㱽⼳⍲堉⸛㱽ᶲ䘬㪲
⇑ˤ
ˬὝ㪲㱽˭炛⮵ṾṢ䉗ᶳ㱽⼳ᶲ䘬忶⣙炻侴䉗忶侭⮵
娚Ṣ⢓屈㚱嫡ヶ屔ảˤ
楁㷗㱽ἳ䫔ĳķ䪈屐⑩ⓖ岋㡅ἳġ
ẍᶳ䁢楁㷗㱽ἳ䫔ĳķ䪈屐⑩ⓖ岋㡅ἳ䘬㐀抬炛
ˬ䫔Ĳĵ㡅㚱斄㚱㪲䫱䘬晙⏓屔ả㈧㑼
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Registration and Bidding Form
(Attendee / Absentee / Online / Telephone Bidding)
Please circle your bidding method above.

Paddle number (for office use only)
This sale will be conducted in accordance with
Bonhams’ Conditions of Sale and bidding and buying
at the Sale will be regulated by these Conditions.
You should read the Conditions in conjunction with
the Sale Information relating to this Sale which sets
out the charges payable by you on the purchases
you make and other terms relating to bidding and
buying at the Sale. You should ask any questions you
have about the Conditions before signing this form.
These Conditions also contain certain undertakings
by bidders and buyers and limit Bonhams’ liability to
bidders and buyers.
Data protection – use of your information
Where we obtain any personal information about you,
we shall only use it in accordance with the terms of our
Privacy Policy (subject to any additional specific consent(s)
you may have given at the time your information was
disclosed). A copy of our Privacy Policy can be found on
our website (www.bonhams.com) or requested by post
from Customer Services Department, Suite 1122, 2 Pacific
Place, 88 Queensway, Hong Kong or by e-mail from
hongkong@bonhams.com.
Credit and Debit Card Payments
There is no surcharge for payments made by debit cards issued by
a Hong Kong bank. All other debit cards, CUP cards and all credit
cards are subject to a 3% surcharge on the total invoice price.
Notice to Bidders.
Clients are requested to provide photographic proof of
ID - passport, driving licence, ID card, together with proof
of address - utility bill, bank or credit card statement
etc. Corporate clients should also provide a copy of their
articles of association / company registration documents,
together with a letter authorising the individual to bid on
the company’s behalf. Failure to provide this may result in
your bids not being processed. For higher value lots you
may also be asked to provide a bank reference.
If successful
I will collect the purchases myself
Please contact me with a shipping quote
(if applicable)

* Any person, bidders and purchasers must be at least 18
years of age to participate in the Sale of Lots comprising
wine, spirits and liquors.

Telephone or
Absentee (T / A)

Lot no.

Sale title: Fine Jewellery & Jadeite

Sale date: 25 May 2013

Sale no. 20956

Sale venue: Hong Kong

If you are not attending the sale in person, please provide details of the Lots on which you wish to bid at least 24 hours
prior to the sale. Bids will be rounded down to the nearest increment. Please refer to the Notice to Bidders in the catalogue
for further information relating to Bonhams executing telephone, online or absentee bids on your behalf. Bonhams will
endeavour to execute these bids on your behalf but will not be liable for any errors or failing to execute bids.
General Bid Increments HK$:
$10,000 - 20,000..............by 1,000s
$20,000 - 50,000..............by 2,000 / 5,000 / 8,000s
$50,000 - 100,000............by 5,000s
$100,000 - 200,000..........by 10,000s

$200,000 - 500,000..........by 20,000 / 50,000 / 80,000s
$500,000 - 1,000,000........by 50,000s
$1,000,000 - 2,000,000......by 100,000s
above $2,000,000............at the auctioneer’s discretion

The auctioneer has discretion to split any bid at any time.

Customer Number

Title

First Name

Last Name

Company name (to be invoiced if applicable)
Address

City

County / State

Post / Zip code

Country

Telephone mobile

Telephone daytime

Telephone evening

Fax

Preferred number(s) in order for Telephone Bidding (inc. country code)

E-mail (in capitals)

I am registering to bid as a private client

I am registering to bid as a trade client

Please note that all telephone calls are recorded.

Please tick if you have registered with us before

Important
When registering, the Bidder accepts personal liability for his/her purchase payment, unless it has been previously agreed in writing
with Bonhams, that a Bidder is acting as an agent for a third party. Any person placing a bid as agent on behalf of another (whether
or not he has disclosed this fact or the identity of his principal) will be jointly and severally liable with the principal to the Seller and
to Bonhams under any contract resulting from the acceptance of a bid. By signing this form you agree to be bound by the Notice to
Bidders printed in this Catalogue. You also authorise Bonhams to pursue a financial reference from your bank. Finally, Bonhams may
request that you provide proof of identity and permanent address for verification and client administration purposes.

MAX bid in HK$
(excluding premium)

Brief description

Covering bid*

BY SIGNING THIS FORM YOU AGREE THAT YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND OUR CONDITIONS OF SALE AND WISH TO BE BOUND BY THEM.
THIS AFFECTS YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS.
Your signature:

Date:

* Covering Bid: A maximum bid (exclusive of Buyers Premium) to be executed by Bonhams only if we are unable to contact you by telephone, or should the connection be lost during bidding.
NB. Payment will only be accepted from an account in the same name as shown on the invoice and Auction Registration form.
Please email or fax the completed Auction Registration form and requested information to:
Bonhams, Customer Services, Suite 1122, 2 Pacific Place, 88 Queensway, Hong Kong. Tel: +852 2918 4321 Fax: +852 2918 4320, info.hk@bonhams.com
HK/09V1/12
Bonhams (Hong Kong) Limited. Suite 1122, 2 Pacific Place, 88 Queensway, Hong Kong. Company Number 1426522.
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Bonhams
Registered No. 1426522
Suite 1122
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Hong Kong
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